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•He knew the language, he knew the culture. Tenacious yet tolerant,
      he brought strength to a struggling church in uncertain times.  

  

  
 

 

•With God’s constant blessing, what the “mighty 40” accomplished
     was well - nigh unbelievable!

•This king sent a royal carriage and two princesses to take a
      teacher on a royal tour of the town!

•Adventurous?  Oh yes! Life on Pitcairn; living in Vanuatu;
      making changes in Fiji from 2 to 1. 
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RISING HIGHER: STRENGTHENING CHURCH INVOLVEMENT IN  
MEETING GROWING NATIONAL CHALLENGES. 

 
Exceptional times had arrived!  A long-awaited ‘coming-of-age’ ceremony that many 
people would remember with national pride and joy, occurred on 7 July 1978 - the day 
when independence became a reality for the people of the Solomon Islands.  While 
Queen Elizabeth II remained Head of State, a practising Christian, interestingly 
enough, Honourable Peter Kenilorea, became the country’s first Prime Minister.  Pacif-
ic Island Heads of State, Prime Ministers and Church Leaders present for the notable 
occasion, warmly congratulated the Solomon Islands’ new leaders and enjoyed the 
commemorative and festal activities planned for the occasion.  A well-organised re-
treat performed by colourfully-attired members of the Solomon Islands military capti-
vated the interest of the large and appreciative crowd.  When the country’s new flag 
edged its way up the flagpole, eventually reaching a commanding position above the 
crowd, a sense of national pride pervaded the atmosphere as people took on board 
the symbol of freedom, meaning they would be able to plan, develop and support per-
sonally, their ‘new’ Solomon Islands.  

With inspiring and precious memories of a unique historic event stored away in their 
hearts, the new government bravely faced the challenges ahead.  With assistance 
from a select number of experienced expatriate advisors, a positive agenda was 
mapped out and implemented.  To be sure, teething problems interposed and slowed 
progress somewhat, but patience and wise counsel usually ‘won the day.’  Mistakes 
were made and eventually disciplinary procedures were put into effect.  However, the 
government moved forward:  it had to.  Now Solomon Islanders were in control and 
where genuine thinking and action took place, progress for the wellbeing of the people 
became reality. 

It seems this is the time to ask, ‘Is the church moving forward too, in the process of 
upgrading?’  ‘Yes, it is!’  But more momentum is needed, for the present time is really 
opportune for Adventist Pacific Island missions to upgrade one more step: to become 
fully mature in church operational procedures by attaining conference status!  Having 
experienced advisors assist local leaders in full control of plans and procedures for 
spiritual growth, wise administration, sound financial procedures and effective church 
planting, the church, with the blessing of God would indeed move forward in advancing 
the kingdom of Heaven in the hearts and lives of the island people - in readiness for 
the Great Day of Christ’s return. 

There is good news though.  Already one mission administration has reached Confer-
ence level of operations and is making sound progress.  This is the National Capital 
District and Central Papuan Conference in Papua New Guinea. 

Pastor Kove Tau, lead pastor and administrative officer, says, “Central Papuan Con-
ference fosters a strong, friendly church family spirit.  
As loving and faithful disciples of Jesus, members are 
committed to implementing the conference strategic 
plan for advancing the gospel message in their areas.  
The outcome: - already membership during the last 
three years has grown from 33,000 to 41,000 people.  
New churches are being planted, members pay their 
tithes and give their offerings.  Satellite evangelism is 
reaching many, and practical ministries involving 
health and community services are touching people’s 
lives.  We do face challenges along the way, but God 
still leads and prospers our conference.” 

In South Pacific homes and villages, Western secularism is making deep inroads and 
securing footholds, with overseas television programmes playing a major part in this 
societal change.  In some places requests are made for a special day of rest and re-
laxation to be enshrined in legislative terms.  More and more youth are acquiring rec-
ognised educational qualifications but quite a number do not obtain secure employ-
ment. 

Although Adventist church membership is on the increase it means trained leaders in 
guidance, care and nurture are urgently required.  Conditions everywhere in today’s 
world are telling us it is time for local Missions in cooperation with their unions, to arise 
and establish groups to explore operational frameworks, and workable procedures, 
leading to conference status becoming reality.  The times really do require action!  

(The Editor attended Solomon Island Independence Celebrations, and over the years 
administered local and union missions.)  
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RAIMUND AND REUBENA REYE: 

Missionaries to Samoa 
A refereed article by Arnold C Reye 

This paper covers the progress of the Seventh-day 
Adventist Mission in Samoa between 1895 and 
1947. Although it is largely based on the records of 
Raimund and Reubena Reye, as well as 
communications from others about them, it offers 
useful insights into the significant contributions that 
other persons made in developing Adventism in 
Samoa during this period. 

Who were Raimund and Reubena Reye? Is their story worth 
telling? Raimund (1903-1968) hailed from Western Samoa 
where his father, immediately prior to World War I, had been 
Treasurer in the government of German Samoa. Reubena 
(1899-1992, nee Thompson) came from a farming family at 
Eugowra in the fertile Lachlan River Valley. Her forebears 
came from Falkirk, Stirlingshire. William Thompson and his 
family became Adventists through the influence of a neighbour, 
Thomas Kent. Reubena attended the Eugowra Adventist 
Church School for all of her primary and secondary studies. 
This little school established in 1904 was the first Adventist 
school west of the Blue Mountains.  

In her last year at the Eugowra School, Reubena gained a 
scholarship to enter Hereford House, Glebe, to train as a 
teacher. William Thompson, aware of the loneliness 
experienced by isolated country schoolteachers, vetoed this 
plan. He did however, endorse her enrolling at Avondale where 
she completed the secretarial course. Brief exposure to life in 
an office was however, sufficient to convince Reubena that 
secretarial work was not her vocation. But, as history was to 
show, her secretarial and bookkeeping skills were later put to 
good use in another context. 

From the time of his acceptance of Seventh-day Adventist 
doctrine, the flame of missionary service had burned in the 
heart of Raimund Reye. Even before his baptism in 1919, he 
had shown an interest in sharing his new faith. He joined 
missionary Thomas Howse, in riding horseback across the 
mountain range that runs the length of the Island of Upolu1 and 
distributing copies of O le Tala Moni (The True Story) to the 
villages along the south coast. He enjoyed this experience. In 
mid-1920, having completed his secondary schooling in 
Samoa, Raimund sailed for Australia where he enrolled in the 
Missionary Course at the Australasian Missionary College (now 
Avondale College of Higher Education), Cooranbong2. 
Customs records attest that he arrived in Australia 26 July 
1920. Upon arrival he was granted an Exemption Certificate by 
the Australian Home and Territories Department.3 

Raimund Reye was aged sixteen when he arrived at Avondale. 
German was his native tongue, but his mother was English-
speaking so he had some exposure to English. Raimund’s 

academic record at Avondale indicates he quickly grasped 
English and became proficient in expressing himself. The 
biblical component of the course included New Testament 
History, Bible Doctrines, and Daniel and Revelation. Although 
he did well in the general subjects, he excelled in the bible 
subjects and consistently attained marks in the high nineties 
(high distinctions in today’s assessment regime). Raimund 
Reye completed his course of study at the end of 1922 and 
was elected president of that year’s graduating class. 

Apart from normal friendships, many life-long partnerships 
began at Avondale. This was the case with Raimund for he 
gained the special affections of Reubena Thompson. Perhaps 
love proved a distraction to Reye’s missionary ambitions for he 
did not immediately seek denominational employment. Rather, 
he stayed in the Cooranbong area through 1923, working in the 
College’s blacksmith’s shop and taking a further two subjects. 
His prime motivation was to cement his relationship with 
Reubena. The two subjects—Analytics and Woodwork—were 
to prove invaluable in Reye’s future service for the church.  

Reye’s Exemption Certificates for 1924 and 1925 
acknowledged he was no longer a student at Avondale, but 
was engaged in missionary work in South Australia; a form of 
internship under the auspices of the South Australian 
Conference4. From the church’s perspective, it was thought 
Reye’s German-speaking skills would prove helpful in the 
various German settlements within that State. Over those two 

Raimund and Reubena—4 November 1925 
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years he pastored in the Berri-Renmark area and the 
Barossa Valley. There was however, very little supervision 
during these internship years. Meanwhile, Reubena had 
commenced the three-year nursing course at the Sydney 
Sanitarium (the San).  

Toward the end of 1925 Raimund was approached by Pastor 
A H Piper5 with the proposition that he and Reubena bring 
forward any marriage plans and then return to his homeland, 
Samoa, as a missionary. Reubena still had a year to go to 
complete her nurse training, but after some hesitation, 
agreed to forego her nursing qualifications and to prepare 
immediately for marriage and relocation to Samoa. The 
wedding took place on November 4, 1925 in the Wahroonga 
church and, after a brief honeymoon at Katoomba, the 
newlyweds embarked on the S.S. Sonoma that plied 
between Sydney and San Francisco via Auckland, Pago-
Pago and Honolulu. The Reyes disembarked at Pago-Pago, 
American Samoa, and travelled the rest of the way on a 
small inter-island steamer. 

The Beginnings of Adventist Mission in Samoa 

By the 1920s Adventism had maintained a mission program 
in the Territory of Western Samoa6 for almost thirty years. 
There was however, very little to show for the work of those 
years—only a score of baptised members. Furthermore, they 
were mainly Europeans and persons of mixed-race resident 
in Apia, the capital. This led church administrators to ponder 
whether it was a failure at the personnel level or whether the 
lack of success rested in the methodology employed.  

David E Hay, in his history of Samoan Adventism, has 
identified reasons why the early attempts to attract 
indigenous adherents required much effort, but produced 
little return. He notes in particular, the following: (1) the 
concentration of evangelistic effort mainly in urbanised Apia 
to the neglect of regional villages; (2) the lack of continuity of 
expatriate workers; (3) the failure to send trained Bible 
workers to Samoa; (4) the inability of the home base to 
recruit personnel to staff the successful medical work that 
commenced in 1895; (5) the consequent closure of the 
Samoa Sanitarium; (6) the very brief periods the early 
missionaries stayed in Samoa restricted their understanding 

of the Samoan language, culture and traditions; (7) the effect 
the enervating tropical climate with high rainfall, high 
temperature, high humidity, and with little variation between 
seasons had on morale; and (8) the health issues faced by 
Europeans unused to the demands of working in tropical 
conditions.7  

Experienced church Administrator, Edmund B. Rudge, visited 
Samoa in November 1924 as part of an assessment of the 
Adventist mission program in Polynesia. With regard to 
Samoa he made four recommendations: send out an 
experienced evangelist to lead the mission, send a teacher 
and undertake a school program, focus on building an 
indigenous group of workers, and expand evangelistic effort 
beyond Apia. The report implied that unless these measures 
were taken the church might as well cut its losses and close 
the shop. The Australasian Union Conference (AUC) decided 
on one last effort.  

Adventism first came to the South Pacific in 1885 through 
American missionaries. As it took root and flourished in the 
Antipodes, the American missionaries were gradually 
replaced by local-born personnel who through previous 
experience or by training at Avondale College were able to 
provide the skills and knowledge base required to conduct 
the church’s evangelistic, administrative and other 
enterprises. The rate of growth and development both in the 
homeland and in the various mission fields meant there was 
a continual personnel deficit. It was not, therefore, easy to staff 
a mission field such as Samoa. 

Rudge’s recommendation of an “experienced evangelist” was 
impossible to meet. It was difficult enough to meet the 
staffing needs of conferences in Australia and New Zealand 
and too often ministers with public evangelism abilities were 
channelled into administrative roles.8 Church administrators 
therefore turned to another option. Who might show sufficient 
promise to be entrusted with this responsibility? The details 
of their discussions are unknown, but in late 1925 they 
nominated twenty-two-year-old Raimund Reye for the role. 
Reye had the advantage of being born in Samoa so 
presumably had a working knowledge of the Samoan people 
and their language.9 

Biography of Arnold C Reye 

Now retired and living near Bris-
bane, Arnold Reye was born in Apia 
Western Samoa, of missionary par-
ents. Apart from an interest in Ad-
ventist Church history he can re-
member the impact World War II 
had on his parents and his young 
life. 

Using Western Samoa as a training 
base in jungle warfare, the US Marines commandeered parts 
of his school for officers’ accommodation.  Thus his first year 
of formal schooling was interrupted. Because of this close 
contact with the American military machine, he has followed 
with interest the history of the War in the Pacific. 

He spent forty years in education, most of which were in the 
service of the church.  He was principal of: Lilydale Academy,  

 
Hawthorn Adventist High School, Sydney Adventist College 
and Brisbane Adventist College.  In addition he worked in ad-
ministration at all three levels of the church; local conference, 
Union and Division in the field of education. 

Arnold gained academic qualifications from the Universities of 
Western Australia, Edith Cowan and Monash and a PhD from 
Andrews University in the United States. 

In his retirement, in addition to researching history topics, he 
devoted time to the ADRAcare Centre at Slacks Creek, 
Queensland. 

Arnold and Mary have a daughter, Rowena Richardson. 

 
Although it is with sadness we record the passing of  
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RAIMUND AND REUBENA REYE: 

Missionaries to Samoa 
A refereed article by Arnold C Reye 

This paper covers the progress of the Seventh-day 
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1947. Although it is largely based on the records of 
Raimund and Reubena Reye, as well as 
communications from others about them, it offers 
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Who were Raimund and Reubena Reye? Is their story worth 
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From the time of his acceptance of Seventh-day Adventist 
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heart of Raimund Reye. Even before his baptism in 1919, he 
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the Australian Home and Territories Department.3 

Raimund Reye was aged sixteen when he arrived at Avondale. 
German was his native tongue, but his mother was English-
speaking so he had some exposure to English. Raimund’s 

academic record at Avondale indicates he quickly grasped 
English and became proficient in expressing himself. The 
biblical component of the course included New Testament 
History, Bible Doctrines, and Daniel and Revelation. Although 
he did well in the general subjects, he excelled in the bible 
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Reye completed his course of study at the end of 1922 and 
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Apart from normal friendships, many life-long partnerships 
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His prime motivation was to cement his relationship with 
Reubena. The two subjects—Analytics and Woodwork—were 
to prove invaluable in Reye’s future service for the church.  

Reye’s Exemption Certificates for 1924 and 1925 
acknowledged he was no longer a student at Avondale, but 
was engaged in missionary work in South Australia; a form of 
internship under the auspices of the South Australian 
Conference4. From the church’s perspective, it was thought 
Reye’s German-speaking skills would prove helpful in the 
various German settlements within that State. Over those two 
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years he pastored in the Berri-Renmark area and the 
Barossa Valley. There was however, very little supervision 
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of the Samoan language, culture and traditions; (7) the effect 
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Neophyte Missionaries 

When the Reyes arrived in Samoa the Adventist presence 
consisted of thirty members of the Apia church.10 Adventism 
had first come to German Samoa in 1891 with a visit from the 
missionary ship, Pitcairn. In 1895 the Pitcairn returned with 
Dr. Frederick Braucht, his wife Mina, and nurse Emily McCoy. 
They established the Samoa Sanitarium in Apia. In this 
enterprise they were supported by volunteer, Dudley Owen, 
Braucht’s father-in-law.11 As noted previously, early converts 
to Adventism were essentially from amongst expatriate 
Europeans and the mixed-blood population in Apia. Over the 
next thirty years a number of Australian missionaries served 
in Samoa, including Julia and Joseph Steed and Edith and 
Thomas Howse. Their successes too were essentially 
amongst the white or part-white residents in Apia. Very little 
progress had been made in evangelising the indigenous 
population. 

On the journey to his field of labour, Raimund Reye had 
plenty of time to consider the task ahead of him and to 
formulate some short and longer-term goals.  While it had 
been six years since he had left Samoa, correspondence with 
his parents had kept him apprised of local church affairs.  
Moreover, he was aware of Pastor Edmund Rudge’s key 
recommendation.12  Soon after his arrival in Apia, in a letter 
to the AUC, Reye outlined what he saw to be his immediate 
tasks.  He stated these as being: (1) the return of the mission 
compound to being representative of the church—the 
compound had been unoccupied for fifteen months and the 
campus was overgrown; (2) making the mission house 
habitable and presentable; and (3) raising the house onto 
eight foot stumps to help reduce mould, eliminate the 
problem of termites, and to take advantage of both mountain 
and sea breezes. He also noted the on-going task of 
preparing tracts and papers in the Samoan language, and the 
spiritual nurture of ‘our little church company’ of thirty 
members.13 To show that his vision extended beyond the 
immediate, Reye also stated his intention to compile a 
Samoan hymnbook,14 establish a training school, and 
develop a national worker force for ‘we have never yet had a 
native worker in Samoa.’  

And what of Reubena? She had to make the greater 
adjustment.  Whereas for her husband it was a homecoming, 
for her it was entering two completely alien cultures—
German and Samoan. Raimund’s relatives and friends were 
all German speaking and the conversations flowed around 
her uncomprehended.  Also, her mother-in-law had selected 
Raimund’s wife-to-be from among the local belles.  It took 
Margaretta Reye quite some time to appreciate and value 
what her son had seen in the lass from Eugowra. 

Not only did Reubena feel alienated from those around her, 
she was also confronted by “unseen powers”.  Not long after 
the Reyes occupied the renovated mission house, Raimund 
was felled by a severe fever.  One night, sitting beside her 
husband and trying to reduce the fever through appropriate 
hydrotherapy, Reubena was startled to hear a loud 
commotion in the adjoining room.  She recalled that it 
sounded like someone throwing the furniture around. 
Thoroughly unnerved by the experience Reubena called out 
‘I know it is you Satan. In the name of Jesus I command you 

to leave.’  The commotion stopped abruptly.  In telling the 
story Reubena interpreted the event as the Devil’s attempt 
to discourage her into an early return to Australia.  Apart 
from her faith in the God she served, the Devil 
underestimated her doughty Scots spirit.  She determined 
that if the powers of darkness so much wanted the Reyes 
out of Samoa, then stay she would.  That experience 
became a turning point in Reubena’s attitude to mission 
service.15 

If Reye had any reservations about his wife’s commitment to 
mission service, they were put to rest by an influenza 
epidemic that swept through Samoa in the middle months of 
1926.  Although she had not completed her nursing course, 
Reubena had spent considerable time working in the 
hydrotherapy department at the San.  She had particularly 
enjoyed that part of her training.  Now she was able to use 
her knowledge and skills to assist influenza victims16 in the 
neighbourhood around the mission.  Reye was proud of his 
wife’s successful efforts and the good will it generated.  This 
was the first of many occasions over the succeeding 
years in which Reubena used her skills in the various 
forms of hydrotherapy. 

Christ and Culture 

When Reye took up his post in Samoa he did not have the 
benefit of the cultural models constructed by H Richard 
Niebuhr, or the work of Gottfried Oosterwal for Adventists in 
particular.17  These helpful tools only became available 
decades later.  Reye was however, fully conscious of the 
tension between the Adventist belief system and Samoan 
cultural practices.  He summed it up in these words: 

As a mission field, Samoa offers many hard 
and trying problems.  Samoa is not a heathen 
country; far from it!  It is just full of Christianity, 
but alas, of the wrong kind.  If the people were 
raw heathen we could do more for them, for 
they would not then be so proud, so haughty, 
so utterly self-satisfied.18 

By the time the Reyes arrived in Samoa, there was a local 
history of Christianity that spanned almost one hundred 
years.  That great missionary to the Pacific, John Williams, 
first visited Samoa in 1830 and so began, over the next ten 
years or so, a mass conversion to Christianity.  There were a 
number of reasons why Christianity appealed to the 
Samoans19 but it was a form of Christianity that had become 
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Samoanised.  The matai (chiefs) who drove the acceptance of 
Christianity melded the new religion with the old socio-cultural 
structures. As Davidson notes: ‘Samoan Protestantism never 
became the mirror image of English Nonconformity … the 
church developed in ways that owed more to Samoan than to 
English Nonconformist tradition.’20 Thus the new religion 
became embedded in faa-Samoa (the Samoan way).  

Samoan society is communal; there is little room for 
individualism. The unit of social life is the aiga (family). The 
Samoan family is based upon a number of relationships: 
genetic, marriage, and adoption. The key to identifying the 
Samoan family is acknowledgment by family members of 
allegiance to a matai, that is, a person who has been invested 
with a chiefly title. The title carries with it a family name. A title 
may be further complicated by being divided between two or 
more persons, or a person may hold more than one title.  

The important thing is that the matai provides the family with 
leadership and in turn expects cooperation from family 
members and the provision of services—fishing, cultivating, 
land clearing, house building and repairs, and so on. A point 
of leverage in the hands of the matai is the power to apportion 
to family members the land associated with the title. To 
counter any abuse of power, the matai is expected to 
regularly convene family fono (council meetings). The fono is 
a forum where family matters might be discussed and 
decisions made.21 

A number of families constitute a village. Family houses are 
constructed around the village malae (common). The malae is 
the shared recreational and ceremonial area. Generally a 
village is bordered by the sea and the bush. The sea provides 
fish and seafoods and the bush is cleared for gardens.  The 
village too has its fono.  

The first European missionaries were dispatched by the 
London Missionary Society (LMS), and soon after came 
Methodists and then Roman Catholics.22 The local matai 
chose which form of Christianity the village would embrace. 
Thus each village became identified with a religious 
denomination. This identification became cemented by the 
construction of a village church. 

Added to the strengthening of village-church identification 
was the regard with which the local priest or Protestant 
minister was held. Although not a titled person, the Faife’au 
(minister) had an influential voice that was usually held in 
more esteem and respect than the average matai. Whether 
speaking within or without his local church, the Faife’au’s 
voice carried a lot of weight.  

Why this brief and inadequate excursus into cultural 
anthropology? The solidarity of the family-village identification 
with the earlier Christian denominations explains why 
Adventism struggled to make progress amongst the 
Samoans. To accept the new religion was an individualistic 
decision at complete odds with Samoan socio-cultural norms. 
A person showing interest in the Lotu Aso Fitu (Seventh-day 
church) immediately came under considerable pressure from 
both matai and faife’au. Very few had the conviction and 
strength of personality to withstand the wrath of the matai and 
the social ostracism it involved.23  To become an Adventist 
meant to become a “non-person” within the aiga.  This was 
the major hurdle which faced the early Adventist missionaries 
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bena is first on right 

 

Below right:  Apia church, Samoa 
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Lower right: Historical home of Rob-
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to Samoa and which now faced Reye.  

In the earlier quote from Reye it should be noted he used the 
plural as in “problems”. While the main problem in 
evangelising ethnic Samoans was undoubtedly the individual
-aiga tension, there were other problems of a lesser but still 
important nature. First, there was the issue of lifestyle 
behaviours. Second, there was engagement in Samoan 
practices deemed inimical to a genuine conversion 
experience.  

Lifestyle Issues 

Adventism has for most of its history been characterised by 
its adherence to definite lifestyle standards in such areas as 
health and diet, recreation, worship and financial 
management. Thus Adventists don’t engage in dancing and 
questionable recreation, they observe dietary rules such as 
avoidance of unclean foods (pork and crustaceans), they 
worship on Saturday the seventh day of the week, and they 
support their church through a tithing system. These 
standards apply to both Europeans and nationals. 

Not only were lifestyle issues a barrier to potential adherents, 
they could also be a problem to existing members. As he 
became more familiar with the members of his church 
congregation, Reye became alarmed at a rather cavalier 
attitude some had to church standards. At community feasts 
some were seen to relish shell food and enjoy pork, on other 
occasions some engaged in dancing, and there was a 
general laxity about Sabbath observance. Initially, Reye was 
confident that a series of sermons on church standards and 
talks at prayer meetings would bring his flock into line.  To 
his chagrin, he found that these efforts produced no great 
change. Where to next?  As the only Adventist missionary in 
Samoa at that time, Reye had no one with whom to dialogue. 
He did however, have wise counsellors in his father, Ernst 
Reye, and expatriate dentist, Charles Dexter.  Together they 
discussed the issues and lit upon a totally unorthodox 
solution; one that was drastic, and certainly not found in the 
Church Manual. 

One Sabbath Reye advised the church that he was calling a 
business meeting for that evening and furthermore he 
expected every one to be present. Most members returned 
that evening curious as to why the faife’au had called a 

meeting at such short notice. Reye got straight to the point 
and listed the things he had seen with his own eyes, and 
heard about and often, to his embarrassment, from non-
Adventist friends. If that did not get the attention of church 
members, his next words did. He declared that he was 
disfellowshipping every last member of the church, himself 
included. He would give them a week to consider how 
serious they were about membership in the Adventist church 
and upon a declaration of loyalty to what the church stood 
for, he would consider accepting them back into fellowship. 

It was a sombre group who left the church that evening. The 
next Sabbath, following Sabbath School, Reye again 
addressed his former members and advised that on 
profession of faith he would accept back into membership 
those who agreed to live by church standards. Beginning with 
his own profession, one-by-one about half of the 
disfellowshipped, many tearfully, sought re-admittance and 
were voted back into membership. Reye recognised that he 
had gambled and the tactic was high risk, but on this occasion 
it had payed off and this unorthodox approach was never 
required again. There is no record of Reye ever having shared 
his unorthodox, and probably unconstitutional, administrative 
behaviour with church administrators.24  It did however, 
become known outside Samoa for in 1941 Alfred W. Martin, 
facing similar problems in Tonga, asked Reye for details of his 
earlier action.25  

Practices Considered Taboo  

It was one thing to insist on lifestyle issues required of all 
Adventists irrespective of ethnicity.  It was another thing to 
address cultural practices specific to pre-Christian Samoa 
and which had become embedded in the Samoan form of 
Christianity.  This included such practices as lau’ava (funeral 
feasts), tautoga (oath taking), and the use of ie Toga (fine 
mats).  Reye’s course of study at Avondale had not included 
cultural anthropology, nor did he have access to scholarly 
literature relating to the relationship between culture and 
religion, particularly as interpreted by the Adventist church.26   

Furthermore, Reye was not informed by the experiences of 
Adventist missionaries in most other parts of the South 
Pacific—Papua and New Guinea, Solomon Islands and the 
New Hebrides (Vanuatu)—where Adventist missionaries led 
in the direct transition from heathenism to Christianity.  The 
faa-Samoa brand of Christianity therefore, seemed unique 
and constituted a special challenge. How did Raimund Reye 
approach this? 

9 

 

 

A glimpse of Reye’s modus operandi is contained in a letter 
to Alfred Martin27 who had sought Reye’s counsel on similar 
matters encountered in Tonga.  Reye advised that his basic 
principle or “crucial test” was ‘not necessarily the fact that a 
custom or practice has a suspected heathen origin, as it 
might be quite harmless in itself.’  Rather, ‘the point is, how 
does the practice affect the Christian life, what unchristian 
traits does it manifestly encourage and strengthen, and what 
Christian virtues does it imperil?’  

In writing to Reye, Martin had expressed the fear that he 
might act too quickly or in an extreme manner.28  In response 
Reye reassured Martin that undertaking four essential 
preparatory steps before acting on questionable local 
practices would obviate these two concerns.  First, because 
the early Christian missionaries would have encountered 
matters of indigenous culture, find out what arguments they 
had used in condemning them.  This required extensive 
reading of the literature, particularly books written by the 
early missionaries and the papers published by their 
missions.  Reye acknowledged: ‘You may have to wade 
through a lot of irrelevant matter, but you are bound to find 
some fine matter to strengthen your argument.’ 

Second, read the Bible with the intent of identifying biblical 
parallels to a particular problem.  Reye noted, ‘it is really 
surprising what the Bible contains, for after all the worthies of 
old contended with this problem long before it came our turn.’  
Third, bring together leading national ministers and 
experienced church officers and discuss openly issues of 
concern and in order to understand their cultural context.  
Reye opined: ‘You will have gained a great deal when you 
gain their intelligent cooperation.’ 

Four, Reye noted the need to ‘know all you can about the 
custom concerned,’ and warned that if the nationals have 
reason to suspect ‘you are condemning 

something you do not fully understand, you are up against a 
formidable barrier.’  To achieve a depth of understanding, 
consult widely.  Reye added, ‘don’t forget to secure the non-
Adventist viewpoint.’  

Having applied the basic principle to a particular cultural 
practice and then identifying sound reasons for its non-
practice by Adventists, Reye counselled strict application. He 
wrote: 

Here in Samoa we have a definite standard in 
relation to native custom.  We have taken an 
uncompromising stand against a number of 
customs and practices which we have proved, 
after careful investigation, to be positively 
inimical to the spiritual health of the people. To 
become a Seventh-day Adventist in Samoa calls 
for a considerable separation from the existing 
social order, a rather severe test, as the Samoan 
social system frowns on independence as an 
almost unforgivable crime.  We have taken the 
greatest possible care to be sure of our grounds 
in such instance, and to have our position well 
fortified with Scripture.  For a while we had a 
most difficult stand, until we had in our 
membership a sufficiently large group who had 
caught the spirit and clearly understood the 
principle of the measure. The old forces did not 
tamely surrender, I can assure you.29 

Reye did his best to make the Samoans aware of the 
Adventist position on certain customs.  In one letter to Alfred 
Martin, Reye advised that almost every issue of the Tala Moni 
contained ‘a spirited article striking at the very foundations of 
the evil.’30  When villages endeavoured to apply too much 
pressure on Adventist adherents in their midst, Reye was 
prepared to write to the chiefs in respectful but non-negotiable 
terms in support of his “spiritual children”.31 

Below—Samoan Mission Press at Lalovaea headquarters in the early 1930s. 
Workers are setting up type for the “Tala Moni” the “True Story” periodical 
distributed by the church members. 
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to Samoa and which now faced Reye.  
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occasions some engaged in dancing, and there was a 
general laxity about Sabbath observance. Initially, Reye was 
confident that a series of sermons on church standards and 
talks at prayer meetings would bring his flock into line.  To 
his chagrin, he found that these efforts produced no great 
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addressed his former members and advised that on 
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his own profession, one-by-one about half of the 
disfellowshipped, many tearfully, sought re-admittance and 
were voted back into membership. Reye recognised that he 
had gambled and the tactic was high risk, but on this occasion 
it had payed off and this unorthodox approach was never 
required again. There is no record of Reye ever having shared 
his unorthodox, and probably unconstitutional, administrative 
behaviour with church administrators.24  It did however, 
become known outside Samoa for in 1941 Alfred W. Martin, 
facing similar problems in Tonga, asked Reye for details of his 
earlier action.25  
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It was one thing to insist on lifestyle issues required of all 
Adventists irrespective of ethnicity.  It was another thing to 
address cultural practices specific to pre-Christian Samoa 
and which had become embedded in the Samoan form of 
Christianity.  This included such practices as lau’ava (funeral 
feasts), tautoga (oath taking), and the use of ie Toga (fine 
mats).  Reye’s course of study at Avondale had not included 
cultural anthropology, nor did he have access to scholarly 
literature relating to the relationship between culture and 
religion, particularly as interpreted by the Adventist church.26   

Furthermore, Reye was not informed by the experiences of 
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something you do not fully understand, you are up against a 
formidable barrier.’  To achieve a depth of understanding, 
consult widely.  Reye added, ‘don’t forget to secure the non-
Adventist viewpoint.’  

Having applied the basic principle to a particular cultural 
practice and then identifying sound reasons for its non-
practice by Adventists, Reye counselled strict application. He 
wrote: 

Here in Samoa we have a definite standard in 
relation to native custom.  We have taken an 
uncompromising stand against a number of 
customs and practices which we have proved, 
after careful investigation, to be positively 
inimical to the spiritual health of the people. To 
become a Seventh-day Adventist in Samoa calls 
for a considerable separation from the existing 
social order, a rather severe test, as the Samoan 
social system frowns on independence as an 
almost unforgivable crime.  We have taken the 
greatest possible care to be sure of our grounds 
in such instance, and to have our position well 
fortified with Scripture.  For a while we had a 
most difficult stand, until we had in our 
membership a sufficiently large group who had 
caught the spirit and clearly understood the 
principle of the measure. The old forces did not 
tamely surrender, I can assure you.29 

Reye did his best to make the Samoans aware of the 
Adventist position on certain customs.  In one letter to Alfred 
Martin, Reye advised that almost every issue of the Tala Moni 
contained ‘a spirited article striking at the very foundations of 
the evil.’30  When villages endeavoured to apply too much 
pressure on Adventist adherents in their midst, Reye was 
prepared to write to the chiefs in respectful but non-negotiable 
terms in support of his “spiritual children”.31 
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While spiritual concern was the chief reason for excluding 
some customs and rituals, Reye also noted that ‘native 
custom and ceremonial is a yoke of bondage, however 
zealous the natives appear to be in their performance.’  It 
kept families impoverished and indebted to the point where 
Reye was able to add with a degree of humour: ‘We have 
observed many times that any connection with our cause, 
however slender or distant, will be used as a reason for 
doing things the Aso Fitu way just to escape the burden of 
their own way.’ 

More recently there has been criticism of the strict stance 
taken by Reye and the Adventist church in Samoa.  During 
the 1980s the late Dennis Steley wrote his doctoral thesis on 
Adventist missions in the South Pacific.  In a conversation 
about material this writer shared with Steley, the latter voiced 
the opinion that from his research Reye had erred, 
particularly in his opposition to ie Toga.  Richard Harder, a 
Samoan living in New Zealand, expressed a similar concern. 
Harder felt that the practice of covering one’s self with a fine 
mat when seeking forgiveness from the family of a victim of 
crime was a cultural example of Christ’s pardoning of sin.32  

Harder is partly correct, the ie Toga is used in a public 
display of apology and penance for wrongdoing.  Cultural 
anthropologist, Tim O’Meara, notes however, that ie Toga 
has no utilitarian value.  He observed: ‘Its only value comes 

from ceremonial gift giving and exchange …’33 Herein lay the 
problem faced by Reye.  The weaving of fine mats took a 
disproportionate amount of time from village activities.  More 
importantly, in the gift exchange ceremonies each party tried 
to outdo the other in the value of the exchange.  This both 
pandered to pride and had an impoverishing effect upon 
individuals, families and villages.   

The decision to excise ie Toga from Adventist practice was 
taken early 1937 at a “Workers’ Convention” held in Apia 25-
27 January. Participants included three expatriates William 
W Petrie, H Thomas Howse, and Raimund Reye; the leading 
national workers Iiga Kuresa, Sanika Afa’ese, Siaosi Neru 
and Tini Inu; and  younger ministers and teachers.  Apart 
from Bible studies and other presentations, an hour each 
morning and afternoon was devoted to questions and 
answers.  Reye’s diary entry for the 27th records that as part 
of the Q&A hour there was ‘a long discussion on ie Tonga 
(sic) business.  In the end we decided unanimously to cut it 
right out.’34  Contrary to later assertions, the initial decision 
with regard to participation in ie Toga ceremonies was a 
consensus decision by mission staff and did not involve any 
matai. 

Literature and a Hymnal 

The O le Tala Moni was first published in 1911. A periodical, 
it drew upon articles published in other Adventist publications 
and translated into Samoan.  Thomas Howse was probably 
the first expatriate to write original articles in Samoan and in 
response to perceived local needs.  While Reye highly 
valued this vehicle for reaching the general public, he found 
that his own contributions tended to be polemic—rebuttals of 
anti-Adventist articles printed in other denominational 
periodicals.  He felt frustrated by this and yearned for printed 
material that systematically set out Adventist eschatology, 
doctrine and beliefs. 

In 1927 Reye proposed to the AUC that he be permitted to 
return to Australia ‘to give personal attention at the 
Publishing House to the preparation of Samoan books.’ The 
AUC committee acceded to the request, but placed it beyond 
reach by stipulating that ‘the money required for 
transportation and for the preparation and printing of 
literature, be found within the Samoan budget.’35  While a 

great idea, Reye recognised he could not deplete the 
local budget in order to meet but one key objective. 

The only way the church in Samoa would get book 
material was for Reye to add writing to his other 
responsibilities.  He therefore set himself two tasks: 
one for the benefit of church members, namely the 
production of a hymnbook of 200 hymns, and one 
evangelistic tool, namely a book on the major biblical 
prophecies.  The Reyes returned to Australia on 
furlough late 1928 and part of Reye’s time was 
invested in arranging for the printing of both books.  
These became available in Samoa in 1930.36    

Reye believed that appropriate lyrics reinforced 
doctrinal understanding and that gospel tunes 
enhanced worship.  The source of the hymns selected 
for the hymnbook is not clear.  Reye was musical to 

 

Musician, Sauni Iiga Kuresa with wife Anna 

Chief Sauni I Kuresa at a special service during the late 1970s with a 
choir in the newly constructed Adventist Hall at Lalovaea. 
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the extent that he played the cornet and could hold a vocal 
part.  He did not possess keyboard skills and this, plus time 
constraints and the sheer magnitude of the task, suggest 
that Reye probably selected hymns he considered 
appropriate from those in use by other Protestant 
denominations.  Hopefully this was done with permission!  

The dream of a distinctly Adventist hymnal did not recede.  
Early 1940 Reye established a committee consisting of 
himself, nationals Sanika Afa’ese, Siaosi Neru, and Sauni 
Kuresa.  This small group set a goal of translating 265 
hymns drawn from two Adventist sources: Christ in Song and 
the Advent Hymnal.  They also aimed to complete the task in 
one year.  Reye’s diary for 1940 reveals the committee met 
regularly to maintain momentum, checked each other’s work, 
and ensured their selection of lyrics supported the range of 
Adventist doctrine and beliefs.  

By mid-January 1941, Reye confided in his diary that the 
task had been completed, the manuscript cleared by the 
government censor, and the parcel dispatched to the Signs 
Publishing Company for printing.37  With the despatch of the 
manuscript, Reye was able to tick off another of his 
objectives.   

The Establishment of a Training School    

In 1913 Adventist administrators Edwin S Butz and Andrew 
G.Stewart visited Samoa.  They came with a brief from the 
AUC to identify a suitable location for a mission headquarters 
away from ‘the contaminating influence of the Europeans in 
Apia.38  It was posited that the failure of the church in Samoa 
to grow was due to the Adventist presence being confined 
mainly to Apia, the commercial and administrative centre.39  
The outcome of a thorough reconnaissance was the 
acquisition by the AUC of 13 hectares on an eminence above 
Saluafata Bay and some 22km east of Apia.  Known as Vailoa 
(constant water), the site guaranteed a reliable water supply 
and the benefit of cooling sea breezes.  It also helped that the 
soil was fertile, the site had been planted with over 600 
coconut trees, and there were several Samoan villages within 
easy reach.   

An auspicious beginning to a school program in Samoa was 
made in 1917.40  The first year saw over 60 enrolees and the 
following year enrolment was in the hundreds.  
Unfortunately, a breakdown in health necessitated the return 
of Harold and Annie Larwood to Australia.  No replacement 
was available and the promising experiment ended. 

Following his 1924 visit to Samoa, Edmund B Rudge 
reminded the AUC of the Vailoa property and the urgent 
need to re-open this school.41  Certainly, the resurrection of 
Vailoa as a school was high on Raimund Reye’s list of 
priorities.  However, for Reye the function of the school had 
changed.  He did not perceive a school intended to provide a 
general educational for children and youth of the Saluafata 
district.  Rather, he envisaged a school intended to train 
young men for service in the church.  It was to be what might 
be called a training school.  

For 1926-27 Reye was the sole Adventist missionary in 
Samoa.  Given his administrative and pastoral 
responsibilities, the reopening of Vailoa was beyond his 
capacity.  This changed in 1928 with the arrival of John and 
Mildred Strange.42  The arrival of these co-workers did much 
for Reye’s morale.  He reported that their arrival ‘has greatly 

encouraged us and the company of believers.’  
Thinking of the future he added: ‘better days 
are in store for us—days of progress and 
advancement.’43 

The task of breathing life into the moribund 
Vailoa site began with clarification as to the 
property’s boundaries.  A Government 
surveyor accomplished this.  Unoccupied for 
a decade, the tropical bush had reclaimed 
the site.  Fortunately, the European house 
constructed thirteen years earlier was found 
to be in ‘an excellent’ state of repair and was 
soon made habitable.  Reye listed the key 
tasks as ‘fencing, bush-felling, planting, road-
making, and building.’  To this list he could 
have added campus planning, fund raising, 
and labour recruitment.  Fortunately, faa 
Samoa includes everyone pitching in to 
assist and the thirty church members in Apia 
cheerfully undertook the initial task of 

Above, l-r—Pati, Afele and wife Tepa, Tesese and Filiki.   
Staff at Vailoa c.1932 

Mrs Reubena Reye with some of the Vailoa people. 
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that his own contributions tended to be polemic—rebuttals of 
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material that systematically set out Adventist eschatology, 
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In 1927 Reye proposed to the AUC that he be permitted to 
return to Australia ‘to give personal attention at the 
Publishing House to the preparation of Samoan books.’ The 
AUC committee acceded to the request, but placed it beyond 
reach by stipulating that ‘the money required for 
transportation and for the preparation and printing of 
literature, be found within the Samoan budget.’35  While a 

great idea, Reye recognised he could not deplete the 
local budget in order to meet but one key objective. 

The only way the church in Samoa would get book 
material was for Reye to add writing to his other 
responsibilities.  He therefore set himself two tasks: 
one for the benefit of church members, namely the 
production of a hymnbook of 200 hymns, and one 
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the extent that he played the cornet and could hold a vocal 
part.  He did not possess keyboard skills and this, plus time 
constraints and the sheer magnitude of the task, suggest 
that Reye probably selected hymns he considered 
appropriate from those in use by other Protestant 
denominations.  Hopefully this was done with permission!  

The dream of a distinctly Adventist hymnal did not recede.  
Early 1940 Reye established a committee consisting of 
himself, nationals Sanika Afa’ese, Siaosi Neru, and Sauni 
Kuresa.  This small group set a goal of translating 265 
hymns drawn from two Adventist sources: Christ in Song and 
the Advent Hymnal.  They also aimed to complete the task in 
one year.  Reye’s diary for 1940 reveals the committee met 
regularly to maintain momentum, checked each other’s work, 
and ensured their selection of lyrics supported the range of 
Adventist doctrine and beliefs.  

By mid-January 1941, Reye confided in his diary that the 
task had been completed, the manuscript cleared by the 
government censor, and the parcel dispatched to the Signs 
Publishing Company for printing.37  With the despatch of the 
manuscript, Reye was able to tick off another of his 
objectives.   

The Establishment of a Training School    
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The outcome of a thorough reconnaissance was the 
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Following his 1924 visit to Samoa, Edmund B Rudge 
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For 1926-27 Reye was the sole Adventist missionary in 
Samoa.  Given his administrative and pastoral 
responsibilities, the reopening of Vailoa was beyond his 
capacity.  This changed in 1928 with the arrival of John and 
Mildred Strange.42  The arrival of these co-workers did much 
for Reye’s morale.  He reported that their arrival ‘has greatly 

encouraged us and the company of believers.’  
Thinking of the future he added: ‘better days 
are in store for us—days of progress and 
advancement.’43 

The task of breathing life into the moribund 
Vailoa site began with clarification as to the 
property’s boundaries.  A Government 
surveyor accomplished this.  Unoccupied for 
a decade, the tropical bush had reclaimed 
the site.  Fortunately, the European house 
constructed thirteen years earlier was found 
to be in ‘an excellent’ state of repair and was 
soon made habitable.  Reye listed the key 
tasks as ‘fencing, bush-felling, planting, road-
making, and building.’  To this list he could 
have added campus planning, fund raising, 
and labour recruitment.  Fortunately, faa 
Samoa includes everyone pitching in to 
assist and the thirty church members in Apia 
cheerfully undertook the initial task of 

Above, l-r—Pati, Afele and wife Tepa, Tesese and Filiki.   
Staff at Vailoa c.1932 

Mrs Reubena Reye with some of the Vailoa people. 
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fighting back the intruding bush and planting the first food 
crop of bananas.44  

Reye was fortunate too in having a local architect as an 
attendee of the Apia church.  Mariposa Skelton undertook to 
draw the plans and specifications for a simple T-shaped 
building consisting of a multi-purpose study hall-chapel and, 
at right angles, two classrooms.  In addition, this building 
could be constructed in two stages.  While the AUC had 
given an appropriation to the Vailoa project, the amount was 
quite inadequate to meet the costs of construction.  Reye 
advised the Australasian Record readers that ‘with the 
meagre facilities at our command, and the wholly inadequate 
funds, we have nevertheless taken Vailoa definitely in 
hand.’45  

While he had appealed for financial help from church 
members in the homeland, Reye also energised the small 
Apia church to raise funds locally.  How much was raised 
these two ways is unknown, but Reye was able to tap into 
the generosity of three local members: dentist Charles 
Dexter, accountant Ernst Reye, and Mrs Rosa Nelson, wife 
of a local commercial and political figure.  Again, the sums 
involved are not known.  It is known however, that Ernst 
Reye provided both gifts and loans, the latter to be repaid 
when possible.46  

The flow of money enabled work on the training school to 
proceed slowly through 1928 and 1929.  By the end of the 
second year a photograph sent to the Record showed the 
hall-chapel completed and the concrete slab for the second 
stage in place.  Initially John and Mildred Strange lived at 
Vailoa and the Reyes remained in Apia.  Midway through 
1929 the two families swapped locations.  It was a question 
of how best to use the abilities of both men.  Neither man had 
undergone teacher training, but one was required to lead in 
the new school.  Reye decided that he would administer the 
mission from Vailoa, complete the first stage of building, and 

prepare the educational program for a start to the school in 
1930.  

From a financial perspective, the prospect of opening the 
school was problematic.  As Reye confided to the Record: 
‘Owing to the absence of the necessary funds, we are at a 
loss to know how to start the school next year, but we are 
resting in hope that the Lord will provide.’47  The school did 
open with eighteen scholars; young men who were prepared 
to leave their villages to locate at the boarding school.  With 
one exception, these young men did not come from Adventist 
families.  Enrolment could have been greater, but the school 
gardens were not yet to the stage where they could support a 
larger student body. 

From the first, Vailoa set out to acculturate students in the 
“Adventist way”.  In addition to general educational subjects 
conducted in Samoan, students learned English and each 
was required to study Bible as a subject.  Morning and 
evening worship was conducted in the “School House”.  The 
“boys” evidently entered into the religious side of the school 
with enthusiasm for within a few months the Vailoa Sabbath 
School was inaugurated.  Sabbath School was conducted in 
Samoan, and students became actively involved in the 
program.  Furthermore, Reye was able to report in that first 
year some students had engaged in selling Adventist literature 
(probably the Tala Moni and a book Reye had written on the 
major Bible prophecies).48  Although the school had only been 
going for four months, mid-1930 Reye was emboldened to 
advise the church-at-large that ‘a number of young men are 
definitely impressed with the truths of the message, and give 
promise of developing into valuable helpers.’49  This optimistic 
assessment was vindicated.  From the mid-1930s Vailoa 
began to provide a steady stream of young men with courage 
to withstand family and village animosity, who wanted to find 
their vocation within the Lotu Aso Fitu, and who delighted in 
the calling to be pastor-evangelists to their own people. 

Not only did Raimund Reye lay the educational foundations, 
set out the daily program of work-study, and nurture the 
ethos of the new school, he also wrote the notes from which 

Sauni liga Kuresa playing two cornets simultane-
ously at Lalovaea at fono time. 

Pr Sanika Afaese in Apia 
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Old and New Testament history, doctrine and prophecy were 
taught.  Over the next decade he continually revised, updated 
and expanded the notes for the Bible courses.  For example, 
his diary for January 1942 records spending hours almost 
daily in writing Bible notes for Vailoa. 

While initially there were only eighteen students, teaching all                                                                                                                                                                                         
classes was beyond the capacity of Raimund Reye.  There 
were no teachers amongst the membership in Apia so Reye 
negotiated with the Samoa Education Department for the 
secondment of a Samoan teacher to Mission employment.  
The man selected was Afele Atoa. Interestingly, not only were 
the young men being acculturated, but so was Afele.  In 1931 
Afele Atoa joined the Adventist church.  

Writing almost forty years after the opening of Vailoa, David 
Hay and Siaosi Neru commended Reye for his adoption of an 
approach different from the model that prevailed in other parts 
of Adventist missions in the South Pacific.  Their judgment 

was the Reye approach ‘was very sound and brought about 
steady growth in the church.’  They added, ‘time has proved 
the wisdom of his approach.’50   

An Unwelcome Interruption 

The foregoing narration of the establishment of Vailoa as a 
training school for national workers gives no indication of an 
event that shook the Reyes to the core.  Letters from the AUC 
arrived 23 September 1928.  The first letter advised of the 
budget provisions for 1929.  In the grip of the Great 
Depression, the money allocated was far less than Reye had 
hoped for, particularly the appropriation for the completion of 
Vailoa.  The second letter was from Charles H. Watson, the 
AUC president, who advised that at the 1928 AUC session 
the New Hebrides Mission (now Vanuatu) was reorganised 
into five districts and that he, Raimund Reye, was appointed 
superintendent of this mission.  Reye was devastated and by 
return mail wrote to Watson requesting reconsideration. 

Reye’s concerns centred on two issues.  First, he questioned 

his readiness and ability to fulfil the proposed role.  Lest the 
brethren had forgotten, he advised: 

I feel that the Brethren have overestimated my 
ability and experience.  While I have been 
superintendent of this field for the past 18 
months, it must be remembered that the work in 
Samoa is on a very small scale, reducing 
administrative responsibility to a minimum. My 
experience along the lines of directing the 
activities of other workers is confined to my 
association with Brother and Sister Strange 
which association has been cooperative rather 
than directory.51 

This response hints at an issue that haunted Reye all his life.  
He set high standards for himself, but doubted his ability to 
reach those standards.  He laboured under an inferiority 
complex.  The second and perhaps major concern was for the 
work in Samoa.  He and Ruby had been in Samoa for three 
years and despite the advantage of being local born, those 
three years had been demanding in coming to grips with the 
best methods for evangelising Samoans, in planning future 
directions, in equipping himself with the chiefly dialect used in 
preaching, and in gaining insights into Samoan culture and 
customs.  In short, Adventism in Samoa was at a critical 
stage and he, Raimund Reye, was in the best position to take 
the church forward.  Although he dared not articulate it, there 
was a question in Reye’s mind.  Knowing the work in Samoa 
was at a critical stage, what was the real message of the AUC 
leadership?  Had they given up on Samoa? Personal 
advancement was not a consideration; the delicate state of 
the mission in Samoa was.  

Watson replied to Reye’s letter in October.  He commended 
Reye on his fidelity to the work in Samoa, but advised ‘the 
situation in the New Hebrides is very urgent … your services 
are needed there.’  This was a gentle reminder that the AUC 
always had to take into account the larger picture and make its 
plans accordingly.  In a kindly manner, Watson did not dismiss 
Reye’s self-depreciation, but assured him: ‘the brethren have 
not decided to call you in any hasty way … We have very real 
confidence in you being able to do this, if you will but place 
yourself in the hands of the Lord, and keep your heart humbled 
in His sight.’52  Watson made no mention of AUC plans for 
Samoa.  Writing a few days later the AUC Secretary, Albert H 
Piper, tried to reassure Raimund by writing ‘the Lord has 
something for Samoa we hope (emphasis supplied) … we 
believe that He will not neglect Samoa.’53  In other words, at 
that point in time the AUC had no clear vision for Samoa.  
Raimund Reye made no further effort to argue his case by 
letter for the Reyes, including young daughter Ramona Elma, 
left for their first furlough in November 1928 and their arrival in 
Sydney gave opportunity for Reye to argue his case face-to-
face with church administrators.  He must have done this 
persuasively for, furlough completed, the Reye family returned 
to Samoa early May 1929.  Having argued the necessity of his 
staying in Samoa, pressure was now on Reye to fulfil his 
dream and produce results.  

Some Providential Events 

Beside the establishment of Vailoa Training School, other 
things were happening in Samoa that transformed the 

A pioneer worker for Tutuila, Brother Tini Inu with his 
wife Fuea and three children. 
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undergone teacher training, but one was required to lead in 
the new school.  Reye decided that he would administer the 
mission from Vailoa, complete the first stage of building, and 
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From a financial perspective, the prospect of opening the 
school was problematic.  As Reye confided to the Record: 
‘Owing to the absence of the necessary funds, we are at a 
loss to know how to start the school next year, but we are 
resting in hope that the Lord will provide.’47  The school did 
open with eighteen scholars; young men who were prepared 
to leave their villages to locate at the boarding school.  With 
one exception, these young men did not come from Adventist 
families.  Enrolment could have been greater, but the school 
gardens were not yet to the stage where they could support a 
larger student body. 

From the first, Vailoa set out to acculturate students in the 
“Adventist way”.  In addition to general educational subjects 
conducted in Samoan, students learned English and each 
was required to study Bible as a subject.  Morning and 
evening worship was conducted in the “School House”.  The 
“boys” evidently entered into the religious side of the school 
with enthusiasm for within a few months the Vailoa Sabbath 
School was inaugurated.  Sabbath School was conducted in 
Samoan, and students became actively involved in the 
program.  Furthermore, Reye was able to report in that first 
year some students had engaged in selling Adventist literature 
(probably the Tala Moni and a book Reye had written on the 
major Bible prophecies).48  Although the school had only been 
going for four months, mid-1930 Reye was emboldened to 
advise the church-at-large that ‘a number of young men are 
definitely impressed with the truths of the message, and give 
promise of developing into valuable helpers.’49  This optimistic 
assessment was vindicated.  From the mid-1930s Vailoa 
began to provide a steady stream of young men with courage 
to withstand family and village animosity, who wanted to find 
their vocation within the Lotu Aso Fitu, and who delighted in 
the calling to be pastor-evangelists to their own people. 

Not only did Raimund Reye lay the educational foundations, 
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Old and New Testament history, doctrine and prophecy were 
taught.  Over the next decade he continually revised, updated 
and expanded the notes for the Bible courses.  For example, 
his diary for January 1942 records spending hours almost 
daily in writing Bible notes for Vailoa. 
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classes was beyond the capacity of Raimund Reye.  There 
were no teachers amongst the membership in Apia so Reye 
negotiated with the Samoa Education Department for the 
secondment of a Samoan teacher to Mission employment.  
The man selected was Afele Atoa. Interestingly, not only were 
the young men being acculturated, but so was Afele.  In 1931 
Afele Atoa joined the Adventist church.  

Writing almost forty years after the opening of Vailoa, David 
Hay and Siaosi Neru commended Reye for his adoption of an 
approach different from the model that prevailed in other parts 
of Adventist missions in the South Pacific.  Their judgment 

was the Reye approach ‘was very sound and brought about 
steady growth in the church.’  They added, ‘time has proved 
the wisdom of his approach.’50   
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The foregoing narration of the establishment of Vailoa as a 
training school for national workers gives no indication of an 
event that shook the Reyes to the core.  Letters from the AUC 
arrived 23 September 1928.  The first letter advised of the 
budget provisions for 1929.  In the grip of the Great 
Depression, the money allocated was far less than Reye had 
hoped for, particularly the appropriation for the completion of 
Vailoa.  The second letter was from Charles H. Watson, the 
AUC president, who advised that at the 1928 AUC session 
the New Hebrides Mission (now Vanuatu) was reorganised 
into five districts and that he, Raimund Reye, was appointed 
superintendent of this mission.  Reye was devastated and by 
return mail wrote to Watson requesting reconsideration. 

Reye’s concerns centred on two issues.  First, he questioned 

his readiness and ability to fulfil the proposed role.  Lest the 
brethren had forgotten, he advised: 

I feel that the Brethren have overestimated my 
ability and experience.  While I have been 
superintendent of this field for the past 18 
months, it must be remembered that the work in 
Samoa is on a very small scale, reducing 
administrative responsibility to a minimum. My 
experience along the lines of directing the 
activities of other workers is confined to my 
association with Brother and Sister Strange 
which association has been cooperative rather 
than directory.51 

This response hints at an issue that haunted Reye all his life.  
He set high standards for himself, but doubted his ability to 
reach those standards.  He laboured under an inferiority 
complex.  The second and perhaps major concern was for the 
work in Samoa.  He and Ruby had been in Samoa for three 
years and despite the advantage of being local born, those 
three years had been demanding in coming to grips with the 
best methods for evangelising Samoans, in planning future 
directions, in equipping himself with the chiefly dialect used in 
preaching, and in gaining insights into Samoan culture and 
customs.  In short, Adventism in Samoa was at a critical 
stage and he, Raimund Reye, was in the best position to take 
the church forward.  Although he dared not articulate it, there 
was a question in Reye’s mind.  Knowing the work in Samoa 
was at a critical stage, what was the real message of the AUC 
leadership?  Had they given up on Samoa? Personal 
advancement was not a consideration; the delicate state of 
the mission in Samoa was.  

Watson replied to Reye’s letter in October.  He commended 
Reye on his fidelity to the work in Samoa, but advised ‘the 
situation in the New Hebrides is very urgent … your services 
are needed there.’  This was a gentle reminder that the AUC 
always had to take into account the larger picture and make its 
plans accordingly.  In a kindly manner, Watson did not dismiss 
Reye’s self-depreciation, but assured him: ‘the brethren have 
not decided to call you in any hasty way … We have very real 
confidence in you being able to do this, if you will but place 
yourself in the hands of the Lord, and keep your heart humbled 
in His sight.’52  Watson made no mention of AUC plans for 
Samoa.  Writing a few days later the AUC Secretary, Albert H 
Piper, tried to reassure Raimund by writing ‘the Lord has 
something for Samoa we hope (emphasis supplied) … we 
believe that He will not neglect Samoa.’53  In other words, at 
that point in time the AUC had no clear vision for Samoa.  
Raimund Reye made no further effort to argue his case by 
letter for the Reyes, including young daughter Ramona Elma, 
left for their first furlough in November 1928 and their arrival in 
Sydney gave opportunity for Reye to argue his case face-to-
face with church administrators.  He must have done this 
persuasively for, furlough completed, the Reye family returned 
to Samoa early May 1929.  Having argued the necessity of his 
staying in Samoa, pressure was now on Reye to fulfil his 
dream and produce results.  

Some Providential Events 

Beside the establishment of Vailoa Training School, other 
things were happening in Samoa that transformed the 
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struggling mission into a growing church.  Several indications 
of Providence provided the Adventist Mission with its first 
Samoan pastor-evangelists. 

A young man, Sanika Afa’ese, was a trainee-teacher when he 
read one page of the Signs of the Times.  That page 
contained an article, ‘Why I became a Seventh-day 
Adventist.’  Impressed, Afa’ese began attending the Apia 
church.  He was baptised by Reye in 1931.  In 1933 he left 
Government employment to become a teacher at Vailoa.  
From teaching Afa’ese moved into ministry and was ordained 
to that role in 1938, the second indigenous Samoan to be 
ordained to the gospel ministry in the Adventist church. 

A second young man, Siaosi Neru, also found the Adventist 
church through a fragment of paper.  In 1929 Neru, 
perchance, picked up a page containing biblical questions 
and answers, including the seventh-day Sabbath.  Neru’s 
father, a retired London Missionary Society minister, agreed 
that Saturday was the Sabbath, but passed it off as of little 
consequence.  Soon after Neru began to read copies of O le 
Tala Moni and his convictions about Adventism strengthened.  
Despite strong family disapproval, including banishment from 
the family, Neru was baptised in 1932.  Ten years later he 
was an ordained Adventist minister.  Furthermore, his 
estrangement from the family was over.  In 1933 Siaosi 
Neru’s father, now proud of his son, confided to Reye: ‘You 
know, Misi, that when a cow is disinclined to ford the river, it 
is a wise plan to get the calf over first, and the parent is sure 
to follow.’  The import of this was not lost on Raimund Reye.54 

Writing at the end of 1932, Reye enthused: ‘the year which is 
just closing is easily the most fruitful in the history of our work 
in Samoa … making a total of twenty baptisms this year.’  
Reye went on to report that ‘a fine young Samoan medical 
practitioner in the government service is attending our 
meetings and has expressed his desire to be baptized as 
soon as he has had further instruction.’  

The NMP referred to was Dr Ielu Kuresa.  Over the next few 
years not only did Dr Ielu become an Adventist, but so did his 
father Iiga Kuresa, brother Sauni and sisters Momoi and 
Siimoasina (aka Siimoa).  The Kuresa family was highly 
respected in Samoa. The father, Iiga Kuresa was a retired 
LMS pastor and a former missionary in New Guinea and Fiji.  

Apia church on the southern side of Vaitele St. c. 1936/7. Thomas and Edith Howse left centre, William Petrie right centre. 
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Upon his baptism, Iiga came out of retirement and undertook 
teaching at Vailoa.  In July 1937 AUC representative, Pastor 
Andrew Stewart made a one-day stopover in Samoa.  It was 
a busy day for it included the ordination of the first national 
pastor.  Actually, it was a re-ordination of the aged Iiga 
Kuresa, this time as an Adventist pastor.  Momoi Kuresa was 
the assistant matron of the Apia Government Hospital and 
she became most active in the Apia church.  Sauni Kuresa 
was a gifted musician, famous for his playing two cornets at 
the same time and in two-part harmony.  It was Sauni who 
fostered the Vailoa College brass band and through his 
conducting brought it to the notice of Samoa. This band 
played on many public occasions.55 

Apart from participation by members of his own family at the 
bible studies in his home, Dr Ielu Kuresa also invited a 
number of other young men—Tini Inu, Tesese Faiumu, and 
Sione Tanielu—who after training at Vailoa became highly 
successful evangelists and church pastors.  While the Kuresa 
connection proved highly useful in producing church workers, 
of equal importance was the respectability the family gave to 
the Lotu Aso Fitu. 

During the 1930s respectability was also gained for 
Adventists through the accession of several matais to 
Adventism.56  This was a tremendous breakthrough as it 
involved heads of families being prepared to withstand the 
pressure applied by the other village chiefs.  

Contributing to the General Community 

From the first, Reye recognised that the small Adventist 
congregation lacked credibility in the eyes of both expatriates 
and Samoans. In a society nominally Christian, Lotu Aso Fitu 
seemed peculiar because of their day of worship.  The 
Adventist mission therefore had the twin problems of 
prejudice and status.  Given the nature of Samoan society, 
both problems were major.  Overcoming these two issues 
was ever present in Reye’s thinking. 

Appearance is important and from the first Reye was 
determined that everything associated with the Adventist 
church would project a positive image.  Thus upon their 

arrival in Samoa the Reyes put their energy into cleaning up 
and beautifying the mission compound at Lalovaea.  This 
was more than making a family home.  In Samoa the church 
building is a symbol of both wealth and piety; the Lotu Aso 
Fitu church in Apia with its chicken wire sides was a poor 
comparison.  The renovation of this building was therefore 
important as a first stage in lifting the church’s image.  Reye 
advised in 1930: ‘Extensive alterations and improvements 
have also been made to the Apia church, the expenses for 
the latter work, amounting to £200, have been defrayed by 
our members.’57  And so it would be for that was faa 
Samoa—the Samoan way. 

Respectability in societal eyes also comes with positive 
exposures. Thus Reye accepted every opportunity to 
represent his church to the community.  The Apia Protestant 
Church, which was the spiritual home for government officials 
and leading citizens, extended invitations to the ministers of 
Protestant denominations to address the congregation.  
Reye, as did John Strange and Stanley Leeder, gladly 
accepted whenever invited.  He advised the Record that: ‘we 
have reason to believe that these meetings have gone a long 
way toward removing prejudice from the public mind.’58  

From time-to-time Reye was invited to be principal speaker at 
public events.  One such event occurred in 1932.  Services 
were to be held at three memorials—German, Anglo-
American, and Samoan—located on the Mulinu’u peninsula 
that formed the western arm of Apia Harbour.  The services 
were to recognise the sacrifice of those who had died in the 
cyclone of 1889 and in the lethal fighting that had occurred 
during the 1880s.  Reye was invited to deliver the address at 
all three memorials.  This he did respectively in the German, 
English and Samoan languages.  The local newspaper in 
reporting the event, effused: ‘Speaking fluently in all three 
languages, he [Reye] delivered his message with clearness 
and earnestness; … here was a man who had a message to 
give and who knew full well how to deliver it; and he did so in 
a most impressive manner.’ The paper added: ‘His scholarly 
conduct of the three services well merited the highly 
complimentary words of appreciation on all sides.’59  While 
Reye would have appreciated the accolades directed at his 
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struggling mission into a growing church.  Several indications 
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Samoan pastor-evangelists. 

A young man, Sanika Afa’ese, was a trainee-teacher when he 
read one page of the Signs of the Times.  That page 
contained an article, ‘Why I became a Seventh-day 
Adventist.’  Impressed, Afa’ese began attending the Apia 
church.  He was baptised by Reye in 1931.  In 1933 he left 
Government employment to become a teacher at Vailoa.  
From teaching Afa’ese moved into ministry and was ordained 
to that role in 1938, the second indigenous Samoan to be 
ordained to the gospel ministry in the Adventist church. 

A second young man, Siaosi Neru, also found the Adventist 
church through a fragment of paper.  In 1929 Neru, 
perchance, picked up a page containing biblical questions 
and answers, including the seventh-day Sabbath.  Neru’s 
father, a retired London Missionary Society minister, agreed 
that Saturday was the Sabbath, but passed it off as of little 
consequence.  Soon after Neru began to read copies of O le 
Tala Moni and his convictions about Adventism strengthened.  
Despite strong family disapproval, including banishment from 
the family, Neru was baptised in 1932.  Ten years later he 
was an ordained Adventist minister.  Furthermore, his 
estrangement from the family was over.  In 1933 Siaosi 
Neru’s father, now proud of his son, confided to Reye: ‘You 
know, Misi, that when a cow is disinclined to ford the river, it 
is a wise plan to get the calf over first, and the parent is sure 
to follow.’  The import of this was not lost on Raimund Reye.54 

Writing at the end of 1932, Reye enthused: ‘the year which is 
just closing is easily the most fruitful in the history of our work 
in Samoa … making a total of twenty baptisms this year.’  
Reye went on to report that ‘a fine young Samoan medical 
practitioner in the government service is attending our 
meetings and has expressed his desire to be baptized as 
soon as he has had further instruction.’  

The NMP referred to was Dr Ielu Kuresa.  Over the next few 
years not only did Dr Ielu become an Adventist, but so did his 
father Iiga Kuresa, brother Sauni and sisters Momoi and 
Siimoasina (aka Siimoa).  The Kuresa family was highly 
respected in Samoa. The father, Iiga Kuresa was a retired 
LMS pastor and a former missionary in New Guinea and Fiji.  

Apia church on the southern side of Vaitele St. c. 1936/7. Thomas and Edith Howse left centre, William Petrie right centre. 

Above—Gifted musician, Sauni Kuresa  
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Upon his baptism, Iiga came out of retirement and undertook 
teaching at Vailoa.  In July 1937 AUC representative, Pastor 
Andrew Stewart made a one-day stopover in Samoa.  It was 
a busy day for it included the ordination of the first national 
pastor.  Actually, it was a re-ordination of the aged Iiga 
Kuresa, this time as an Adventist pastor.  Momoi Kuresa was 
the assistant matron of the Apia Government Hospital and 
she became most active in the Apia church.  Sauni Kuresa 
was a gifted musician, famous for his playing two cornets at 
the same time and in two-part harmony.  It was Sauni who 
fostered the Vailoa College brass band and through his 
conducting brought it to the notice of Samoa. This band 
played on many public occasions.55 

Apart from participation by members of his own family at the 
bible studies in his home, Dr Ielu Kuresa also invited a 
number of other young men—Tini Inu, Tesese Faiumu, and 
Sione Tanielu—who after training at Vailoa became highly 
successful evangelists and church pastors.  While the Kuresa 
connection proved highly useful in producing church workers, 
of equal importance was the respectability the family gave to 
the Lotu Aso Fitu. 

During the 1930s respectability was also gained for 
Adventists through the accession of several matais to 
Adventism.56  This was a tremendous breakthrough as it 
involved heads of families being prepared to withstand the 
pressure applied by the other village chiefs.  

Contributing to the General Community 

From the first, Reye recognised that the small Adventist 
congregation lacked credibility in the eyes of both expatriates 
and Samoans. In a society nominally Christian, Lotu Aso Fitu 
seemed peculiar because of their day of worship.  The 
Adventist mission therefore had the twin problems of 
prejudice and status.  Given the nature of Samoan society, 
both problems were major.  Overcoming these two issues 
was ever present in Reye’s thinking. 

Appearance is important and from the first Reye was 
determined that everything associated with the Adventist 
church would project a positive image.  Thus upon their 

arrival in Samoa the Reyes put their energy into cleaning up 
and beautifying the mission compound at Lalovaea.  This 
was more than making a family home.  In Samoa the church 
building is a symbol of both wealth and piety; the Lotu Aso 
Fitu church in Apia with its chicken wire sides was a poor 
comparison.  The renovation of this building was therefore 
important as a first stage in lifting the church’s image.  Reye 
advised in 1930: ‘Extensive alterations and improvements 
have also been made to the Apia church, the expenses for 
the latter work, amounting to £200, have been defrayed by 
our members.’57  And so it would be for that was faa 
Samoa—the Samoan way. 

Respectability in societal eyes also comes with positive 
exposures. Thus Reye accepted every opportunity to 
represent his church to the community.  The Apia Protestant 
Church, which was the spiritual home for government officials 
and leading citizens, extended invitations to the ministers of 
Protestant denominations to address the congregation.  
Reye, as did John Strange and Stanley Leeder, gladly 
accepted whenever invited.  He advised the Record that: ‘we 
have reason to believe that these meetings have gone a long 
way toward removing prejudice from the public mind.’58  

From time-to-time Reye was invited to be principal speaker at 
public events.  One such event occurred in 1932.  Services 
were to be held at three memorials—German, Anglo-
American, and Samoan—located on the Mulinu’u peninsula 
that formed the western arm of Apia Harbour.  The services 
were to recognise the sacrifice of those who had died in the 
cyclone of 1889 and in the lethal fighting that had occurred 
during the 1880s.  Reye was invited to deliver the address at 
all three memorials.  This he did respectively in the German, 
English and Samoan languages.  The local newspaper in 
reporting the event, effused: ‘Speaking fluently in all three 
languages, he [Reye] delivered his message with clearness 
and earnestness; … here was a man who had a message to 
give and who knew full well how to deliver it; and he did so in 
a most impressive manner.’ The paper added: ‘His scholarly 
conduct of the three services well merited the highly 
complimentary words of appreciation on all sides.’59  While 
Reye would have appreciated the accolades directed at his 

Above— Standing beside their little Baby Ford in the grounds of  
Government House. 
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contribution to the occasion, 
within the context of Samoa 
he felt greater satisfaction in 
the respect his efforts 
conferred on his church. 

In December 1935 Reye’s 
name again appeared in the 
local news. This time it was 
his role in the funeral of Selu 
To’omata Le’au’anae (1851-
1935), one of Samoa’s most 
highly respected matai.  Selu 
held both chiefly and orator 
titles.  Reye delivered an 
address at both the family 
village and at the graveside.  

Because of Selu’s service to both the German and New 
Zealand governments, government officials, including the 
Acting Administrator, A.C. Turnbull, attended the services.60  

A third public occasion was associated with the 1937 Anzac 
day observances in Apia.  Reye was invited to present the 
address to an audience reported as being about 1200 in 
number.  The Western Samoa Mail described the address as 
“impressive” and, at the request of the Ex-Servicemen’s 
Association, printed it in full.  However, what gave Reye 
considerable pleasure was that the Vailoa School Brass band 
led the procession to wreath-laying at the Apia Clock Tower.61 

There was no formal ministers’ fraternal in those days, but 
Reye fostered cordial relationships with the ministers of other 
Protestant denominations.  On the death in 1933 of his father, 
Ernst F. Reye, Raimund Reye invited the Rev H Perkins of 
the Apia Protestant Church to assist with the funeral service.  

Reye also developed a cordial relationship with A McKenzie, 
director of education.  McKenzie invited Reye to participate in 
local education conferences and sought his advice on 
curriculum matters.  For example, in May 1938 McKenzie 
convened a two-day meeting in which discussion centred on 
five agenda issues: (1) the system and methods of instruction 
appropriate in Samoa; (2) the place of the missions in 
Samoan education; (3) the place of Samoan culture in 
education; (4) the use of the vernacular and of English in the 
schools; and (5) specific issues such as health education, 
agricultural education, vocational training, and the question 

‘should Samoans be commercialised?’  The list of participants 
and the meeting minutes indicated good representation from 
both the government and mission school sectors.  The 
minutes also record a healthy contest of ideas amongst the 
participants.62 

In addition to participation in general educational meetings, 
Reye also assisted the director of education through the 
critique of curriculum materials that were being prepared and 
through advice given on the selection of suitable books in the 
vernacular.  In 1941 Reye wrote to McKenzie commending him 
on his efforts to bring reform to educational practice in Samoa.  
Reye agreed with McKenzie that too often the schools had 
used material that was quite foreign to the experience of the 
Samoan child.  Reye asserted: ‘Your series of Readers in the 
vernacular should have the effect of awakening in the young 
minds an intelligent appreciation of their language in its written 
form, thus counteracting the damaging effects of the over-
emphasis in the past of ideas foreign to them.’  Reye also 
made some pertinent observations of the use of the anglicised 
sounds “k” and “r”.63 McKenzie’s reply expressed appreciation 
for Reye’s input and concluded with the words, ‘your letter is 
constructive and encourages us to further efforts.’64 

Health and Epidemics 

From the first, Reye was aware of the history of short 
missionary tenure in Samoa.  Over the first five years his 
reports to the AUC and printed in the Record usually included 
some comment about his and Reubena’s state of health.65  It 
was almost as though Reye felt the need to reassure those 
back home that he and Reubena would stay the course.  

Thomas and Edith Howse who served from 1910 through 
1924 and again from 1934 through 1938, were exceptions to 
short stays in Samoa. They served a total of almost eighteen 
years. During the years 1928 to 1942, Reye was assisted by 
John and Mildred Strange (two and a half years), Stanley and 
Zena Leeder (three years), William and Iralee Petrie (almost 
six years) and the valiant Thomas and Edith Howse (four and 
a half years).  All the foregoing were committed to the work in 
Samoa, but ultimately succumbed to health issues that cut 
short their mission service. 

Why was Samoa so hard on expatriates? Two factors stand 
out. First, a tropical climate in which the yearly variation in 
temperature was negligible and marked only by wet and dry. 
The dry season was bearable, but the humidity of the wet 
season was debilitating. Second, the mosquito carrying the 
filarial nematode was endemic. Mumu, or elephantiasis was a 
common sight and even the best of efforts did not save 
Europeans from the disease. Both Thomas Howse and 
Raimund Reye caught the disease that could flair up many 
years after leaving Samoa. 

Of immediate challenge to the missionaries was the 
occasional outbreak of disease in epidemic proportions. As 
narrated earlier, soon after their arrival the Reyes were called 
upon to assist Samoans struck down by influenza. Late 1929 
viral pneumonia struck Samoa. The villages around Vailoa 
were not exempted and the Reyes soon found themselves 
involved in the dispensing of hydrotherapy treatments. Over a 
fortnight Reubena and Raimund gave forty-one treatments 
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and noted how well the nationals responded to 
‘fomentations and moist chest packs.’ Reye 
reported that all their patients had pulled 
through and as a result their fame had spread 
widely. A further consequence was an 
increasing number of persons with other 
complaints who came for treatment. Reye 
mused: ‘In their simplicity, the locals make no 
allowance for our meagre medical knowledge, 
and they come to us with all sorts of possible 
and impossible cases, causing much perplexity 
to the missionary; but somehow they all find 
help and relief in the end.’66   

The Reyes had enjoyed furloughs in 1928 and 
1934.67  By 1938 they were due for another 
furlough, but local needs kept pressing in and 
furlough was deferred. This finally caught up 
with the Reyes. Reubena had begun to suffer 
from bilious attacks and from recurring boils. In 
March 1937 Raimund noted in his diary, ‘felt 
greatly bothered with my nerves.’ This was the 
first hint that Reye was beginning to struggle 
with his health. By 1940 diary comments with 
regard to his state of health became more 
frequent. With furlough an impossibility, the 
Reyes decided they would take six weeks local 
holiday and spend this time at Afiamalu, an 
elevated location of just over 600 metres on the 
track from Apia to the south coast. The family 
enjoyed the cool evenings and the frequent 
fogs. Reading, sleeping, and hiking became 
therapeutic for the whole family. In addition to 
the elder daughter, the family by now included 
two sons. 

While at Afiamalu Reye developed a persistent cold. This was 
finally diagnosed as severe sinusitis and Reye spent the first 
week of March, 1942, in the Apia Hospital. An example of the 
cordial relations Reye held with other belief systems was that 
one of his visitors was Father Deihl, a senior figure in the 
Roman Catholic church. 

Self-Doubt 

Raimund Reye’s response at the personal level, as previously 
narrated, to the New Hebrides appointment give the first 
indications of feelings of inadequacy. While his outward 
demeanour gave no sign of this, and there is no evidence that 
he required affirmation from others, nevertheless Reye 
suffered through life with an inferiority complex. His 
personality was such that he set high standards for himself 
and worried that he was not meeting those standards. 
Fortunately, he was far less demanding of his work 
associates. He was not an obnoxious perfectionist.  

Increasingly for the years 1937-1940 Reye confided to his 
diary that ‘his nerves were playing up something awful.’ Just 
what he meant by this is not clear. Occasionally he mentions a 
“headache” and years later discovered that he was subject to 
migraine episodes—not severe but nevertheless annoying.  

The constant heat and humidity of the tropics is a challenge to 

the best of constitutions. But Reye’s problem with nerves 
appears to have been more than physical. It came to a head in 
1940. Toward the end of that year Reye, responding to an 
advertisement in the NZ Woman’s Weekly, sent a copy of his 
handwriting to a Clem H Eggleton, a Grapho Analyst in 
Auckland, New Zealand. While writing many positive things, in 
a preliminary assessment, Eggleton suggested that Reye 

Top — Raimund (back row, third from right) with a group of 
German internees on Somes Island, Wellington Harbour 

Above — Mau passive resistance to New Zealand authorities. 

Raimund and Reubena in retirement, with Elma and 
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suffered from ‘an underlying strata of self-consciousness.’68  

Encouraged by this identification of a basic problem, Reye 
parted with a further ten shillings and six pence for a more in-
depth analysis. On the basis of a sample of handwriting 
alone, Eggleton commented on a list of thirty personality 
variables. The remarkable thing is that many of the 
comments were “spot on”.  

Sensing Reye’s inferiority complex, Eggleton provided a 
more extensive report on self-consciousness. Perhaps the 
one worthwhile comment made was this: ‘the parson in the 
pulpit, who feels self-conscious as he faces his congregation, 
has only to remember that these good people are not 
interested in him; but in the message he has to impart. They 
are all taking to themselves, as a personal lesson or thrust.’ 
Interestingly, Reye did not confide to his 1941 diary his 
thoughts on the Eggleton Report, but equally interesting is 
that throughout that year there is scant reference to ‘nerves 
acting up.’  

The Reyes as Communicators 

Had Raimund Reye not dedicated his life to the gospel 
ministry, he may well have pursued a career as a writer. 
While still a student at Avondale, he had two articles 
published in the Record.69  The move to Samoa provided 
further opportunity for writing. As superintendent of the 
Samoa Mission, Reye was required to provide regular reports 
to the AUC and he tried to make these as informative as 
possible. These reports were often printed in part or in full in 
the Record. Furthermore, he and Reubena wrote regularly for 
the Missionary Leader, the magazine published by the 
church to inform on mission progress and help maintain 
church member interest in and commitment to the financial 
needs of the “mission field”. 

Even though Reye was struggling with his health, in 1940 he 
wrote an article published on the front page of the Record.70  
In addition to articles for an Adventist readership, Reye also 
submitted several articles to secular publications. These 
articles focussed on historical events in Samoa and usually 
with an element of humour. 

Growth, Development and Administrative Style 

The burgeoning of Adventism amongst the Samoans may be 
dated to the mid 1930s. This successful outreach to the 
indigenous population may be attributed to a number of 
factors. First, the emergence of national workers such as Iiga 
Kuresa, Afaese, Neru and Afele who were increasingly 
supported by young graduates from Vailoa College, equally 
committed to being pastor-evangelists. Working singly or in 
twos, these men reached into the villages on Upolu’s north 
coast, both east and west of Apia. In addition to ministerial 
graduates, Vailoa Training School also prepared teachers 
and a number of village schools were established. 

A second factor was the monthly publication of O le Tala 
Moni that provided in the vernacular a medium for 
disseminating Adventist doctrine and ethical standards. If 
criticism may be made of this publication under Reye’s 
editorship, it was the polemical tone adopted in response to 
attacks by critics. A third factor was the establishment of a 
satellite mission station at Siufaga on Savaii in 1937, initially 

under the care of the experienced Thomas and Edith Howse.  

A fourth factor was the conduct of formal evangelistic 
programs at mission headquarters in Apia. Presented mainly 
in the Samoan language, these meetings were intended to 
attract Samoans from the villages on the outskirts of urban 
Apia. A fifth factor was the inauguration of an annual fono. 
Samoans were quite familiar with the concept of fono as 
these convened regularly at family and village levels.  By 
holding an Adventist fono Reye sought to bring his scattered 
flock together and thereby increase their sense of Adventist 
identity. The first fono was convened at Vailoa, 29 June to 
July 2, 1933. The selection of Vailoa was intended to 
enhance identification with the new school.  

A sixth factor was the inauguration by Reye in 1936 of an 
annual workers’ convention. Held over three days at the 
beginning of each year, the convention provided opportunity 
for team building, in-service training, goal setting and 
clarification of issues of concern to the national workers. 

A final factor was the formal organisation by the AUC in 1936 
of the Samoa Mission with an executive committee under the 
chairmanship of the Superintendent, Raimund Reye. This 
organisational step provided Reye with administrative 
structure, relieved him of some responsibilities, e.g., through 
the appointment of a secretary-treasurer, and the 
requirement to channel decision-making through this 
committee.71  

A report to the 1938 Fono stated a church membership of 
120 and a Sabbath School membership of 250. There were 
three church buildings—Apia, Vailoa, and Satomai—and 
other groups met in Samoan-style fales. Two years later 
Reye reported through the Record that Samoa was ‘making 
steady headway, and several new companies had been 
formed.’ Sabbath Schools and services were held at ten 
different locations, including the new mission station on 
Savaii. He added that while the Tala Moni was doing a “good 
work”, there was an urgent need for more national workers.72 

This section would not be complete without a brief comment 
on Reye’s leadership. As superintendent, Reye led a team 
consisting of both expatriate workers and Samoan nationals. 
The expatriate component was never large; at best two 
beside himself. As he had intimated in his letter to C H 
Watson in 1928, his dealings with the European staff was 
one of collaboration. By necessity, his dealings with national 
workers required more direction. Here his approach may be 
described as paternalistic-mentoring.  

While full national leadership in Samoa was still future, Reye 
helped to lay the groundwork by his nurture of the first 
generation of Samoan ministers. This nurture was in the form 
of increased responsibility as workers matured and the 
solicitation of their opinions and perspectives in the decision-
making process. Men such as Afa’ese, Neru, Tini Inu and 
Tesese Tasi blossomed under this gentle nurture.  Years 
later, upon learning of Reye’s death in 1968, Sanika Afa’ese 
wrote a personal tribute published in the Record. In part he 
wrote: 

I regard it an honour to recall the high esteem in 
which I held the one who had done a great part in 
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my life, particularly in preparing me for the 
Lord’s work. I knew him well and loved him 
very dearly. 

After studying with him … he baptised me. … 
When I was single, much counsel and 
instruction was given to me by him in 
choosing a life partner. Finally he performed 
our wedding. When I attended Vailoa Training 
School, he was my Bible teacher. After 
associating together for some years in 
teaching, evangelistic and pastoral work, I 
was ordained into the gospel ministry by him 
and Pastor S V Stratford. … I was asked to 
care for the work in Apia, when the Reyes left 
for furlough in 1935.73 

Afa’ese obviously valued the mentor-mentee relationship he 
held with Reye during his formative years. 

Treading new ground and creating fresh traditions is never 
easy and the national workers made their mistakes. Reye’s 
diaries for the late 1930s and early 40s record the need on 
occasion to counsel with and reprove these men, but always it 
was done one-on-one. Reye was ever conscious that 
Samoans, like people in many places, are deeply hurt when 
shamed. Redemption was not achieved through shame and 
therefore public shaming was to be avoided at all costs. 

What were the sources of Reye’s ideas on leadership? This is 
unclear for his training at Avondale did not include basic 
leadership strategies. Most Adventist pastors thrust into 
leadership roles have learned through working as 
subordinates as part of a team. Reye did not have this 
background. From the first with his assignment to the Barossa 
Valley in South Australia to his appointment to Samoa, Reye 
worked without immediate supervision. The closest he came 
to a formal mentor-mentee relationship was with the 
experienced Andrew Stewart whose role at the AUC was 
oversight of the mission fields. Stewart usually visited Samoa 
once a year.  

Probably the greatest single influence upon Reye’s 
administrative behaviours was his father Ernst Friedrich Reye. 
While a quiet and gentle man, Reye senior also had steely 
qualities and over time served in a number of leadership 
roles: an officer in the Tanz Hussars (a German cavalry unit), 
manager of plantations and German trading companies, both 
in Samoa and Venezuela. From 1903 till the arrival of the 
New Zealand expeditionary force he was Treasurer in the 
German administration in Samoa. Post World War I Ernst 
Reye managed Chas. Bartley and Son, an Apia trading 
business. Thus in the early years of his leadership of the 
Adventist Mission in Samoa, Reye had a wise counsellor in 
whom he could confide and seek guidance. In a report to the 
AUC in August 1933 Reye included reference to the death of 
his father whom he described as a truest friend, a good 
comrade, and trusted confidant.74  While Reye was a wide 
reader, his personal library does not appear to have included 
any books on leadership.  

It would seem that Reye brought to his administration an 
innate sense of what was effective in leadership: a vision of 

where he wanted to go, goal setting to meet the vision, 
identification of key issues, ordering priorities, the proper use 
of authority and power, communication skills, and the ability to 
get others to share his vision. In this he was helped by a 
pleasant personality, a gentle and optimistic temperament, a 
sense of humour, and a belief in the goodness of others. In 
other words, he brought a common sense to his leadership. 
Underlying this was his spirituality. He was a keen student of 
the Bible and he sought to identify biblical principles that were 
relevant to his work in Samoa.  

While not a part of the formal leadership of the mission, 
Reubena played a strong support role. In addition to the 
health treatments already mentioned, she led out in English-
speaking Bible study groups, she was regularly elected 
treasurer of the Apia church finances, and she supported 
Raimund in keeping the mission financial records, except for 
the four years William Petrie served as Mission Treasurer. 
Raimund’s diaries record the two of them working to prepare 
and reconcile financial returns to the AUC.   

Civil Unrest 

How does an Adventist missionary respond when his mission 
field is plunged into civil unrest? This dilemma faced Raimund 
Reye in the years extending from 1927-1936. By way of 
background, the New Zealand government became involved 
in Samoan affairs when a contingent of New Zealand military 
occupied Samoa on 29 August 1914. Following World War I 
and the formation of the League of Nations, Western Samoa 
was placed under New Zealand governance as a mandated 
territory. Unfortunately a succession of Ministers in Wellington 
and Administrators in Samoa acted paternalistically in their 
dealings with the Samoan people. This “father knows best” 
attitude was highly resented by the Samoans. 

Matters came to a head late 1926 with the formation of O le 
Mau (The Samoa League) with the motto Samoa mo Samoa 
(Samoa for the Samoans) and the weapon of musu  (non-
cooperation). Although the Mau did not resort to arms, there 
were many ways in which they could demonstrate their 
passive resistance: ignore regulations, withhold taxes, picket 
buildings, participate in marches, wear the Mau uniform, 
establish alternative administrative structures, and generally 
flout authority. In addition, leadership in the Mau movement 
also included several leading European businessmen.75  

Reye House, Motootua with Raimund, Ruby and son, Arnold. 
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suffered from ‘an underlying strata of self-consciousness.’68  

Encouraged by this identification of a basic problem, Reye 
parted with a further ten shillings and six pence for a more in-
depth analysis. On the basis of a sample of handwriting 
alone, Eggleton commented on a list of thirty personality 
variables. The remarkable thing is that many of the 
comments were “spot on”.  

Sensing Reye’s inferiority complex, Eggleton provided a 
more extensive report on self-consciousness. Perhaps the 
one worthwhile comment made was this: ‘the parson in the 
pulpit, who feels self-conscious as he faces his congregation, 
has only to remember that these good people are not 
interested in him; but in the message he has to impart. They 
are all taking to themselves, as a personal lesson or thrust.’ 
Interestingly, Reye did not confide to his 1941 diary his 
thoughts on the Eggleton Report, but equally interesting is 
that throughout that year there is scant reference to ‘nerves 
acting up.’  

The Reyes as Communicators 

Had Raimund Reye not dedicated his life to the gospel 
ministry, he may well have pursued a career as a writer. 
While still a student at Avondale, he had two articles 
published in the Record.69  The move to Samoa provided 
further opportunity for writing. As superintendent of the 
Samoa Mission, Reye was required to provide regular reports 
to the AUC and he tried to make these as informative as 
possible. These reports were often printed in part or in full in 
the Record. Furthermore, he and Reubena wrote regularly for 
the Missionary Leader, the magazine published by the 
church to inform on mission progress and help maintain 
church member interest in and commitment to the financial 
needs of the “mission field”. 

Even though Reye was struggling with his health, in 1940 he 
wrote an article published on the front page of the Record.70  
In addition to articles for an Adventist readership, Reye also 
submitted several articles to secular publications. These 
articles focussed on historical events in Samoa and usually 
with an element of humour. 

Growth, Development and Administrative Style 

The burgeoning of Adventism amongst the Samoans may be 
dated to the mid 1930s. This successful outreach to the 
indigenous population may be attributed to a number of 
factors. First, the emergence of national workers such as Iiga 
Kuresa, Afaese, Neru and Afele who were increasingly 
supported by young graduates from Vailoa College, equally 
committed to being pastor-evangelists. Working singly or in 
twos, these men reached into the villages on Upolu’s north 
coast, both east and west of Apia. In addition to ministerial 
graduates, Vailoa Training School also prepared teachers 
and a number of village schools were established. 

A second factor was the monthly publication of O le Tala 
Moni that provided in the vernacular a medium for 
disseminating Adventist doctrine and ethical standards. If 
criticism may be made of this publication under Reye’s 
editorship, it was the polemical tone adopted in response to 
attacks by critics. A third factor was the establishment of a 
satellite mission station at Siufaga on Savaii in 1937, initially 

under the care of the experienced Thomas and Edith Howse.  

A fourth factor was the conduct of formal evangelistic 
programs at mission headquarters in Apia. Presented mainly 
in the Samoan language, these meetings were intended to 
attract Samoans from the villages on the outskirts of urban 
Apia. A fifth factor was the inauguration of an annual fono. 
Samoans were quite familiar with the concept of fono as 
these convened regularly at family and village levels.  By 
holding an Adventist fono Reye sought to bring his scattered 
flock together and thereby increase their sense of Adventist 
identity. The first fono was convened at Vailoa, 29 June to 
July 2, 1933. The selection of Vailoa was intended to 
enhance identification with the new school.  

A sixth factor was the inauguration by Reye in 1936 of an 
annual workers’ convention. Held over three days at the 
beginning of each year, the convention provided opportunity 
for team building, in-service training, goal setting and 
clarification of issues of concern to the national workers. 

A final factor was the formal organisation by the AUC in 1936 
of the Samoa Mission with an executive committee under the 
chairmanship of the Superintendent, Raimund Reye. This 
organisational step provided Reye with administrative 
structure, relieved him of some responsibilities, e.g., through 
the appointment of a secretary-treasurer, and the 
requirement to channel decision-making through this 
committee.71  

A report to the 1938 Fono stated a church membership of 
120 and a Sabbath School membership of 250. There were 
three church buildings—Apia, Vailoa, and Satomai—and 
other groups met in Samoan-style fales. Two years later 
Reye reported through the Record that Samoa was ‘making 
steady headway, and several new companies had been 
formed.’ Sabbath Schools and services were held at ten 
different locations, including the new mission station on 
Savaii. He added that while the Tala Moni was doing a “good 
work”, there was an urgent need for more national workers.72 

This section would not be complete without a brief comment 
on Reye’s leadership. As superintendent, Reye led a team 
consisting of both expatriate workers and Samoan nationals. 
The expatriate component was never large; at best two 
beside himself. As he had intimated in his letter to C H 
Watson in 1928, his dealings with the European staff was 
one of collaboration. By necessity, his dealings with national 
workers required more direction. Here his approach may be 
described as paternalistic-mentoring.  

While full national leadership in Samoa was still future, Reye 
helped to lay the groundwork by his nurture of the first 
generation of Samoan ministers. This nurture was in the form 
of increased responsibility as workers matured and the 
solicitation of their opinions and perspectives in the decision-
making process. Men such as Afa’ese, Neru, Tini Inu and 
Tesese Tasi blossomed under this gentle nurture.  Years 
later, upon learning of Reye’s death in 1968, Sanika Afa’ese 
wrote a personal tribute published in the Record. In part he 
wrote: 

I regard it an honour to recall the high esteem in 
which I held the one who had done a great part in 
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my life, particularly in preparing me for the 
Lord’s work. I knew him well and loved him 
very dearly. 

After studying with him … he baptised me. … 
When I was single, much counsel and 
instruction was given to me by him in 
choosing a life partner. Finally he performed 
our wedding. When I attended Vailoa Training 
School, he was my Bible teacher. After 
associating together for some years in 
teaching, evangelistic and pastoral work, I 
was ordained into the gospel ministry by him 
and Pastor S V Stratford. … I was asked to 
care for the work in Apia, when the Reyes left 
for furlough in 1935.73 

Afa’ese obviously valued the mentor-mentee relationship he 
held with Reye during his formative years. 

Treading new ground and creating fresh traditions is never 
easy and the national workers made their mistakes. Reye’s 
diaries for the late 1930s and early 40s record the need on 
occasion to counsel with and reprove these men, but always it 
was done one-on-one. Reye was ever conscious that 
Samoans, like people in many places, are deeply hurt when 
shamed. Redemption was not achieved through shame and 
therefore public shaming was to be avoided at all costs. 

What were the sources of Reye’s ideas on leadership? This is 
unclear for his training at Avondale did not include basic 
leadership strategies. Most Adventist pastors thrust into 
leadership roles have learned through working as 
subordinates as part of a team. Reye did not have this 
background. From the first with his assignment to the Barossa 
Valley in South Australia to his appointment to Samoa, Reye 
worked without immediate supervision. The closest he came 
to a formal mentor-mentee relationship was with the 
experienced Andrew Stewart whose role at the AUC was 
oversight of the mission fields. Stewart usually visited Samoa 
once a year.  

Probably the greatest single influence upon Reye’s 
administrative behaviours was his father Ernst Friedrich Reye. 
While a quiet and gentle man, Reye senior also had steely 
qualities and over time served in a number of leadership 
roles: an officer in the Tanz Hussars (a German cavalry unit), 
manager of plantations and German trading companies, both 
in Samoa and Venezuela. From 1903 till the arrival of the 
New Zealand expeditionary force he was Treasurer in the 
German administration in Samoa. Post World War I Ernst 
Reye managed Chas. Bartley and Son, an Apia trading 
business. Thus in the early years of his leadership of the 
Adventist Mission in Samoa, Reye had a wise counsellor in 
whom he could confide and seek guidance. In a report to the 
AUC in August 1933 Reye included reference to the death of 
his father whom he described as a truest friend, a good 
comrade, and trusted confidant.74  While Reye was a wide 
reader, his personal library does not appear to have included 
any books on leadership.  

It would seem that Reye brought to his administration an 
innate sense of what was effective in leadership: a vision of 

where he wanted to go, goal setting to meet the vision, 
identification of key issues, ordering priorities, the proper use 
of authority and power, communication skills, and the ability to 
get others to share his vision. In this he was helped by a 
pleasant personality, a gentle and optimistic temperament, a 
sense of humour, and a belief in the goodness of others. In 
other words, he brought a common sense to his leadership. 
Underlying this was his spirituality. He was a keen student of 
the Bible and he sought to identify biblical principles that were 
relevant to his work in Samoa.  

While not a part of the formal leadership of the mission, 
Reubena played a strong support role. In addition to the 
health treatments already mentioned, she led out in English-
speaking Bible study groups, she was regularly elected 
treasurer of the Apia church finances, and she supported 
Raimund in keeping the mission financial records, except for 
the four years William Petrie served as Mission Treasurer. 
Raimund’s diaries record the two of them working to prepare 
and reconcile financial returns to the AUC.   

Civil Unrest 

How does an Adventist missionary respond when his mission 
field is plunged into civil unrest? This dilemma faced Raimund 
Reye in the years extending from 1927-1936. By way of 
background, the New Zealand government became involved 
in Samoan affairs when a contingent of New Zealand military 
occupied Samoa on 29 August 1914. Following World War I 
and the formation of the League of Nations, Western Samoa 
was placed under New Zealand governance as a mandated 
territory. Unfortunately a succession of Ministers in Wellington 
and Administrators in Samoa acted paternalistically in their 
dealings with the Samoan people. This “father knows best” 
attitude was highly resented by the Samoans. 

Matters came to a head late 1926 with the formation of O le 
Mau (The Samoa League) with the motto Samoa mo Samoa 
(Samoa for the Samoans) and the weapon of musu  (non-
cooperation). Although the Mau did not resort to arms, there 
were many ways in which they could demonstrate their 
passive resistance: ignore regulations, withhold taxes, picket 
buildings, participate in marches, wear the Mau uniform, 
establish alternative administrative structures, and generally 
flout authority. In addition, leadership in the Mau movement 
also included several leading European businessmen.75  
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Writing early 1928, Reye advised: 

For the past two months we have lived in an 
atmosphere of uncertainty. The arrival of two 
warships and the landing of marines brought 
us a number of more or less exciting days … 
the situation is still fraught with grave 
possibilities. It seems a wonder to us that war 
and bloodshed have thus far been avoided. 
Although Samoa is but a small group of 
islands, it has a stormy history.76 

Confrontation did however, become ugly when on 28 
December 1929 police tried to apprehend several people 
participating in a Mau march along the main street of Apia 
and for whom arrest warrants had been issued. A riot ensued 
and the greatly outnumbered constabulary fired into the 
leadership group. Eleven Samoans were killed, including high 
chief Tupua Tamasese Lealofi, and one New Zealand 
constable. This was the nadir of Samoan-New Zealand 
relationships.  

New Zealand declared the Mau a seditious organisation, 
exiled some leaders, and sought to arrest others. Those 
under threat of arrest literally took to the bush where they felt 
secure in an environment that was alien to New Zealand 
police and military personnel.  Samoa was polarised with the 
majority supporting the Mau. Reye was approached: ‘Where 
does the Lotu Aso Fitu stand on the matter? As narrated by 
Raimund Reye years later, in answer he explained that 
however he felt in the matter, involvement in political activism 
was not a function of his church. Nevertheless, he was more 
than willing to assist any person who was wounded, sick, or 
in dire need. This satisfied the Mau. In actual fact, Reye’s 
assistance went a little further. The Administration had 
established blocks on all roads out of Apia to prevent aid 
flowing to the bush dwellers.  One small group of Mau was 
located in the hills above the Vailoa school. On one occasion 
they approached Reye and asked for food. The next time 
Reye took supplies from Apia to Vailoa, he included an extra 
bag of rice. This easily passed the roadblock.77  It should be 
noted that some of his parishioners were sympathetic to the 
Mau cause and the wife of one of its European leaders 
regularly attended the Apia Adventist church. The election of 
a Labor Government in New Zealand in 1936 resulted in a 
more conciliatory approach to Samoan affairs and political 
tensions gradually dissipated. Thankfully the Adventist 
Mission did not alienate either the Samoan population or the 
New Zealand Administration. 

Caught in a Global Conflict 

Just as Samoa was returning to internal equilibrium following 
the Mau conflict, tensions erupted on a global scale. On 
Saturday evening, at 11.00 pm, 2 September 1939, news was 
received in Apia of Great Britain and France having declared 
war on Germany. New Zealand declared her involvement on 
5 September 1939. Overnight, Reye’s status in Samoa 
changed from “alien” to “enemy alien” and he became subject 
to detention without trial. Unfortunately, AUC leadership gave 
no advice as to how Reye might handle this change in 
political status. 

As a former German colony, the local population included a 
sizable number of German nationals. This close-knit German 
community included second and third generation German 
families.  It also included Catholic priests and teaching 
brothers who came directly from Germany. What they had in 
common was pride in the Fatherland. Social life and political 
discussion centred on the Concordia Club78 in Apia that overtly 
displayed the swastika of the Third Reich. Raimund Reye was 
a member of the Club as his father had been. The German 
Consul to New Zealand, Dr W. Hallenthal, visited Samoa April 
27 to May 11, 1937. Reye attended his reception at the 
Concordia, preached a sermon at the German Monument after 
the Consul had spoken, attended a formal dinner for the 
Consul at the Governor’s Residence, and drove the Consul to 
and from a visit to an influential German family home. One 
outcome of the Consul’s visit was a decision to establish a 
German school and Reye was elected secretary of the school 
committee.79 What was the purpose of this school other than 
to promote the new Germany? Was Reye ignorant of this 
purpose? 

Reye was particularly friendly with Alfred Matthes, a leading 
Nazi party activist in Apia. Matthes and Gerhard Stoekicht 
represented the Samoan Germans at the 1936 Nazi Party 
world congress convened in Hamburg. Reye’s diary records 
that he and Reubena entertained the Matthes family upon 
their return and Raimund’s subsequent attendance at a 
lecture given by Matthes at the Concordia Club.80  It is 
reasonable to assume that this lecture included a report on 
the World Congress. 

On April 20, 1939, Reye delivered an address at the 
Concordia Club to celebrate Hitler’s birthday.81  Given the 
situation in Europe, this overt recognition of Hitler’s birthday 
was not the act of one sensitive to political reality.  In June 
1939 Dr Knebler, a German ethnologist visited Samoa. 
Reye’s diary for the month records several visits by Knebler 
to the Reye home and numerous occasions where Reye 
transported the ethnologist to places of interest. After one 
visit Reye described Knebler as a “nice man” and on another 
occasion referred to the fact they had enjoyed “a lengthy 
chat”.82  Unfortunately, Reye did not record the subject of their 
conversation. It is reasonable to ask why a German scholar 
spent over a month in Samoa in the weeks immediately 
preceding the German attack on Poland and the outbreak of 
World War II.  

Reye’s overt activities within the Concordia Club contrasted 
with his careful efforts to maintain the neutrality of the 
Adventist Mission during the Mau conflict. It would appear 
that Reye had a romantic attachment to the Fatherland even 
though he was only a boy when the family visited Germany. 
Years later when Reye was asked why he supported the new 
regime in Germany, he responded that the 1919 Treaty of 
Versailles imposed considerable hardship on the German 
people and initially he saw the Nazi regime as correcting this. 
It was not until the excesses and genocidal activities of 
Nazism became known that he withdrew his support.83  

By the time Reye came to this conclusion, harm to him and 
the Mission had already been accomplished. Through poor 
judgment and just plain political naivety Reye had crossed a 
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line that was inappropriate for the leader of the Adventist 
church in Samoa. While Reye may have thought he was 
helping meet the collective needs of the German community in 
Samoa, others saw it differently. For example, Consul 
Hallenthal reported to the German Consul-General in Sydney 
that Reye was helpful to the German cause. New Zealand 
authorities soon knew the contents of this report. Furthermore, 
the young schoolteacher who came to Samoa in 1938 to 
organise the German school was perceived as a Nazi 
propagandist.84  Reye had severely compromised his standing 
with the New Zealand administration in Samoa. 

Although he was not initially interned, Reye with all other 
aliens was placed under the provisions of the New Zealand 
Aliens Regulations. On 28 April 1942, however, he was 
summoned to the office of the Chief of Police and advised that 
he was to be interned and to report by 4.00 pm that afternoon. 
A visit to the Acting Administrator, A C Turnbull, gained a 
twenty-four hour reprieve in which to place family and mission 
affairs in order. This included the ordination of Siaosi Neru to 
the gospel ministry.  

Not all German aliens in Samoa were interned and taken to 
Somes Island, Wellington Harbour, New Zealand. The first 
group of internees were known to be staunch Nazi 
sympathisers, including two of Reye’s cousins. Two later 
groups focused on persons who had the potential to damage 
the Allied cause in Samoa. Why was Reye included in the 
group of eighteen internees sent to New Zealand early May 
1942? Although Reye enjoyed a cordial relationship with the 
Acting Administrator, it was Turnbull who made the decision, 
albeit reluctantly. Turnbull reported that while Reye was loyal 
to his church work, nevertheless he was pro-German in his 

local associations and in his views. Furthermore, he had 
considerable local influence and in Turnbull’s judgment would 
be best out of Samoa.85 

Reye had only himself to blame for this assessment by 
Turnbull. His active involvement with the Concordia Club, his 
close association with German families, some of whom were 
known to be Nazi sympathisers, and Dr Hallenthal’s report to 
the German Foreign Office which suggested he would be 
helpful to Germany, collectively provided cause for Turnbull to 
act with caution. Had Reye not crossed the line between social 
intercourse and political activism, however unwittingly, he may 
well have been amongst the majority of German aliens who 
remained with relative freedom in Samoa.   

It should be noted that government was not the only entity with 
concern about Reye’s conduct. The Tala Moni was printed by 
J W Liston proprietor of the Western Samoa Mail. In a May 
meeting between the two men, Liston told Reye to his face 
that he was ‘unworthy of preaching the gospel.’  A bemused 
Reye recorded this in his diary. A month later Liston formally 
advised that the next issue of the Tala Moni would be the last. 
His letter was both brief and terse: ‘Dear Sir, Owing to 
shortage of paper, etc, caused through the war, we will not be 
able to continue the printing of your Magazine. Yours 
faithfully.’86  Unfortunately, it is unclear whether Liston’s 
antagonism was directed at some of the content of the church 
paper or at Reye’s Germanic associations. The former is 
unlikely, because the printer’s letterhead proudly advised 
‘Printers of Mission Magazines O Le Tala Moni and O Le Fetu 
Ao.’ In the letter cited above, Reye was not addressed by 
name nor were regrets expressed even though the two men 
knew each other well. Several years earlier, Reye had visited 
Liston when he was hospitalised.  

Andrew Stewart visited Samoa early August 1940 and 
accompanied by William Petrie had an interview with Liston at 
which the latter demanded Reye’s withdrawal from leadership 
and his transfer away from Samoa.87 The negotiating skills of 
Stewart and Petrie must have mollified Liston because the 
Western Samoa Mail continued to print the Adventist monthly 
magazine. 

Whether it stemmed from a realisation that he had been 
unwise, or whether it was an intuitive response to the winds of 
change, Reye recognised that his position as Superintendent 
of the Adventist Mission had become untenable. In a 1940 
letter to S V Stratford he advised the AUC that he should be 
replaced and either recalled to Australia or relegated to a 
subordinate role.88 The AUC did not act on this suggestion.  

Early April 1942 Reye in a letter to Pastor E B Rudge, AUC 
president, referred to his position as “precarious” and fraught 
with “difficulties”. The permanent return of the Petrie family to 
Australia meant that “unfortunately” Reye was the only 
European Adventist missionary in Samoa. There was not even 
the option of a reversal of roles. One option was to place 
greater responsibility in the hands of national leadership, but 
Reye advised Rudge that he did not think his senior Samoan 
workers were yet ready for that except as a “last resort”. Reye 
concluded his letter by affirming the work of Afa’ese as acting 
principal of Vailoa and advising that ‘should the worst 
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Writing early 1928, Reye advised: 

For the past two months we have lived in an 
atmosphere of uncertainty. The arrival of two 
warships and the landing of marines brought 
us a number of more or less exciting days … 
the situation is still fraught with grave 
possibilities. It seems a wonder to us that war 
and bloodshed have thus far been avoided. 
Although Samoa is but a small group of 
islands, it has a stormy history.76 

Confrontation did however, become ugly when on 28 
December 1929 police tried to apprehend several people 
participating in a Mau march along the main street of Apia 
and for whom arrest warrants had been issued. A riot ensued 
and the greatly outnumbered constabulary fired into the 
leadership group. Eleven Samoans were killed, including high 
chief Tupua Tamasese Lealofi, and one New Zealand 
constable. This was the nadir of Samoan-New Zealand 
relationships.  

New Zealand declared the Mau a seditious organisation, 
exiled some leaders, and sought to arrest others. Those 
under threat of arrest literally took to the bush where they felt 
secure in an environment that was alien to New Zealand 
police and military personnel.  Samoa was polarised with the 
majority supporting the Mau. Reye was approached: ‘Where 
does the Lotu Aso Fitu stand on the matter? As narrated by 
Raimund Reye years later, in answer he explained that 
however he felt in the matter, involvement in political activism 
was not a function of his church. Nevertheless, he was more 
than willing to assist any person who was wounded, sick, or 
in dire need. This satisfied the Mau. In actual fact, Reye’s 
assistance went a little further. The Administration had 
established blocks on all roads out of Apia to prevent aid 
flowing to the bush dwellers.  One small group of Mau was 
located in the hills above the Vailoa school. On one occasion 
they approached Reye and asked for food. The next time 
Reye took supplies from Apia to Vailoa, he included an extra 
bag of rice. This easily passed the roadblock.77  It should be 
noted that some of his parishioners were sympathetic to the 
Mau cause and the wife of one of its European leaders 
regularly attended the Apia Adventist church. The election of 
a Labor Government in New Zealand in 1936 resulted in a 
more conciliatory approach to Samoan affairs and political 
tensions gradually dissipated. Thankfully the Adventist 
Mission did not alienate either the Samoan population or the 
New Zealand Administration. 

Caught in a Global Conflict 

Just as Samoa was returning to internal equilibrium following 
the Mau conflict, tensions erupted on a global scale. On 
Saturday evening, at 11.00 pm, 2 September 1939, news was 
received in Apia of Great Britain and France having declared 
war on Germany. New Zealand declared her involvement on 
5 September 1939. Overnight, Reye’s status in Samoa 
changed from “alien” to “enemy alien” and he became subject 
to detention without trial. Unfortunately, AUC leadership gave 
no advice as to how Reye might handle this change in 
political status. 

As a former German colony, the local population included a 
sizable number of German nationals. This close-knit German 
community included second and third generation German 
families.  It also included Catholic priests and teaching 
brothers who came directly from Germany. What they had in 
common was pride in the Fatherland. Social life and political 
discussion centred on the Concordia Club78 in Apia that overtly 
displayed the swastika of the Third Reich. Raimund Reye was 
a member of the Club as his father had been. The German 
Consul to New Zealand, Dr W. Hallenthal, visited Samoa April 
27 to May 11, 1937. Reye attended his reception at the 
Concordia, preached a sermon at the German Monument after 
the Consul had spoken, attended a formal dinner for the 
Consul at the Governor’s Residence, and drove the Consul to 
and from a visit to an influential German family home. One 
outcome of the Consul’s visit was a decision to establish a 
German school and Reye was elected secretary of the school 
committee.79 What was the purpose of this school other than 
to promote the new Germany? Was Reye ignorant of this 
purpose? 

Reye was particularly friendly with Alfred Matthes, a leading 
Nazi party activist in Apia. Matthes and Gerhard Stoekicht 
represented the Samoan Germans at the 1936 Nazi Party 
world congress convened in Hamburg. Reye’s diary records 
that he and Reubena entertained the Matthes family upon 
their return and Raimund’s subsequent attendance at a 
lecture given by Matthes at the Concordia Club.80  It is 
reasonable to assume that this lecture included a report on 
the World Congress. 

On April 20, 1939, Reye delivered an address at the 
Concordia Club to celebrate Hitler’s birthday.81  Given the 
situation in Europe, this overt recognition of Hitler’s birthday 
was not the act of one sensitive to political reality.  In June 
1939 Dr Knebler, a German ethnologist visited Samoa. 
Reye’s diary for the month records several visits by Knebler 
to the Reye home and numerous occasions where Reye 
transported the ethnologist to places of interest. After one 
visit Reye described Knebler as a “nice man” and on another 
occasion referred to the fact they had enjoyed “a lengthy 
chat”.82  Unfortunately, Reye did not record the subject of their 
conversation. It is reasonable to ask why a German scholar 
spent over a month in Samoa in the weeks immediately 
preceding the German attack on Poland and the outbreak of 
World War II.  

Reye’s overt activities within the Concordia Club contrasted 
with his careful efforts to maintain the neutrality of the 
Adventist Mission during the Mau conflict. It would appear 
that Reye had a romantic attachment to the Fatherland even 
though he was only a boy when the family visited Germany. 
Years later when Reye was asked why he supported the new 
regime in Germany, he responded that the 1919 Treaty of 
Versailles imposed considerable hardship on the German 
people and initially he saw the Nazi regime as correcting this. 
It was not until the excesses and genocidal activities of 
Nazism became known that he withdrew his support.83  

By the time Reye came to this conclusion, harm to him and 
the Mission had already been accomplished. Through poor 
judgment and just plain political naivety Reye had crossed a 
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line that was inappropriate for the leader of the Adventist 
church in Samoa. While Reye may have thought he was 
helping meet the collective needs of the German community in 
Samoa, others saw it differently. For example, Consul 
Hallenthal reported to the German Consul-General in Sydney 
that Reye was helpful to the German cause. New Zealand 
authorities soon knew the contents of this report. Furthermore, 
the young schoolteacher who came to Samoa in 1938 to 
organise the German school was perceived as a Nazi 
propagandist.84  Reye had severely compromised his standing 
with the New Zealand administration in Samoa. 

Although he was not initially interned, Reye with all other 
aliens was placed under the provisions of the New Zealand 
Aliens Regulations. On 28 April 1942, however, he was 
summoned to the office of the Chief of Police and advised that 
he was to be interned and to report by 4.00 pm that afternoon. 
A visit to the Acting Administrator, A C Turnbull, gained a 
twenty-four hour reprieve in which to place family and mission 
affairs in order. This included the ordination of Siaosi Neru to 
the gospel ministry.  

Not all German aliens in Samoa were interned and taken to 
Somes Island, Wellington Harbour, New Zealand. The first 
group of internees were known to be staunch Nazi 
sympathisers, including two of Reye’s cousins. Two later 
groups focused on persons who had the potential to damage 
the Allied cause in Samoa. Why was Reye included in the 
group of eighteen internees sent to New Zealand early May 
1942? Although Reye enjoyed a cordial relationship with the 
Acting Administrator, it was Turnbull who made the decision, 
albeit reluctantly. Turnbull reported that while Reye was loyal 
to his church work, nevertheless he was pro-German in his 

local associations and in his views. Furthermore, he had 
considerable local influence and in Turnbull’s judgment would 
be best out of Samoa.85 

Reye had only himself to blame for this assessment by 
Turnbull. His active involvement with the Concordia Club, his 
close association with German families, some of whom were 
known to be Nazi sympathisers, and Dr Hallenthal’s report to 
the German Foreign Office which suggested he would be 
helpful to Germany, collectively provided cause for Turnbull to 
act with caution. Had Reye not crossed the line between social 
intercourse and political activism, however unwittingly, he may 
well have been amongst the majority of German aliens who 
remained with relative freedom in Samoa.   

It should be noted that government was not the only entity with 
concern about Reye’s conduct. The Tala Moni was printed by 
J W Liston proprietor of the Western Samoa Mail. In a May 
meeting between the two men, Liston told Reye to his face 
that he was ‘unworthy of preaching the gospel.’  A bemused 
Reye recorded this in his diary. A month later Liston formally 
advised that the next issue of the Tala Moni would be the last. 
His letter was both brief and terse: ‘Dear Sir, Owing to 
shortage of paper, etc, caused through the war, we will not be 
able to continue the printing of your Magazine. Yours 
faithfully.’86  Unfortunately, it is unclear whether Liston’s 
antagonism was directed at some of the content of the church 
paper or at Reye’s Germanic associations. The former is 
unlikely, because the printer’s letterhead proudly advised 
‘Printers of Mission Magazines O Le Tala Moni and O Le Fetu 
Ao.’ In the letter cited above, Reye was not addressed by 
name nor were regrets expressed even though the two men 
knew each other well. Several years earlier, Reye had visited 
Liston when he was hospitalised.  

Andrew Stewart visited Samoa early August 1940 and 
accompanied by William Petrie had an interview with Liston at 
which the latter demanded Reye’s withdrawal from leadership 
and his transfer away from Samoa.87 The negotiating skills of 
Stewart and Petrie must have mollified Liston because the 
Western Samoa Mail continued to print the Adventist monthly 
magazine. 

Whether it stemmed from a realisation that he had been 
unwise, or whether it was an intuitive response to the winds of 
change, Reye recognised that his position as Superintendent 
of the Adventist Mission had become untenable. In a 1940 
letter to S V Stratford he advised the AUC that he should be 
replaced and either recalled to Australia or relegated to a 
subordinate role.88 The AUC did not act on this suggestion.  

Early April 1942 Reye in a letter to Pastor E B Rudge, AUC 
president, referred to his position as “precarious” and fraught 
with “difficulties”. The permanent return of the Petrie family to 
Australia meant that “unfortunately” Reye was the only 
European Adventist missionary in Samoa. There was not even 
the option of a reversal of roles. One option was to place 
greater responsibility in the hands of national leadership, but 
Reye advised Rudge that he did not think his senior Samoan 
workers were yet ready for that except as a “last resort”. Reye 
concluded his letter by affirming the work of Afa’ese as acting 
principal of Vailoa and advising that ‘should the worst 

Raimund & Reubena Reye, 1953 

Reye Family - Reubina Emily, Arnim Colin, (Arnold), Ernest 
Raymond, Ramona Elma and Raimund. 
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eventuate, Mrs Reye will hold the fort for a while.’89 Within a 
month the worst did happen. 

It therefore fell to Reubena Reye to tie off many personal loose 
ends and maintain mission equilibrium until a new expatriate 
leader arrived. While a small committee of national workers 
had been charged with guiding mission activities until the new 
Superintendent took up his duties, Reubena Reye maintained 
very careful control of the mission books and its finances. 
Advised that the AUC had granted her and her children’s travel 
from Samoa to New Zealand, Reubena replied thanking the 
AUC for this permission, but expressing her ambivalence 
about leaving the mission ‘without a European to guide it.’ She 
acknowledged that as a woman she would not have the same 
influence as a man, but she felt confident in ‘keeping things a 
wee bit in check.’90  

Reubena did however, express her respect for the good 
judgment of the newly ordained Siaosi Neru. Gratuitously 
however, she advised that ‘trying to run the Mission under 
Samoan leadership will turn out an utter failure.’ This comment 
was not intended to diminish confidence in Neru and Afa’ese 
and the other members of the mission committee. Rather, it 
was Reubena’s assessment of the problems associated with 
faa  Samoa and the pressures this would bring to bear on 
national leadership. She was able to illustrate this with a case 
in hand. A teacher had behaved in such a manner as to 
warrant dismissal. That very week the committee would deal 
with the case. Prudently Neru requested that Reubena attend 
the meeting to take some of the heat out of the decision.91 It 
was a relief therefore when several months later John Howse 
set foot in Apia to assume the superintendency and Reubena 
could leave Samoa for New Zealand accompanied by her 
three children.  

Meanwhile, on Somes Island, Raimund Reye continued the 
witness to his faith. During the early 1960s Neil Hughes was 
principal of the Lalovaea school and made incidental contact 
with a local businessman of German descent. Upon learning 
that Hughes worked for the Lotu Aso Fitu, the businessman 
gave a generous discount on the materials purchased.  During 
an extended conversation he revisited the trauma of 
separation and internment on Somes Island. He then offered 
this unsolicited assessment of Reye: 

But Pastor Reye was there. He was always 
cheerful, full of hope, full of encouragement. He 
seemed to be by the side of any of us when we 
needed a helper or a sympathetic ear. He 
preached for us on many occasions. We drew 
courage and help from his words. If ever there was 
a Christian that I have met, a real Christian, that 
man was the one.92 

The Reyes Return to Samoa 

Raimund Reye’s internment on Somes Island lasted only eight 
months. He was one of three internees from Samoa granted 
parole during the war. Early 1943 the family was reunited in 
Christchurch. After his extended period without furlough, the 
bracing climate of Somes Island was the tonic Reye needed to 
regain his energy, strength and enthusiasm. While strict 
conditions were attached to his parole, over time these were 
somewhat relaxed and Reye was able to resume some 

preaching responsibilities. In the meantime he worked as a 
clerk in the Sanitarium Health Food Company office. 

At the 1944 “Workers Convention” in Samoa, expatriate and 
principal of Vailoa Training School, Roy Harrison, gave a 
series of presentations on preaching, teaching and healing 
based largely on the writings of Mrs Ellen G. White. These 
presentations convinced the national ministers that they very 
much needed some of White’s books in the vernacular. This 
prompted a letter, signed by thirteen ministers and fourteen 
church officers, addressed to the AUC with the request that R  
Reye be appointed back to Samoa to: (1) complete a task 
commenced in 1941, namely preparing a manuscript on 
biblical prophecy and basic Adventist doctrine; and (2) 
undertake the translation of an Ellen White book into the 
Samoan language.93  

To its credit the AUC, despite the impending cost of re-
establishing and rebuilding infrastructure in those areas of its 
mission field severely damaged or destroyed during the war 
(Solomon Islands, Papua and New Guinea), agreed to the 
request. Furthermore, the AUC officers acted with alacrity to 
ascertain from New Zealand authorities Reye’s eligibility to 
return to Samoa and the feelings of Raimund and Reubena to 
such a proposition.94  

Early December 1944 the Reyes advised the AUC they were 
prepared to return to Samoa subject to release by the New 
Zealand authorities. Late December the AUC voted that Reye 
reconnect with the Samoa Mission with a focus on the 
preparation of Samoan literature. Early 1945 the required 
clearances were obtained and the Reye family relocated from 
Christchurch to Apia. 

The Reyes had only been in Samoa a little over two months 
when both the Howse and Harrison families left; the former for 
furlough (as it turned out, preparation for pioneering the 
Adventist Mission in the Gilbert and Ellice islands) and the 
latter on permanent return. Reye was directed to assume the 
role of acting superintendent. Writing and translating was put 
on hold until the Herbert B Christian and Hugh Dickens 
families arrived early 1946 as replacements. The full 
complement of expatriate staff was reached when Ron and 
Flora Taylor arrived mid-1946. Reye’s principal task, however, 
did not proceed as he would have wished. Unintended, the 
new Europeans were perceived as novices and both church 
members and national workers deferred to Reye. In fairness to 
the new team and to give himself uninterrupted time, Reye 
suggested that he and his family relocate to the mission 
station at Siu’faga, Savaii. The new team welcomed this and 
the AUC concurred. 

This relocation proved ideal. Toward the end of 1947 Reye 
was able to provide a progress report to the AUC. He wrote: 
‘At the end of October I shall have “Steps to Christ” ready for 
the press, also “Bible Doctrines—Book I and Bible Doctrines—
Book II” containing 44 chapters each.’ Reye added that while 
Steps to Christ was ‘straight out translating,’ the two doctrines 
books proved more challenging. While he was able to draw on 
standard Adventist works, to make the two volumes relevant to 
Samoa he had to ‘write up the matter myself.’ He went on to 
explain that he had delved into the writings of early LMS and 
other missionaries who were household names to Samoans 
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and was able to use quotations from these sources in support 
of many Adventist doctrinal positions. Reye declared that ‘the 
inclusion of this matter plus being written with careful regard 
for local conditions will make these two books on Bible 
Doctrines Samoan books in the true sense of the word.’95  

While Reye would like to have completed a manuscript on the 
prophecies of Daniel and the Revelation, the AUC had used all 
the finance it was prepared to expend on Samoan literature. 
Literary tasks completed, the Reyes left Samoa for Australia 
arriving Sydney January 2, 1948. They never returned to 
Samoa.   

Summary and Conclusions 

Apart from interludes of furlough and internment, Raimund and 
Reubena Reye’s mission service in Samoa spanned from 
November 1925 to December 1947. They provided continuity 
in leadership that brought stability to the Adventist Mission. 
That Reye accomplished this was in no small measure due to 
the full support given him by Reubena. Had she wilted, Reye’s 
tenure would have been truncated. Theirs was a team effort.  

Over the years 1926-1947 membership in the Lotu Aso Fitu 
grew from around thirty persons to almost three hundred 
members. Moreover, the growth of the church in Samoa was 
away from the chief port of Apia to villages to the east and 
west of the capital and to the island of Savaii. Importantly, 
growth was essentially from amongst Samoan nationals. 

Given that Reye had no formal training in administration and 
leadership, nor had he worked under a mentor, the growth of 
the church in Samoa under his stewardship was no small 
achievement. What positive factors did Reye bring to his 
leadership of the Samoa Mission?  From the first he set 
himself a small number of clear and achievable goals and 
worked with optimism and commitment to achieve them. Two 
of the more important of these goals were the establishment of 
a Training School and the nurture of a set of national ministers 
and teachers. 

By his focus on campus development both in Apia and at 
Vailoa, Reye lifted the standing of his 
church in the eyes of the Samoans 
who equated some degree of 
ostentation with respectability. Reye 
also improved the public image of his 
church through his willingness to 
contribute to Samoa’s public life. Most 
importantly, both church members and 
the general community reciprocated 
Reye’s love for the Samoan people. 
Furthermore, Reye sought to 
understand Samoan cultural and 
social norms and to evaluate them in 
terms of their impact upon biblical 
Christianity. 

While he managed to conceal it, 
Reye’s self-doubt impacted upon his 
health and probably his leadership of 
the Samoa Mission. This self-doubt 
may also have nudged Reye to over-identify with the local 
German community. Many German families were friends of his 

parents and their children had been part of Raimund’s circle of 
friends while growing up in German Samoa. With them he was 
able to relax and feel at ease. While there were a number of 
German names amongst the church members in Apia—Voigt, 
Haidlen and von Hyderbrund—they had become Adventists 
prior to Reye’s return to Samoa. There is no evidence to 
suggest that Reye attempted to evangelise within his circle of 
close friends. 

During the build up to World War II, Reye’s over-identification 
with the German community blinded his eye to political 
considerations. By the time he realised his effectiveness as 
leader of the Adventist Mission was under threat, it was too 
late. His credibility with both Government and some elements 
of the general community had been compromised beyond 
repair. It was a salutatory lesson. 

Reye’s final contribution to the Samoa Mission was the two-
volume Bible Doctrines book in the Samoan vernacular and 
the translation of Ellen White’s devotional book Steps to Christ 
into Samoan. These tasks were only possible for someone 
who was able to combine scholarship with an in-depth 
knowledge of the Samoan language. Reye’s many years in 
Samoa equipped him for the task.  Although neophytes when 
they first arrived in Samoa, the Reyes appear to have 
vindicated the confidence shown them by church leaders. 
Most importantly, the Reyes helped lay the foundation for the 
future growth of Adventism in Samoa—a membership of over 
5000 in 2003—and, with the migration of Samoans to New 
Zealand, Australia and the United States, to the establishment 
of scores of Adventist churches in those countries.  

End Notes:    
1 Upolu is the main island of the former German Colony of Western 
Samoa. Apia is the port and administrative centre.  
2 In his history of Avondale College, Milton Hook describes the 
Missionary Course as ‘designed for those who wished to enter 
denominational evangelism quickly or those who found academic 
studies difficult.’ Milton R. Hook (1998) Avondale: Experiment on the 

Dora. Cooranbong, NSW: Avondale Academic Press, 
p.49. At the time Reye enrolled, the course extended 
over three years. Prior to his arrival in Australia, Reye 
had completed the final year of high school at the 
Gymnasium in Apia, Samoa, where all instruction was 
given in German. 

3 Letter, Collector of Customs, NSW, to the Secretary, 
Home and Territories Department, 30 July 1920, 
advised that Raimund Reye had arrived in Australia on 
the S.S. Levuka and had been issued with the required 
Exemption Certificate. Because of his German 
nationality it was not a simple matter to leave Samoa 
and enter Australia. A sequence  of decisions began 
with Pastor Joseph E. Steed’s application to the New 
Zealand Administration in Samoa requesting approval 
for R. Reye to leave Samoa for educational purposes 
and advising that the S.D.A. Mission would act as 
guarantor. The Administrator of Western Samoa, in 
turn advised Australian authorities that permission had 
been granted and requesting that Reye be permitted to 
enter NSW. See Letter, Pastor Joseph E. Steed to 
Captain Gillespie, April 1920 and Letter, R.W. Tate, 

Administrator, Western Samoa, to the Premier of NSW, 9 April 1920.  
Arnold Reye files.  
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eventuate, Mrs Reye will hold the fort for a while.’89 Within a 
month the worst did happen. 

It therefore fell to Reubena Reye to tie off many personal loose 
ends and maintain mission equilibrium until a new expatriate 
leader arrived. While a small committee of national workers 
had been charged with guiding mission activities until the new 
Superintendent took up his duties, Reubena Reye maintained 
very careful control of the mission books and its finances. 
Advised that the AUC had granted her and her children’s travel 
from Samoa to New Zealand, Reubena replied thanking the 
AUC for this permission, but expressing her ambivalence 
about leaving the mission ‘without a European to guide it.’ She 
acknowledged that as a woman she would not have the same 
influence as a man, but she felt confident in ‘keeping things a 
wee bit in check.’90  

Reubena did however, express her respect for the good 
judgment of the newly ordained Siaosi Neru. Gratuitously 
however, she advised that ‘trying to run the Mission under 
Samoan leadership will turn out an utter failure.’ This comment 
was not intended to diminish confidence in Neru and Afa’ese 
and the other members of the mission committee. Rather, it 
was Reubena’s assessment of the problems associated with 
faa  Samoa and the pressures this would bring to bear on 
national leadership. She was able to illustrate this with a case 
in hand. A teacher had behaved in such a manner as to 
warrant dismissal. That very week the committee would deal 
with the case. Prudently Neru requested that Reubena attend 
the meeting to take some of the heat out of the decision.91 It 
was a relief therefore when several months later John Howse 
set foot in Apia to assume the superintendency and Reubena 
could leave Samoa for New Zealand accompanied by her 
three children.  

Meanwhile, on Somes Island, Raimund Reye continued the 
witness to his faith. During the early 1960s Neil Hughes was 
principal of the Lalovaea school and made incidental contact 
with a local businessman of German descent. Upon learning 
that Hughes worked for the Lotu Aso Fitu, the businessman 
gave a generous discount on the materials purchased.  During 
an extended conversation he revisited the trauma of 
separation and internment on Somes Island. He then offered 
this unsolicited assessment of Reye: 

But Pastor Reye was there. He was always 
cheerful, full of hope, full of encouragement. He 
seemed to be by the side of any of us when we 
needed a helper or a sympathetic ear. He 
preached for us on many occasions. We drew 
courage and help from his words. If ever there was 
a Christian that I have met, a real Christian, that 
man was the one.92 

The Reyes Return to Samoa 

Raimund Reye’s internment on Somes Island lasted only eight 
months. He was one of three internees from Samoa granted 
parole during the war. Early 1943 the family was reunited in 
Christchurch. After his extended period without furlough, the 
bracing climate of Somes Island was the tonic Reye needed to 
regain his energy, strength and enthusiasm. While strict 
conditions were attached to his parole, over time these were 
somewhat relaxed and Reye was able to resume some 

preaching responsibilities. In the meantime he worked as a 
clerk in the Sanitarium Health Food Company office. 

At the 1944 “Workers Convention” in Samoa, expatriate and 
principal of Vailoa Training School, Roy Harrison, gave a 
series of presentations on preaching, teaching and healing 
based largely on the writings of Mrs Ellen G. White. These 
presentations convinced the national ministers that they very 
much needed some of White’s books in the vernacular. This 
prompted a letter, signed by thirteen ministers and fourteen 
church officers, addressed to the AUC with the request that R  
Reye be appointed back to Samoa to: (1) complete a task 
commenced in 1941, namely preparing a manuscript on 
biblical prophecy and basic Adventist doctrine; and (2) 
undertake the translation of an Ellen White book into the 
Samoan language.93  

To its credit the AUC, despite the impending cost of re-
establishing and rebuilding infrastructure in those areas of its 
mission field severely damaged or destroyed during the war 
(Solomon Islands, Papua and New Guinea), agreed to the 
request. Furthermore, the AUC officers acted with alacrity to 
ascertain from New Zealand authorities Reye’s eligibility to 
return to Samoa and the feelings of Raimund and Reubena to 
such a proposition.94  

Early December 1944 the Reyes advised the AUC they were 
prepared to return to Samoa subject to release by the New 
Zealand authorities. Late December the AUC voted that Reye 
reconnect with the Samoa Mission with a focus on the 
preparation of Samoan literature. Early 1945 the required 
clearances were obtained and the Reye family relocated from 
Christchurch to Apia. 

The Reyes had only been in Samoa a little over two months 
when both the Howse and Harrison families left; the former for 
furlough (as it turned out, preparation for pioneering the 
Adventist Mission in the Gilbert and Ellice islands) and the 
latter on permanent return. Reye was directed to assume the 
role of acting superintendent. Writing and translating was put 
on hold until the Herbert B Christian and Hugh Dickens 
families arrived early 1946 as replacements. The full 
complement of expatriate staff was reached when Ron and 
Flora Taylor arrived mid-1946. Reye’s principal task, however, 
did not proceed as he would have wished. Unintended, the 
new Europeans were perceived as novices and both church 
members and national workers deferred to Reye. In fairness to 
the new team and to give himself uninterrupted time, Reye 
suggested that he and his family relocate to the mission 
station at Siu’faga, Savaii. The new team welcomed this and 
the AUC concurred. 

This relocation proved ideal. Toward the end of 1947 Reye 
was able to provide a progress report to the AUC. He wrote: 
‘At the end of October I shall have “Steps to Christ” ready for 
the press, also “Bible Doctrines—Book I and Bible Doctrines—
Book II” containing 44 chapters each.’ Reye added that while 
Steps to Christ was ‘straight out translating,’ the two doctrines 
books proved more challenging. While he was able to draw on 
standard Adventist works, to make the two volumes relevant to 
Samoa he had to ‘write up the matter myself.’ He went on to 
explain that he had delved into the writings of early LMS and 
other missionaries who were household names to Samoans 
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and was able to use quotations from these sources in support 
of many Adventist doctrinal positions. Reye declared that ‘the 
inclusion of this matter plus being written with careful regard 
for local conditions will make these two books on Bible 
Doctrines Samoan books in the true sense of the word.’95  

While Reye would like to have completed a manuscript on the 
prophecies of Daniel and the Revelation, the AUC had used all 
the finance it was prepared to expend on Samoan literature. 
Literary tasks completed, the Reyes left Samoa for Australia 
arriving Sydney January 2, 1948. They never returned to 
Samoa.   

Summary and Conclusions 

Apart from interludes of furlough and internment, Raimund and 
Reubena Reye’s mission service in Samoa spanned from 
November 1925 to December 1947. They provided continuity 
in leadership that brought stability to the Adventist Mission. 
That Reye accomplished this was in no small measure due to 
the full support given him by Reubena. Had she wilted, Reye’s 
tenure would have been truncated. Theirs was a team effort.  

Over the years 1926-1947 membership in the Lotu Aso Fitu 
grew from around thirty persons to almost three hundred 
members. Moreover, the growth of the church in Samoa was 
away from the chief port of Apia to villages to the east and 
west of the capital and to the island of Savaii. Importantly, 
growth was essentially from amongst Samoan nationals. 

Given that Reye had no formal training in administration and 
leadership, nor had he worked under a mentor, the growth of 
the church in Samoa under his stewardship was no small 
achievement. What positive factors did Reye bring to his 
leadership of the Samoa Mission?  From the first he set 
himself a small number of clear and achievable goals and 
worked with optimism and commitment to achieve them. Two 
of the more important of these goals were the establishment of 
a Training School and the nurture of a set of national ministers 
and teachers. 

By his focus on campus development both in Apia and at 
Vailoa, Reye lifted the standing of his 
church in the eyes of the Samoans 
who equated some degree of 
ostentation with respectability. Reye 
also improved the public image of his 
church through his willingness to 
contribute to Samoa’s public life. Most 
importantly, both church members and 
the general community reciprocated 
Reye’s love for the Samoan people. 
Furthermore, Reye sought to 
understand Samoan cultural and 
social norms and to evaluate them in 
terms of their impact upon biblical 
Christianity. 

While he managed to conceal it, 
Reye’s self-doubt impacted upon his 
health and probably his leadership of 
the Samoa Mission. This self-doubt 
may also have nudged Reye to over-identify with the local 
German community. Many German families were friends of his 

parents and their children had been part of Raimund’s circle of 
friends while growing up in German Samoa. With them he was 
able to relax and feel at ease. While there were a number of 
German names amongst the church members in Apia—Voigt, 
Haidlen and von Hyderbrund—they had become Adventists 
prior to Reye’s return to Samoa. There is no evidence to 
suggest that Reye attempted to evangelise within his circle of 
close friends. 

During the build up to World War II, Reye’s over-identification 
with the German community blinded his eye to political 
considerations. By the time he realised his effectiveness as 
leader of the Adventist Mission was under threat, it was too 
late. His credibility with both Government and some elements 
of the general community had been compromised beyond 
repair. It was a salutatory lesson. 

Reye’s final contribution to the Samoa Mission was the two-
volume Bible Doctrines book in the Samoan vernacular and 
the translation of Ellen White’s devotional book Steps to Christ 
into Samoan. These tasks were only possible for someone 
who was able to combine scholarship with an in-depth 
knowledge of the Samoan language. Reye’s many years in 
Samoa equipped him for the task.  Although neophytes when 
they first arrived in Samoa, the Reyes appear to have 
vindicated the confidence shown them by church leaders. 
Most importantly, the Reyes helped lay the foundation for the 
future growth of Adventism in Samoa—a membership of over 
5000 in 2003—and, with the migration of Samoans to New 
Zealand, Australia and the United States, to the establishment 
of scores of Adventist churches in those countries.  

End Notes:    
1 Upolu is the main island of the former German Colony of Western 
Samoa. Apia is the port and administrative centre.  
2 In his history of Avondale College, Milton Hook describes the 
Missionary Course as ‘designed for those who wished to enter 
denominational evangelism quickly or those who found academic 
studies difficult.’ Milton R. Hook (1998) Avondale: Experiment on the 

Dora. Cooranbong, NSW: Avondale Academic Press, 
p.49. At the time Reye enrolled, the course extended 
over three years. Prior to his arrival in Australia, Reye 
had completed the final year of high school at the 
Gymnasium in Apia, Samoa, where all instruction was 
given in German. 

3 Letter, Collector of Customs, NSW, to the Secretary, 
Home and Territories Department, 30 July 1920, 
advised that Raimund Reye had arrived in Australia on 
the S.S. Levuka and had been issued with the required 
Exemption Certificate. Because of his German 
nationality it was not a simple matter to leave Samoa 
and enter Australia. A sequence  of decisions began 
with Pastor Joseph E. Steed’s application to the New 
Zealand Administration in Samoa requesting approval 
for R. Reye to leave Samoa for educational purposes 
and advising that the S.D.A. Mission would act as 
guarantor. The Administrator of Western Samoa, in 
turn advised Australian authorities that permission had 
been granted and requesting that Reye be permitted to 
enter NSW. See Letter, Pastor Joseph E. Steed to 
Captain Gillespie, April 1920 and Letter, R.W. Tate, 

Administrator, Western Samoa, to the Premier of NSW, 9 April 1920.  
Arnold Reye files.  
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Arnold C. Reye, PhD, is a retired teacher and educational administrator. 
He is the son of Raimund and Reubena Reye. He confesses that it has 
not been easy to write this commissioned article given his own 
memories of Samoa, his respect for his parents and his many 
conversations about Samoa with them. His doctoral studies, however, 
trained him in the discipline of historical research and methodology and 
he has endeavoured to base this article on the available historical data. 

The Editor Is Listening.  

In The J.P.A.H. volume 10. under the picture on page 16, 
three aviators are listed.  The first name should have been Pr 
John Lee and not Pr. Len Barnard.  Apologies Pr. John, and 
thanks to Pr Colin Winch for bringing this error to my attention. 

Also in volume 10 on page 33, under the heading Emira, there 
is mention of the American Seabees helping to stem the flow 
of the Japanese war machine further south into Pacific areas.  
Martin Ward indicates that in March 1944 the Japanese were 
rather retreating from the gains they had made and were not 
pushing further south at this time. Thank you Martin for the 
clarification you have made. 
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Arnold C. Reye, PhD, is a retired teacher and educational administrator. 
He is the son of Raimund and Reubena Reye. He confesses that it has 
not been easy to write this commissioned article given his own 
memories of Samoa, his respect for his parents and his many 
conversations about Samoa with them. His doctoral studies, however, 
trained him in the discipline of historical research and methodology and 
he has endeavoured to base this article on the available historical data. 

The Editor Is Listening.  

In The J.P.A.H. volume 10. under the picture on page 16, 
three aviators are listed.  The first name should have been Pr 
John Lee and not Pr. Len Barnard.  Apologies Pr. John, and 
thanks to Pr Colin Winch for bringing this error to my attention. 

Also in volume 10 on page 33, under the heading Emira, there 
is mention of the American Seabees helping to stem the flow 
of the Japanese war machine further south into Pacific areas.  
Martin Ward indicates that in March 1944 the Japanese were 
rather retreating from the gains they had made and were not 
pushing further south at this time. Thank you Martin for the 
clarification you have made. 
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A new ladies’ residence at Avondale College was officially opened and 
named Ella Boyd Hall on November 26, 1989.1  This action ensured that 
Ella’s name would be remembered by future generations of College students, 
in particular by all the young ladies who would come to live in the five-storey 
residence that bore her name.  But who was Ella Boyd?   This article provides 
a glimpse of the person behind the name. 

Ella’s father, Charles Lucas Boyd, was baptized when he was fourteen 
(1875). He began his working life in the army and spent a summer studying 
at Harvard University.  By the time he was twenty-one (1863) he was working 
with G B Starr and Andrew Cudney as assistants to Ellen G White.  Charles 
married in 1870 but unfortunately his wife died two years later. In 1874 he 
was ordained at the Knoxville Camp meeting and became president of the 
Nebraska Conference.  In 1879 he married Maud Sisley2  and they moved to 
Oregon after the wedding. 

While Charles and Maud were working in the Oregon Conference three im-
portant events took place in their lives.  The first event was the birth of Ella in 
1883, and the second event was the birth of her sister, Ethel, several years 
later.  The third event was very different. In 1887, while the girls were still 
very young, the family was asked to go to Africa with the Robinson family in 
response to requests from the Wessels, an Adventist family living in South 
Africa.  The Boyd family worked in Cape Town and its environs with very sim-
ple living conditions.  Furniture was made from kerosene boxes that had held 
their household items on the move from the United States to South Africa.  
Neatly finished coloured cloths made the rooms attractive as they were used 
as curtains at the windows and in place of doors on the cupboards.  In the 
four years that the family stayed in Africa, Ella learnt to speak the Dutch lan-
guage.  The sadness following the untimely death of three and a half year-old 
Ethel together with Charles’ deteriorating health resulted in the family’s return 
to the United States in 1891.3 

Because Ella was now an only child her parents were concerned about her 
development and arranged for her to become a boarding student at the Battle 
Creek school.  Ella’s cousins and maternal grandmother lived in Battle Creek 
and they helped to counteract any homesickness that she may have had.  
They also provided Ella with friendship and love after the death of her sister.  
Six female cousins lived with an aunt so Ella enjoyed many good times togeth-
er with them when she wasn’t doing school work.4 

In 1898 when Ella was just fifteen years old, her father died.  Her mother 
moved to Battle Creek where she could be near Ella and her own mother who 
was aging.  By this time Ella’s Aunt Nellie (Maud’s younger sister who had 
married George Burt Starr) was living in Australia where she was helping Mrs 
White establish a base for the Seventh-day Adventist Church at Cooranbong.  
When Mrs White heard of the death of Ella’s father she earnestly requested 
Ella and her mother Maud to come to Australia. 5  

Ella’s mother, when a very young lady, had promised the Lord that she would 
go wherever she was asked to go so she agreed to go to Australia.  At that 
time Ella’s grandmother (Maud’s mother) was living with Maud, and she didn’t 
want to be left at Battle Creek so the three ladies left the United States togeth-
er and arrived in Australia at the end of 1899.   

Just after they arrived in Sydney, they travelled to Cooranbong where they 
were invited to Sabbath dinner at Willie White’s home.  On the Sunday even-
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ing Ella, together with Sarah Peck and Elsie Gates, rode in a 
horse drawn buggy from ‘Sunnyside’ to the Avondale School.  
They travelled through ‘Amen Gate’ and along the track through 
the bush beside Sandy Creek.  The horse shied at a fallen tree 
as they approached the bridge across the creek.  This caused 
the buggy to tip over and the three ladies were thrown out.  Sa-
rah landed on the bank while Ella and Elsie were thrown into the 
water.  Ella scrambled out and ran to the school to call the men 
for some help.  When they took Elsie Gates from the water there 
were unable to resuscitate her.6 

Ella enrolled as a student at the Avondale School for Christian 
Workers (now Avondale College of Higher Education) and gradu-
ated as a teacher with the first class in 1902.7  For the next two 
years Ella taught at a school in Hobart before sailing to Tonga to 
re-establish a school in Nuku’alofa.8   This appointment marked 
the beginning of a new phase of Ella’s life. 

A small school on the mission compound in Nuku’alofa, Tonga, 
began operating about 1895, but it wasn’t till almost ten years 
later that it became well established.  In 1905, Ella, who was the 
new teacher there, wrote that November 28, 1904 was the official 
beginning of the school with twelve pupils.  ‘The other two 
schools … in the town closed.  One was the Tongan government 
school, and the other was for the Europeans.’8  Before many 
weeks had passed twenty-eight children crowded into the small 
school-room leaving hardly enough space for people to move 
around the desks.  All classes were taught in English ‘as the 
Tongans are very anxious to learn to speak English, which to 
their minds is a great accomplishment.’10 

Ella’s Christian witness in the classroom was very effective.  The 
daily Bible lessons were well received by the children as Ella 
made them interesting and then used them to teach good Chris-
tian behaviour.  On one occasion when Ella had to correct two 
girls who had been cheating, one of them returned to the class-
room later in the afternoon with a very large custard apple and a 
sincere apology because she had not realised that she had been 
doing wrong.  And then a little later the daughter of a well-known 
chief told Ella that she was not going to eat pig meat anymore, 
nor jelly-fish or shell-fish.  She had 
already substituted coconut or lemon 
juice for kava drinks.11   

The following year (1906) Ella made 
changes in the school’s curriculum, 
dividing the children into two groups – 
those who spoke English, and those 
who were learning to speak English.  
The thirteen children in the English 
speaking group had their classes from 
nine o’clock till midday and followed 
the regular school subjects.  The sec-
ond group of mainly Tongan children 
attended school from half past one till 
half past four every afternoon with a 
revised number of subjects because of 
the language barrier.  Ella said that 
they studied ‘Bible, reading, language, 
spelling, writing and drawing’ and 
when their ‘understanding of the lan-
guage increases, we shall be able to 
add other subjects.’12  This was a 

heavy teaching program as Ella was busy all day.  She had no 
time during the day to make preparation for the next day’s work 
so had to do it all at home at night. 

During this period the school in Nuku’alofa had sixty pupils and 
was the school for ‘the trader’s children, the British consul’s chil-
dren, government officers’ children and several from the palace.  
The king sent his nephew to be a student, and high chiefs also 
came to the school to request admission for their boys and 
girls,’13  which showed what a good teacher Ella was for the 
Tongan children. 

At the end of one year, as Ella was preparing to return to Austral-
ia, a messenger from the palace brought her an envelope with 
the royal seal on it.  When she opened the letter she found inside 
a personal message from King George II stating how the Govern-
ment of Tonga highly appreciated her work.  It also stated that 
the King would send his state carriage the next morning to take 
her through the streets of the capital, Nuku’alofa.  When the car-
riage arrived at ten o’clock the next morning, Ella found that she 
was to be accompanied by two Tongan princesses on this tour of 
honour past the trading stores, government offices, through the 
old town, around the palace walls and then home.14   It reminds 
us of Mordecai’s parade through Shushan in the story of Esther 
(Esther 6:10, 11) 

At the conclusion of the 1906 school year, Ella left Tonga for a 
three-month vacation in Australia.  She was excited about seeing 
her mother, cousins and friends again after a two-year absence 
and as well she needed treatment for elephantiasis.15  Ella how-
ever, did not return to Tonga the next year as she had planned 
because she was asked by the Avondale School Board to work 
at Avondale.16  Her cousin Nellie Sisley, who had come to Aus-
tralia from Battle Creek and had been teaching at the Wahroonga 
School, was asked to take Ella’s place and be the teacher at the 
school in Tonga.17 

In 1908 Ella was asked to return to Tonga.  Because she had 
learnt to speak the Tongan language at the time of her first 
teaching appointment,18 and because it was difficult to get anoth-

er person to go to Tonga, Ella responded 
to this need for another teacher.  Accord-
ing to a report by C H Parker, when an 
urgent request came to set up a school 
on the island of Haabai in the centre of 
the island kingdom, Ella volunteered to 
work there and leave her cousin Nellie in 
Nuku’alofa.19   Ella was only at the Haa-
bai school for one year before she was 
called back to Avondale in 1909 as a 
faculty member to train young people to 
be teachers.  Her main subjects were 
Pedagogy and History of Education.  
She remained at Avondale for the next 
year also.20 

Up till this time Ella had had no time to 
form any romantic associations as she 
had been a busy teacher and mission-
ary, but this was to change.  Len Paap 
(born in 1876 at Kaikoura),21 a New Zea-
land teacher and minister who had been 
educated in Healdsburg (now known as 

Ella and her husband, Len Paap 
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Pacific Union College), was now in Australia.  In 1898 Len’s 
family had set up home near Maitland, New South Wales and 
while he was living with his parents his father advised him to get 
married.  Ella’s name was mentioned and he began to court her, 
‘but the match was not made.’22  At this time John E. Fulton was 
the president of the Australasian Union Conference and he 
spoke with Ella and her mother, asking Ella if she would be will-
ing to marry Len and then they could return to Tonga because 
they ‘wouldn’t send a single woman back alone.’  At this time 
‘Ella and her mother Maud were caring for her (Ella’s) aged 
Grandma Sisley’ so after much thought and prayer an affirma-
tive answer was given.23  Ella and Len were married on January 
31, 1910 by Len’s brother John Paap, who had been the acting 
Avondale Principal the previous year.  The same afternoon they 
left Avondale en-route for Tonga.24   

Ella and Len worked for two years in Tonga (this was Ella’s third 
appointment to work in the Friendly Isles), but when Len’s 
health began to deteriorate the couple returned to New Zealand, 
landing in Auckland on New Year’s Day 1912.  Ella spent the 
rest of that year teaching at Lower Hutt in Wellington.25  At the 
1913 New Zealand camp meeting held in Auckland, Ella Paap 
was in charge of the children’s meetings each day.26  In later 
years Ella taught at Dunedin and Longburn.  The Seventh-day 
Adventist Year Books tell that Len Paap was employed as a 
minister by the New Zealand Conference from 1913-1916.  After 
the First World War was declared the family came to Sydney, 
but returned to New Zealand to take up farming there as this 
was what Len had done a lot of in his youth.  There were two 
children born to Ella and Len.  Baby Ella was born in Hamilton, 
New Zealand on January 9, 1920,27 and her sister Halcyone 
was born on February 6, 1922.28  

Ella and Len later moved back to Australia and settled in Parra-
matta where they lived for more than twenty years.  Ella’s moth-
er, Maud, returned to Australia in 1934 and lived with them at 
their Parramatta home for three years till her death in 1937.29  
Ella continued her life of service to her fellows until her death in 
1951.  She was laid to rest in the Northern Suburbs cemetery in 
Sydney on February 7, 1951,30 leaving her two daughters and 
her husband to mourn her passing.  It is hoped that future gen-
erations of Avondale students will remember the service that 
Ella Boyd gave the Adventist church in Australia, New Zealand 

and the Pacific.  The naming of the residence after Ella Boyd 
was a fitting tribute to one of Avondale’s first teaching graduates 
and later a staff member of the College. 
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Located between Australia, New Zealand and New Caledonia, 
1,412 km east of mainland Australia, Norfolk Island, with an 
area of 34.6 km2, served as a convict settlement between 1788 
and 1855. The evergreen and picturesque Norfolk Island Pine 
has become the recognised symbol of the island, as do, to a 
lesser extent, the jagged cliffs.  Kingston is the island’s capital 
and commercial centre. 

Arthur and Jessie Ferris were missionaries on the island from 
1911 – 1921, and under their guidance a church was erected.  
The first wedding taking place in the new building involved 
Cyrus Nobbs, son of Francis Nobbs, and Josephine McPhail of 
Kingston.  Knowledgeable writer on island church affairs, Dr 

Milton Hook makes these comments on this long-term worker: 
“Ferris won the respect of the islanders with his restless energy 
and practical ability.  He was there less than twelve months 
before he received an invitation to conduct meetings on Lord 
Howe Island.  This he did during the summer of 1911/1912.”1 
1 Hook, M J Church in a Convict  Gaol, Sth. Pacific  Division, Dept. of 
Education.  Hook spent three years in PNG as a mission director. 
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Arthur Prescott Dyason was born on September 2, 1908, in Fairfield Victoria, where his 
father, A J Dyason, a qualified chemist, was working in the family’s food manufacturing 
business.  In 1911 when the family became Seventh-day Adventists his father resigned 
from the family business and went to Avondale, where he worked for the Sanitarium 
Health Food Company to meet expenses.  He subsequently became production man-
ager for the Company, and later helped establish a factory in Christchurch New Zea-
land and in 1925 moved to Warburton Victoria, where Arthur, now in his teens, worked 
in the Signs Publishing Company, learning the skills of a printer.1 

In 1926 Arthur went to Avondale and began training as a teacher.  He had not complet-
ed his course when he was asked in 1928, to go to Western Australia to teach in the 
church school at Gosnells.  During his time there he completed the requirements for 
state registration as a teacher.  He also found time to enter into a lasting companion-
ship and commitment with Laurie Baird and they were married at Victoria Park on Jan-
uary 11, 1931.  In 1933 the family accepted a call to go to Fiji, their first appointment 
being to Navuso Training School in the Wainibuka Valley (to replace my father who 
had been transferred to Vatuvonu School).  Two years later the Dyasons were called 
to Vatuvonu School (again to replace my father), and in 1939 to the Church’s senior 
training school at Buresala on the island of Ovalau (yet again replacing my father) 
where both ministers and teachers were being trained. 

The passing years had brought changed needs as far as the educational work of the 
Church in Fiji was concerned.  There were three major schools in the Viti Levu (Fiji’s 
main island) area: Burusala, Navuso, and Samabula. Buresala, on the island of Ova-
lau, was becoming increasingly isolated being accessible only by boat, almost exclu-
sively by the mission boat ‘Loloma’ or the school’s launch the ‘Cina’.  It was also re-
mote from Fiji’s new centre of Government which had moved from Levuka, also on 
Ovalau, to Suva on Viti Levu.  Navuso, which was a training school for lady teachers, 
was on the banks of the Wainibuka River, and accessed by the river, but was being 
bypassed by a road being developed through the Wainibuka Valley.  Samabula, the 
school for Indian students was gradually being encroached by the  expansion of Suva, 
and was very soon to be completely surrounded by a large army camp.  After careful 
consideration the Fiji Mission recommended that a new school be established, and a 
site be chosen on the main island of Viti Levu.  And further, the training programs and 
staff from the three adjacent schools be centralised on the new site.2  The idea was 
officially adopted at a meeting of the Australasian Union Conference Executive Com-
mittee on April 2 1940, and the task of transferring buildings from the three schools 
and establishing a new campus was placed on the shoulders of Arthur Dyason.3 

The minutes of that Executive Committee also list the staff that would be involved with 
Arthur Dyason in establishing the new College, and how the expected costs would be 
met.  Costs would include £1500 for the purchase of the lease of 400 acres of land 
near Korovou, Tailevu, to be the site of the new school, £300 for the purchase of a 
truck, £600 for lights and water, £100 for roads, and £1950 for the cost of transferring 
the existing buildings and erecting them at the new site – and that amount would also 
have to meet the wages of workers and the cost of the transportation of people and the 
buildings, as well as the cost of any additional building supplies needed.  Money to 
meet those expenses would be raised by the sale of the Buresala launch £300, the 
sale of the Samabula land (about 30 acres) £1600, the sale of the Buresala estate 
£500, and an appropriation from the Australasian Union Conference of £1500, as well 
as £500 to be ‘raised locally’ from undisclosed sources.  Those amounts seem puny in 
relation to today’s costs, and the budget must have been an incredibly tight one, but 
Arthur Dyason accepted the challenge and set to his task with a will. 

He was not working alone.  He loved to talk in later years of the ‘mighty 40’ that togeth-
er accomplished the task of turning a dream into a college.  There were some fellow 
teachers involved – Pr Albert Watts, Keith Satchell, John Kamea, plus Jaipal (an Indian 
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Pacific Union College), was now in Australia.  In 1898 Len’s 
family had set up home near Maitland, New South Wales and 
while he was living with his parents his father advised him to get 
married.  Ella’s name was mentioned and he began to court her, 
‘but the match was not made.’22  At this time John E. Fulton was 
the president of the Australasian Union Conference and he 
spoke with Ella and her mother, asking Ella if she would be will-
ing to marry Len and then they could return to Tonga because 
they ‘wouldn’t send a single woman back alone.’  At this time 
‘Ella and her mother Maud were caring for her (Ella’s) aged 
Grandma Sisley’ so after much thought and prayer an affirma-
tive answer was given.23  Ella and Len were married on January 
31, 1910 by Len’s brother John Paap, who had been the acting 
Avondale Principal the previous year.  The same afternoon they 
left Avondale en-route for Tonga.24   

Ella and Len worked for two years in Tonga (this was Ella’s third 
appointment to work in the Friendly Isles), but when Len’s 
health began to deteriorate the couple returned to New Zealand, 
landing in Auckland on New Year’s Day 1912.  Ella spent the 
rest of that year teaching at Lower Hutt in Wellington.25  At the 
1913 New Zealand camp meeting held in Auckland, Ella Paap 
was in charge of the children’s meetings each day.26  In later 
years Ella taught at Dunedin and Longburn.  The Seventh-day 
Adventist Year Books tell that Len Paap was employed as a 
minister by the New Zealand Conference from 1913-1916.  After 
the First World War was declared the family came to Sydney, 
but returned to New Zealand to take up farming there as this 
was what Len had done a lot of in his youth.  There were two 
children born to Ella and Len.  Baby Ella was born in Hamilton, 
New Zealand on January 9, 1920,27 and her sister Halcyone 
was born on February 6, 1922.28  

Ella and Len later moved back to Australia and settled in Parra-
matta where they lived for more than twenty years.  Ella’s moth-
er, Maud, returned to Australia in 1934 and lived with them at 
their Parramatta home for three years till her death in 1937.29  
Ella continued her life of service to her fellows until her death in 
1951.  She was laid to rest in the Northern Suburbs cemetery in 
Sydney on February 7, 1951,30 leaving her two daughters and 
her husband to mourn her passing.  It is hoped that future gen-
erations of Avondale students will remember the service that 
Ella Boyd gave the Adventist church in Australia, New Zealand 

and the Pacific.  The naming of the residence after Ella Boyd 
was a fitting tribute to one of Avondale’s first teaching graduates 
and later a staff member of the College. 
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Located between Australia, New Zealand and New Caledonia, 
1,412 km east of mainland Australia, Norfolk Island, with an 
area of 34.6 km2, served as a convict settlement between 1788 
and 1855. The evergreen and picturesque Norfolk Island Pine 
has become the recognised symbol of the island, as do, to a 
lesser extent, the jagged cliffs.  Kingston is the island’s capital 
and commercial centre. 

Arthur and Jessie Ferris were missionaries on the island from 
1911 – 1921, and under their guidance a church was erected.  
The first wedding taking place in the new building involved 
Cyrus Nobbs, son of Francis Nobbs, and Josephine McPhail of 
Kingston.  Knowledgeable writer on island church affairs, Dr 

Milton Hook makes these comments on this long-term worker: 
“Ferris won the respect of the islanders with his restless energy 
and practical ability.  He was there less than twelve months 
before he received an invitation to conduct meetings on Lord 
Howe Island.  This he did during the summer of 1911/1912.”1 
1 Hook, M J Church in a Convict  Gaol, Sth. Pacific  Division, Dept. of 
Education.  Hook spent three years in PNG as a mission director. 
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Arthur Prescott Dyason was born on September 2, 1908, in Fairfield Victoria, where his 
father, A J Dyason, a qualified chemist, was working in the family’s food manufacturing 
business.  In 1911 when the family became Seventh-day Adventists his father resigned 
from the family business and went to Avondale, where he worked for the Sanitarium 
Health Food Company to meet expenses.  He subsequently became production man-
ager for the Company, and later helped establish a factory in Christchurch New Zea-
land and in 1925 moved to Warburton Victoria, where Arthur, now in his teens, worked 
in the Signs Publishing Company, learning the skills of a printer.1 

In 1926 Arthur went to Avondale and began training as a teacher.  He had not complet-
ed his course when he was asked in 1928, to go to Western Australia to teach in the 
church school at Gosnells.  During his time there he completed the requirements for 
state registration as a teacher.  He also found time to enter into a lasting companion-
ship and commitment with Laurie Baird and they were married at Victoria Park on Jan-
uary 11, 1931.  In 1933 the family accepted a call to go to Fiji, their first appointment 
being to Navuso Training School in the Wainibuka Valley (to replace my father who 
had been transferred to Vatuvonu School).  Two years later the Dyasons were called 
to Vatuvonu School (again to replace my father), and in 1939 to the Church’s senior 
training school at Buresala on the island of Ovalau (yet again replacing my father) 
where both ministers and teachers were being trained. 

The passing years had brought changed needs as far as the educational work of the 
Church in Fiji was concerned.  There were three major schools in the Viti Levu (Fiji’s 
main island) area: Burusala, Navuso, and Samabula. Buresala, on the island of Ova-
lau, was becoming increasingly isolated being accessible only by boat, almost exclu-
sively by the mission boat ‘Loloma’ or the school’s launch the ‘Cina’.  It was also re-
mote from Fiji’s new centre of Government which had moved from Levuka, also on 
Ovalau, to Suva on Viti Levu.  Navuso, which was a training school for lady teachers, 
was on the banks of the Wainibuka River, and accessed by the river, but was being 
bypassed by a road being developed through the Wainibuka Valley.  Samabula, the 
school for Indian students was gradually being encroached by the  expansion of Suva, 
and was very soon to be completely surrounded by a large army camp.  After careful 
consideration the Fiji Mission recommended that a new school be established, and a 
site be chosen on the main island of Viti Levu.  And further, the training programs and 
staff from the three adjacent schools be centralised on the new site.2  The idea was 
officially adopted at a meeting of the Australasian Union Conference Executive Com-
mittee on April 2 1940, and the task of transferring buildings from the three schools 
and establishing a new campus was placed on the shoulders of Arthur Dyason.3 

The minutes of that Executive Committee also list the staff that would be involved with 
Arthur Dyason in establishing the new College, and how the expected costs would be 
met.  Costs would include £1500 for the purchase of the lease of 400 acres of land 
near Korovou, Tailevu, to be the site of the new school, £300 for the purchase of a 
truck, £600 for lights and water, £100 for roads, and £1950 for the cost of transferring 
the existing buildings and erecting them at the new site – and that amount would also 
have to meet the wages of workers and the cost of the transportation of people and the 
buildings, as well as the cost of any additional building supplies needed.  Money to 
meet those expenses would be raised by the sale of the Buresala launch £300, the 
sale of the Samabula land (about 30 acres) £1600, the sale of the Buresala estate 
£500, and an appropriation from the Australasian Union Conference of £1500, as well 
as £500 to be ‘raised locally’ from undisclosed sources.  Those amounts seem puny in 
relation to today’s costs, and the budget must have been an incredibly tight one, but 
Arthur Dyason accepted the challenge and set to his task with a will. 

He was not working alone.  He loved to talk in later years of the ‘mighty 40’ that togeth-
er accomplished the task of turning a dream into a college.  There were some fellow 
teachers involved – Pr Albert Watts, Keith Satchell, John Kamea, plus Jaipal (an Indian 
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ploughman from Buresala) were in his list of the 40 – but the 
majority were strong young men from the student group at Bure-
sala, who committed to a year (1940) as volunteer helpers – 
their only monetary reward was a little credit toward their future 
fees.4  One of Arthur’s great talents was his ability to impart a 
vision and enthuse a group with a team spirit, and what that 
‘mighty 40’ achieved in that year, under God’s constant bless-
ing, was well-nigh unbelievable. 

Arthur divided his team into two groups. One, led by Albert 
Watts, divided the buildings on the three separate campuses 
into manageable sections for transportation, while Arthur led the 
group at the new campus, making roads, laying pipes, and pre-
paring the sites for the transported buildings. That was indeed a 
mammoth task, which involved among other tasks taking the top 
off a central hill to make the site for the two main classroom 
blocks (which became the central part of the campus, and 
where the new administration and classroom block was also 
erected in the 1960s). The excavated soil and sandstone was 
used to fill in the valley between that hill and another where the 
workshop, a dormitory and several houses would be placed.  All 
that work was done with only hand tools – picks, shovels, a few 
wheelbarrows, copra bags, and even coconut leaf baskets used 
for carrying the dirt. 

Arthur soon made friends in the new area, and a neighbour, Mr 
Garnett, who used barges to transport cases of bananas, made 
his barges available for bringing the segmented buildings from 
Buresala across the sea, into the Waidalice River, then into the 
Sawanika Creek to the Vunivesi landing on the boundary of the 
new campus, and from there carried on shoulders or by truck to 
the prepared sites.  Buildings from Navuso school were first 
floated down the Wainibuka to where they could be loaded onto 
a truck to be transported to their new sites.  Materials from the 
Samabula school were transported by truck. 

It was wartime and a lot of construction work was being carried 
out for new army camps around Suva, and it was often only 
because of Arthur’s friendliness and willingness to be of help in 
turn to others, that it was possible for him to obtain basic build-
ing supplies needed when they were in such short supply.  At 

times the difficulty of the task and the scarcity of supplies 
caused spirits to sag, but then Arthur would revive the group, 
turning difficult tasks into a game, reigniting the flame of enthu-
siasm, and the task would be completed.  At one time a barge 
load of building pieces was caught in a storm, and some of the 
materials on board were washed from the barge.  The launch 
managed to get the barge into the shelter of a sand bar, and the 
young men swam, collected the pieces together, and once the 
storm subsided reloaded the barge and the journey continued.  
Not one piece of the material was missing, and the men rejoiced 
that the building had been ‘baptised’, and said God had doubly 
blessed it! 

Gradually, one road and one site at a time, and building after 
building, the work was accomplished, and the dream became a 
reality. The name Fulton had been chosen for the new college. 
It was named after John Edwin Fulton, a pioneer missionary to 
Fiji, who had done so much to bring about the establishment, in 
1904, of the training program at Buresala5. By early in 1941 the 
campus had taken shape, so that on ANZAC day that year they 
were able to commence classes.  Through his many years as 
Fulton Principal, Arthur would remind us each ANZAC day of 
the effort that had made the College a reality, and the progress 
that had been made since that time. 

Arthur Prescott Dyason was certainly a leader. ‘Isn’t it good to 
be alive?’ he would ask.  His very positive and friendly manner, 
his beautiful singing voice and ability to lead others in joyful 
song, his enthusiasm and complete trust in the goodness of 
God and the potential in his students and staff, made him a joy 
to work with.  ‘Try to be in the right place, doing the right thing, 
always remember God loves you, and you’ll have a wonderful 
day,’ he would tell us.  We believed him, and students and staff 
were convinced that the College was a good family to belong to.  
I know I learned a great deal serving on his staff. 

In establishing Fulton, Arthur Dyason accomplished an almost 
impossible task in very difficult times and thereby, I believe, 
proved he was a man of power, a man for that hour – a living 
testimony that ‘with God all things are possible’    
     Cont—Endnotes next page 

Pastor Arthur Dyason 
Standing in front of the Fulton building, on the left is John 
Wilson, principal of Fulton College at the time, and Pastor 

Arthur Dyason on right.  
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My mother was the youngest 
daughter of Robert and Henrietta 
Hare, born in Stawell, Victoria, 
July 17, 1905.  As she grew up 
the family typically moved every 6 
months and lived in tents as my 

grandfather evangelist ran his missions.  She trained as a 
teacher at Avondale College, but did not graduate as the 
Church asked her to go and teach in a one-teacher school 
before the end of her training course.  She married Len Wil-
kinson in 1928, and they served in Western Australia until they 
were called to go to Fiji at the end of 1930.  They went to an 
isolated school, Navuso, where the only access was usually 
by boat up the Wainibuka River, to where rapids stopped the 
boat, leaving several kilometres of walking to the school.  
When they first arrived the river was in flood and the launch 
took them almost to their door.  It rained heavily for many 
days.  The house leaked.  My mother had my older sister in a 
box under an umbrella for several days.  She was pregnant 
with me at the time, and finally had to go to Suva, where I was 
born.  She learned to cope and never complained. 

When my father became Principal at Buresala, my mother 
spent a lot of time helping to train teachers (completely on a 
volunteer basis), and in her absence my sister and I would 
attend the Fijian primary school.  I learned much in Fijian be-
fore I learned it in English.  When my sister and I were old 

enough to start school my mother taught us, and I am sure 
she was the best teacher I ever had.  She and my father had a 
rule that we could play with our Fijian friends using Fijian out-
side of the house, but when we crossed an imaginary line into 
the house, we had to revert to English.  My mother and father 
taught us carefully what to expect at meals when we travelled 
on tourist boats going on furlough – my mother wrote a menu 
and my father served as a waiter, took our orders, and 
brought our food!  My mother taught us how to be good win-
ners and losers, as our young Fijian friends insisted on letting 
us win all the time! 

When my father was away from home (frequently the case 
when he was in district and mission administration) she not 
only led us in our worships at home, but became the one to 
solve mission problems, and when necessary take Sabbath 
Services.  During the war years there were up to 40 to 50 ser-
vice men (Americans and New Zealanders) who came to our 
church, and all were invited to come to our home for Sabbath 
lunch and as we were virtually living on island garden foods, 
she had them prepared in such a way that the service men 
loved the change and came back again and again.  We were 
taught clearly as children, that we were part of God’s service, 
and my mother led us to enjoy doing God’s work as a family.   
She spent 15 years as a missionary wife, and in my estimation 
set a very high standard. 

My Mother - Enid Lucy Wilkinson’s 
Mission Service. 

      By Raymond Wilkinson 

Endnotes -Arthur Prescott Dyason  

1  Much of the biographical information about Arthur and Laurie Dyason I 
received from, or had checked by, Mrs Merlyne Runnells, eldest child of 
the Dyasons.  My parents and the Dyasons became friends in Western 
Australia, and the friendship continued as long as they lived. I knew the 
Dyason family very well, having considered Arthur and Laurie my Uncle 
and Aunt, and the children my cousins.  In the 1960s I was on Arthur 
Dyason’s staff at Fulton College. 
2  There was also a small teacher-training program, at Vatuvonu Central 
School in Buca Bay. The training program was to be transferred to the 
new training centre, but no buildings were moved from Vatuvonu. 
3  The Minutes of the 232nd meeting of the Australasian Union Confer-
ence Executive Committee, held at Wahroonga on April 2, 1940, at two 
pm under the sub-heading Fiji Mission Requests, outlined the requests 
from the Fiji Mission, gave approval to the plans, included a list of staff 
for the college,  and also the estimated costs and revenue for the pro-
gram. Approval was also given for the purchase of the site where the 
new Central Training College was to be established. Verbal approval 
had already been given to the Fiji Mission, and work at the new site was 
already under way before the 232nd meeting was held.  
4  I have a handwritten list, in Arthur Dyason’s writing, of his ‘mighty forty’ 
that he gave me. 
5  See Eric Hare’s book, Fulton’s Footprints in Fiji, 1969, Review and 
Herald Publishing Association, particularly the Chapter ‘At Buresala’, 
also the entries under ‘Fulton, John Edwin’ and ‘Fulton College’ in Vol 10 
of the Seventh-day Adventist Commentary Reference Series, ENCY-
CLOPEDIA Revised Edition, 1976, Review and Herald Publishing Asso-
ciation. 

Pastor Arthur Maxwell wrote, “On February 13, 1968 it was a 
privilege to stand by the grave of John I Tay in Suva’s ceme-
tery and honour the memory of this missionary pioneer who 
carried the Advent message to Pitcairn Island in 1886 and later 
visited many island groups on the S.S.Pitcairn to bring the 
same life-changing message to them.” (A.R. 29.4.68 page 4) 
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ploughman from Buresala) were in his list of the 40 – but the 
majority were strong young men from the student group at Bure-
sala, who committed to a year (1940) as volunteer helpers – 
their only monetary reward was a little credit toward their future 
fees.4  One of Arthur’s great talents was his ability to impart a 
vision and enthuse a group with a team spirit, and what that 
‘mighty 40’ achieved in that year, under God’s constant bless-
ing, was well-nigh unbelievable. 

Arthur divided his team into two groups. One, led by Albert 
Watts, divided the buildings on the three separate campuses 
into manageable sections for transportation, while Arthur led the 
group at the new campus, making roads, laying pipes, and pre-
paring the sites for the transported buildings. That was indeed a 
mammoth task, which involved among other tasks taking the top 
off a central hill to make the site for the two main classroom 
blocks (which became the central part of the campus, and 
where the new administration and classroom block was also 
erected in the 1960s). The excavated soil and sandstone was 
used to fill in the valley between that hill and another where the 
workshop, a dormitory and several houses would be placed.  All 
that work was done with only hand tools – picks, shovels, a few 
wheelbarrows, copra bags, and even coconut leaf baskets used 
for carrying the dirt. 

Arthur soon made friends in the new area, and a neighbour, Mr 
Garnett, who used barges to transport cases of bananas, made 
his barges available for bringing the segmented buildings from 
Buresala across the sea, into the Waidalice River, then into the 
Sawanika Creek to the Vunivesi landing on the boundary of the 
new campus, and from there carried on shoulders or by truck to 
the prepared sites.  Buildings from Navuso school were first 
floated down the Wainibuka to where they could be loaded onto 
a truck to be transported to their new sites.  Materials from the 
Samabula school were transported by truck. 

It was wartime and a lot of construction work was being carried 
out for new army camps around Suva, and it was often only 
because of Arthur’s friendliness and willingness to be of help in 
turn to others, that it was possible for him to obtain basic build-
ing supplies needed when they were in such short supply.  At 

times the difficulty of the task and the scarcity of supplies 
caused spirits to sag, but then Arthur would revive the group, 
turning difficult tasks into a game, reigniting the flame of enthu-
siasm, and the task would be completed.  At one time a barge 
load of building pieces was caught in a storm, and some of the 
materials on board were washed from the barge.  The launch 
managed to get the barge into the shelter of a sand bar, and the 
young men swam, collected the pieces together, and once the 
storm subsided reloaded the barge and the journey continued.  
Not one piece of the material was missing, and the men rejoiced 
that the building had been ‘baptised’, and said God had doubly 
blessed it! 

Gradually, one road and one site at a time, and building after 
building, the work was accomplished, and the dream became a 
reality. The name Fulton had been chosen for the new college. 
It was named after John Edwin Fulton, a pioneer missionary to 
Fiji, who had done so much to bring about the establishment, in 
1904, of the training program at Buresala5. By early in 1941 the 
campus had taken shape, so that on ANZAC day that year they 
were able to commence classes.  Through his many years as 
Fulton Principal, Arthur would remind us each ANZAC day of 
the effort that had made the College a reality, and the progress 
that had been made since that time. 

Arthur Prescott Dyason was certainly a leader. ‘Isn’t it good to 
be alive?’ he would ask.  His very positive and friendly manner, 
his beautiful singing voice and ability to lead others in joyful 
song, his enthusiasm and complete trust in the goodness of 
God and the potential in his students and staff, made him a joy 
to work with.  ‘Try to be in the right place, doing the right thing, 
always remember God loves you, and you’ll have a wonderful 
day,’ he would tell us.  We believed him, and students and staff 
were convinced that the College was a good family to belong to.  
I know I learned a great deal serving on his staff. 

In establishing Fulton, Arthur Dyason accomplished an almost 
impossible task in very difficult times and thereby, I believe, 
proved he was a man of power, a man for that hour – a living 
testimony that ‘with God all things are possible’    
     Cont—Endnotes next page 

Pastor Arthur Dyason 
Standing in front of the Fulton building, on the left is John 
Wilson, principal of Fulton College at the time, and Pastor 

Arthur Dyason on right.  
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My mother was the youngest 
daughter of Robert and Henrietta 
Hare, born in Stawell, Victoria, 
July 17, 1905.  As she grew up 
the family typically moved every 6 
months and lived in tents as my 

grandfather evangelist ran his missions.  She trained as a 
teacher at Avondale College, but did not graduate as the 
Church asked her to go and teach in a one-teacher school 
before the end of her training course.  She married Len Wil-
kinson in 1928, and they served in Western Australia until they 
were called to go to Fiji at the end of 1930.  They went to an 
isolated school, Navuso, where the only access was usually 
by boat up the Wainibuka River, to where rapids stopped the 
boat, leaving several kilometres of walking to the school.  
When they first arrived the river was in flood and the launch 
took them almost to their door.  It rained heavily for many 
days.  The house leaked.  My mother had my older sister in a 
box under an umbrella for several days.  She was pregnant 
with me at the time, and finally had to go to Suva, where I was 
born.  She learned to cope and never complained. 

When my father became Principal at Buresala, my mother 
spent a lot of time helping to train teachers (completely on a 
volunteer basis), and in her absence my sister and I would 
attend the Fijian primary school.  I learned much in Fijian be-
fore I learned it in English.  When my sister and I were old 

enough to start school my mother taught us, and I am sure 
she was the best teacher I ever had.  She and my father had a 
rule that we could play with our Fijian friends using Fijian out-
side of the house, but when we crossed an imaginary line into 
the house, we had to revert to English.  My mother and father 
taught us carefully what to expect at meals when we travelled 
on tourist boats going on furlough – my mother wrote a menu 
and my father served as a waiter, took our orders, and 
brought our food!  My mother taught us how to be good win-
ners and losers, as our young Fijian friends insisted on letting 
us win all the time! 

When my father was away from home (frequently the case 
when he was in district and mission administration) she not 
only led us in our worships at home, but became the one to 
solve mission problems, and when necessary take Sabbath 
Services.  During the war years there were up to 40 to 50 ser-
vice men (Americans and New Zealanders) who came to our 
church, and all were invited to come to our home for Sabbath 
lunch and as we were virtually living on island garden foods, 
she had them prepared in such a way that the service men 
loved the change and came back again and again.  We were 
taught clearly as children, that we were part of God’s service, 
and my mother led us to enjoy doing God’s work as a family.   
She spent 15 years as a missionary wife, and in my estimation 
set a very high standard. 

My Mother - Enid Lucy Wilkinson’s 
Mission Service. 

      By Raymond Wilkinson 

Endnotes -Arthur Prescott Dyason  

1  Much of the biographical information about Arthur and Laurie Dyason I 
received from, or had checked by, Mrs Merlyne Runnells, eldest child of 
the Dyasons.  My parents and the Dyasons became friends in Western 
Australia, and the friendship continued as long as they lived. I knew the 
Dyason family very well, having considered Arthur and Laurie my Uncle 
and Aunt, and the children my cousins.  In the 1960s I was on Arthur 
Dyason’s staff at Fulton College. 
2  There was also a small teacher-training program, at Vatuvonu Central 
School in Buca Bay. The training program was to be transferred to the 
new training centre, but no buildings were moved from Vatuvonu. 
3  The Minutes of the 232nd meeting of the Australasian Union Confer-
ence Executive Committee, held at Wahroonga on April 2, 1940, at two 
pm under the sub-heading Fiji Mission Requests, outlined the requests 
from the Fiji Mission, gave approval to the plans, included a list of staff 
for the college,  and also the estimated costs and revenue for the pro-
gram. Approval was also given for the purchase of the site where the 
new Central Training College was to be established. Verbal approval 
had already been given to the Fiji Mission, and work at the new site was 
already under way before the 232nd meeting was held.  
4  I have a handwritten list, in Arthur Dyason’s writing, of his ‘mighty forty’ 
that he gave me. 
5  See Eric Hare’s book, Fulton’s Footprints in Fiji, 1969, Review and 
Herald Publishing Association, particularly the Chapter ‘At Buresala’, 
also the entries under ‘Fulton, John Edwin’ and ‘Fulton College’ in Vol 10 
of the Seventh-day Adventist Commentary Reference Series, ENCY-
CLOPEDIA Revised Edition, 1976, Review and Herald Publishing Asso-
ciation. 

Pastor Arthur Maxwell wrote, “On February 13, 1968 it was a 
privilege to stand by the grave of John I Tay in Suva’s ceme-
tery and honour the memory of this missionary pioneer who 
carried the Advent message to Pitcairn Island in 1886 and later 
visited many island groups on the S.S.Pitcairn to bring the 
same life-changing message to them.” (A.R. 29.4.68 page 4) 
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The beaming smile of Haru Hariva was a 
legacy that was passed on to many of his 
12 children.  His passion for God and for 
sharing the Gospel was another.  One of 
his daughters, Zita, is the wife of Pr Yori 
Hibo, the first national Papua New Guinea 
Union Mission President.  The eldest child, 
Daniel Haru, was the Associate Union 
Education Director and then a Mission 
President of several missions.  All of his 
children have contributed to God’s work, as 
have many of the 103 grandchildren (and 
great-grandchildren) as well.  What led to 
this outstanding contribution to God’s work 
in Papua New Guinea? 

Born in Hepere Village in the Ihu District, 
Haru lost his mother, when he was only two years old, to a crocodile while the family were on 
a hunting trip.  His three month old sister Roura, died from lack of nourishment as a 
consequence.  Adopted by his uncle Purahakaia, he spent the next ten years separated from 
his dad who went to work in the mines to get away from the puri puri puk puk (magic  
crocodile) that had taken his wife. 

On his father’s return, Haru lived with him at the Maira plantation and endured numerous 
beatings as he followed his dreams and persisted in going to the mission school at Hiloi.  His 
father, the village chief, expected Haru to become a powerful puri puri man and was not happy 
with the influence of the mission school on his young son. 

Eventually his father accepted the inevitable and allowed Haru to travel to be one of the early 
students at Bisiatabu.  He was then sent to Korela after six months to be a worker there with 
Pr Charles Mitchell.  He could not help but notice one young lady who stood out in his class.  
She was Kaura Muku, and was related to another worker there from the Gulf, Koivi Muku. 

Kaura spent several years in his class then several years at Mirigeda Training School.  When 
she returned to Korela she was the house girl for Pr and Mrs Mitchell.  With the gentle 
prodding of his wife Evelyn, Pr Mitchell eventually spoke with Haru and Kaura individually, and 
then helped negotiate approval from the District Commissioner in Port Moresby for their 
marriage.  Sunday, August 13, 1934 dawned a beautiful day, a day locked into the memory of 
both Haru and Kaura as their wedding day. 

Their ministry began at Domara Village and then moved back to Korela then to the Aroma 
District.  It was at the Aroma District while he worked with Pr Eric Boehm that an event 
happened that seared itself into Haru and Kaura’s minds. 

Haru had been asked to take a group of men back to the Kemp Welsh River by the big 
mission canoe.  They set out expecting a pleasant trip using the big sails.  Unfortunately a 
cyclone blew up and they were at sea for a couple of days during the storm, with the canoe 
finally being hurled against the outer reef.  The group, including a young Lui Oli, had to swim 
for shore, some 5-6 kilometres away.  

Haru stayed with Kapi, a young man who had been sea sick much of the trip and was very 
weak.  Sadly he was ripped from Haru’s arms in the strong swell.  Haru himself feared for his 
own life.  After swimming all day, in desperation he prayed telling God he was exhausted and 
ready to give up.  Almost instantly he felt the muddy sea bed and realized God had brought 
him to land at Paramana Point.   

The other men had got back to the mission station that night.  Pr Boehm had sent a message 
to Kaura that night merely asking if Haru was there.  She had replied “no”, but thought no 
more about it.  The next morning Kaura was informed that Haru and Kapi were missing and a 
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search was mounted.  They found Kapi’s body floating in the 
ocean with his legs already taken by sharks.  Haru was found in 
the shelter of the cracked mission canoe, which had beached 
itself overnight, exhausted and barely alive.  One of many 
examples of God’s protection in his life. 

On another occasion some years later during WW II, God 
remarkably intervened when their heavily laden canoe hit a tree 
coming down the flooded Keogolo River after a week at their 
remote garden.  Haru at the front had time to throw baby Simeon 
and 7 year old Daniel up on the nearby bank.   Naphtali hung 
onto Haru’s leg for grim death and they both made it to the bank.  
At the back of the canoe, Kaura had watched helplessly as two 
year old Zita was thrown into the water out of her grasp.  She 
was relieved to see her little hand grasp the taro leaves and bob 
along in front of her until she caught up with her and eventually 
they too made it to the bank. 

Walking back upriver, Kaura and Zita eventually reunited with the 
rest of the family.  They walked downstream and found their 
canoe, made some paddles from coconut bom boms and on the 
way down found some food and their paddles that had drifted to 
the side of the river.  Wet and bedraggled, the family finally made 
it home to Maopa well after dark. 

They were sitting around having family worship when there was 
a knock at the door.  Clearly a knock indicated a white person.  A 
tall American solider in full uniform stood there.  He gave them 
some food and some clothes and simply said, “I understand you 
might need these.” 

He turned and left.  The clothes were the right fit.  Some of the 
food was already cooked.  It was food not known to the people of 
Maopa.  Haru thought out loud, “How did the soldier know we 
had just got home?  How did he know our clothes sizes?  This 
food – it cannot be grown here!  Where would he have got this 
food from?  I wonder if that soldier was an angel.” 

The real strength of Haru’s character was seen when Pr E L 
Martin wanted to open up the un-entered Turama River region of 
the Gulf.  It was Haru along with Koivi and Omoa who spent 
many weeks in a canoe visiting every village along the mighty 
Turama River.  Cannibalism was rife.  The dangers were real, 
but the men went on in the power of God. 

At Sesaburuma Village the men had a large clay pot of boiling 
water prepared for these unwanted strangers.  They had heard 
the news via the kundu drums.  They had a permanent solution 

for unwanted people.  Eat them.   

But when Haru stood at the door of the dubu and greeted them 
in their own language, “Daro em be,” their anticipated menu was 
changed.   

“Daro ao,”  came the automatic response.  How could they kill 
someone who spoke their own language?  All that night the three 
men shared the Gospel. 

On the return trip down the Turama River, the three men were 
caught in a tidal bore.  With the mouth of the Turama River over 
40 kilometres wide, but narrowing down rapidly like a funnel, the 
full tides produced a terrifying tidal bore that meant destruction 
for those unfortunate enough not to know.  Locals describe it as 
a menacing sound that carries well in front of the massive wave 
– sometimes up to four metres high. 

As the men were paddling to cross over to the other side of the 
river, which was a significant distance in the lower reaches of the 
Turama River, they heard the roar of the tidal bore and realized 
they had no chance of getting to the safety of land.  Turning 
head on into the coming waves – they prayed and paddled.  The 
wave tossed them helplessly out of the canoe and they 
desperately struggled to the surface. 

As they regrouped and swam to the upturned canoe, each 
realized they had probably lost their possessions that were in 
boxes loose in the canoe.  They swam and pushed the upturned 
canoe to nearby Turibomu Island as quickly as they could 
because they were keen to get out of the crocodile infested 
waters. 

Turning the canoe over on the shore, they gasped with 
amazement to see their boxes still inside the canoe.  It was even 
more amazing to find their clothes and their Bibles dry inside the 
boxes.  An incredible miracle. 

- Contd. Page 37 
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  Below—Bisiatabu 
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The beaming smile of Haru Hariva was a 
legacy that was passed on to many of his 
12 children.  His passion for God and for 
sharing the Gospel was another.  One of 
his daughters, Zita, is the wife of Pr Yori 
Hibo, the first national Papua New Guinea 
Union Mission President.  The eldest child, 
Daniel Haru, was the Associate Union 
Education Director and then a Mission 
President of several missions.  All of his 
children have contributed to God’s work, as 
have many of the 103 grandchildren (and 
great-grandchildren) as well.  What led to 
this outstanding contribution to God’s work 
in Papua New Guinea? 

Born in Hepere Village in the Ihu District, 
Haru lost his mother, when he was only two years old, to a crocodile while the family were on 
a hunting trip.  His three month old sister Roura, died from lack of nourishment as a 
consequence.  Adopted by his uncle Purahakaia, he spent the next ten years separated from 
his dad who went to work in the mines to get away from the puri puri puk puk (magic  
crocodile) that had taken his wife. 

On his father’s return, Haru lived with him at the Maira plantation and endured numerous 
beatings as he followed his dreams and persisted in going to the mission school at Hiloi.  His 
father, the village chief, expected Haru to become a powerful puri puri man and was not happy 
with the influence of the mission school on his young son. 

Eventually his father accepted the inevitable and allowed Haru to travel to be one of the early 
students at Bisiatabu.  He was then sent to Korela after six months to be a worker there with 
Pr Charles Mitchell.  He could not help but notice one young lady who stood out in his class.  
She was Kaura Muku, and was related to another worker there from the Gulf, Koivi Muku. 

Kaura spent several years in his class then several years at Mirigeda Training School.  When 
she returned to Korela she was the house girl for Pr and Mrs Mitchell.  With the gentle 
prodding of his wife Evelyn, Pr Mitchell eventually spoke with Haru and Kaura individually, and 
then helped negotiate approval from the District Commissioner in Port Moresby for their 
marriage.  Sunday, August 13, 1934 dawned a beautiful day, a day locked into the memory of 
both Haru and Kaura as their wedding day. 

Their ministry began at Domara Village and then moved back to Korela then to the Aroma 
District.  It was at the Aroma District while he worked with Pr Eric Boehm that an event 
happened that seared itself into Haru and Kaura’s minds. 

Haru had been asked to take a group of men back to the Kemp Welsh River by the big 
mission canoe.  They set out expecting a pleasant trip using the big sails.  Unfortunately a 
cyclone blew up and they were at sea for a couple of days during the storm, with the canoe 
finally being hurled against the outer reef.  The group, including a young Lui Oli, had to swim 
for shore, some 5-6 kilometres away.  

Haru stayed with Kapi, a young man who had been sea sick much of the trip and was very 
weak.  Sadly he was ripped from Haru’s arms in the strong swell.  Haru himself feared for his 
own life.  After swimming all day, in desperation he prayed telling God he was exhausted and 
ready to give up.  Almost instantly he felt the muddy sea bed and realized God had brought 
him to land at Paramana Point.   

The other men had got back to the mission station that night.  Pr Boehm had sent a message 
to Kaura that night merely asking if Haru was there.  She had replied “no”, but thought no 
more about it.  The next morning Kaura was informed that Haru and Kapi were missing and a 
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search was mounted.  They found Kapi’s body floating in the 
ocean with his legs already taken by sharks.  Haru was found in 
the shelter of the cracked mission canoe, which had beached 
itself overnight, exhausted and barely alive.  One of many 
examples of God’s protection in his life. 

On another occasion some years later during WW II, God 
remarkably intervened when their heavily laden canoe hit a tree 
coming down the flooded Keogolo River after a week at their 
remote garden.  Haru at the front had time to throw baby Simeon 
and 7 year old Daniel up on the nearby bank.   Naphtali hung 
onto Haru’s leg for grim death and they both made it to the bank.  
At the back of the canoe, Kaura had watched helplessly as two 
year old Zita was thrown into the water out of her grasp.  She 
was relieved to see her little hand grasp the taro leaves and bob 
along in front of her until she caught up with her and eventually 
they too made it to the bank. 

Walking back upriver, Kaura and Zita eventually reunited with the 
rest of the family.  They walked downstream and found their 
canoe, made some paddles from coconut bom boms and on the 
way down found some food and their paddles that had drifted to 
the side of the river.  Wet and bedraggled, the family finally made 
it home to Maopa well after dark. 

They were sitting around having family worship when there was 
a knock at the door.  Clearly a knock indicated a white person.  A 
tall American solider in full uniform stood there.  He gave them 
some food and some clothes and simply said, “I understand you 
might need these.” 

He turned and left.  The clothes were the right fit.  Some of the 
food was already cooked.  It was food not known to the people of 
Maopa.  Haru thought out loud, “How did the soldier know we 
had just got home?  How did he know our clothes sizes?  This 
food – it cannot be grown here!  Where would he have got this 
food from?  I wonder if that soldier was an angel.” 

The real strength of Haru’s character was seen when Pr E L 
Martin wanted to open up the un-entered Turama River region of 
the Gulf.  It was Haru along with Koivi and Omoa who spent 
many weeks in a canoe visiting every village along the mighty 
Turama River.  Cannibalism was rife.  The dangers were real, 
but the men went on in the power of God. 

At Sesaburuma Village the men had a large clay pot of boiling 
water prepared for these unwanted strangers.  They had heard 
the news via the kundu drums.  They had a permanent solution 

for unwanted people.  Eat them.   

But when Haru stood at the door of the dubu and greeted them 
in their own language, “Daro em be,” their anticipated menu was 
changed.   

“Daro ao,”  came the automatic response.  How could they kill 
someone who spoke their own language?  All that night the three 
men shared the Gospel. 

On the return trip down the Turama River, the three men were 
caught in a tidal bore.  With the mouth of the Turama River over 
40 kilometres wide, but narrowing down rapidly like a funnel, the 
full tides produced a terrifying tidal bore that meant destruction 
for those unfortunate enough not to know.  Locals describe it as 
a menacing sound that carries well in front of the massive wave 
– sometimes up to four metres high. 

As the men were paddling to cross over to the other side of the 
river, which was a significant distance in the lower reaches of the 
Turama River, they heard the roar of the tidal bore and realized 
they had no chance of getting to the safety of land.  Turning 
head on into the coming waves – they prayed and paddled.  The 
wave tossed them helplessly out of the canoe and they 
desperately struggled to the surface. 

As they regrouped and swam to the upturned canoe, each 
realized they had probably lost their possessions that were in 
boxes loose in the canoe.  They swam and pushed the upturned 
canoe to nearby Turibomu Island as quickly as they could 
because they were keen to get out of the crocodile infested 
waters. 

Turning the canoe over on the shore, they gasped with 
amazement to see their boxes still inside the canoe.  It was even 
more amazing to find their clothes and their Bibles dry inside the 
boxes.  An incredible miracle. 
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Our association with Fiji spanned four 
decades from the late 50s to the mid-80s.  
This was a time of fascinating change and 
development: in Fiji itself, in the work of the 
mission and in the scope of our ministry.  
Our first contact was made in 1959 en route 
to Pitcairn Island.  

I had been the church pastor for Fremantle 
in West Australia for two years, now on 
transfer to Pitcairn Island at the extreme 
east of the South Pacific Division.  Just 
before we boarded the Rangitata at 
Wellington Harbour we received a cable 
from the Governor of Fiji giving us 
permission to reside on Pitcairn for two 
years.  My wife was to be the island nurse 
and every six months she was to post her 
order for medical supplies for the dispensary 
to the South Pacific Commission, then 
located in the grounds of Government 
House in Suva, Fiji. 

During our stay on Pitcairn, we had a short 
visit from the President of the Central Pacific 
Union Mission (CPUM), Pastor McCutcheon, 
and while he was with us he helped arrange 
for a parcel of land where we could build a 
new mission house.  He also encouraged us 
to continue in mission service when our two 
year term was completed.  We gave 
prayerful consideration to his request and 
decided to continue in mission service 
subject to release from the West Australian 
Conference from which we were then on 
loan.  In Australia we had been kept busy 
with church responsibilities: evangelistic 
meetings, training a girls’ choir, teaching 
JMV classes and planning special Sabbath 
programs.  Our Pitcairn experience opened 
to us new avenues of service which we 
found very rewarding.  As well as caring for 
community health, including dental care to 
all members, we were able to commence 
building a new mission house completed to 
frame level.  As our term on Pitcairn was 
coming to an end we received a message 
via ham radio from Pastor McCutcheon to 
say that I had been appointed to be 
president of the East Fiji Mission at Buca 
Bay, Vanua Levu.  All too soon it was time to 
pack our trunks and on Monday 20 February 
1961 we sailed for Auckland on the SS 
Corinthic to spend six weeks’ vacation in 
Australia before leaving for Buca Bay. 

Because three of our children, Dexter, 
Darleen, and Kerralyn would need to 
continue their education by correspondence 
we enrolled them with the Blackfriars 
Correspondence School in Sydney.  Their 
first sets of lessons were packed in our 
suitcases when we departed for Fiji.  It was 
cool weather in Sydney when we left 
dressed in winter woollies.  Nadi greeted us 
with heat seemingly rising from the tarmac 
and temperatures well over 30 degrees. 
From then on we did not need warm clothes. 
We stayed the night in the Mocambo Hotel 
with a noisy air conditioner to keep us cool.  

Next morning Norma Crabtree met us and 
we packed our luggage into her station 
wagon and set off via the dusty, gravel 
Queens Road to Suva. This drive introduced 
us to the sights, sounds and smells of Fiji 
and the friendly greetings of the Fijian 
children along the road.  We passed by 
sugar cane plantations, rice fields on the 
way to Sigatoka and the coconut plantations 
and colourful lagoons along the Coral Coast.  
We stopped at roadside stalls to purchase 
locally grown bananas, pineapples, paw 
paws, coconuts and vegetables such as 
snake beans, yams, cassava and taro. 

We spent a couple of weeks in Suva being 
introduced to our new responsibilities at the 
Central Pacific Union Mission (CPUM) at 
Tamavua.  We received a lot of help from 
Barry and Norma Crabtree who had 
previously been located at Buca Bay.  We 
stayed in the secretary-treasurer’s empty 
house at Suvavou and were able to 
purchase some items of furniture and 
supplies unavailable on Vanua Levu.  These 
items we sent ahead on the copra ship the 
Al Sokuia which made regular trips around 
the islands transporting and picking up 
copra from the various plantations.  The ship 
could also accommodate a limited number 
of passengers.    

On May 1, 1961, our family of six flew out 
from the Nausori airport in a Fiji Airways 
Drover leaving room for only two other 
passengers.  It was an enjoyable flight over 
colourful reefs and the small islands of 
Ovalau, Makogai and Koro before arriving at 
Savu Savu Airport.  The Assistant President, 
Pastor Nemani Tausere, and the Secretary-
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treasurer, Filimon Bera welcomed us. They had hired a taxi with 
an Indian taxi driver called Jothre to drive us to our new home 
45 miles away down the Hibiscus Highway through Indian 
villages, coconut plantations and beside beautiful tropical 
lagoons.  We were to become well-known along this road going 
for our weekly shopping sprees to Savu Savu.  About half-way 
the village of Nagigi boasted an Adventist Church. The 
members had prepared a feast or magiti (mangiti) to welcome 
us. We all sat cross-legged on mats and tasted the food neatly 
arranged on banana leaves.  Darleen leaned over and 
whispered to me that she didn’t like fish cooked with their heads 
on because their eyes were looking at her.  The ladies were 
excellent cooks and had produced tasty dishes made from 
island foods. 

We finally arrived at the last hill overlooking Buca Bay and 
appreciated the panoramic prospect of our future surroundings.  
There before us was the calm water of the bay with Rabi and 
Koia in the distance and the buildings of Vatuvonu mission and 
school nestled among the coconut palms on the right.  We 
drove along the shore to the compound and we were directed to 
our house on a hill.  The church, office and school were in the 
centre of the compound and the principal’s house was located 
on the opposite hill.  The boys’ dormitory for housing boarding 
students was situated to the rear of the central compound and 
the girls’ dormitory at the top of the hill at the rear of the 
principal’s house.  Across the road sat a large storage shed as 
well as the wharf where the little mission boat Ai Talai was 
moored. 

It was a steep track up to our house but it was always a 
pleasure to reach the top and sit on the seat under the big 
mango tree and enjoy the sea breeze. There was a road that 
zigzagged up the hill but in wet weather, especially after heavy 
rain, it could be risky to drive up. 

The house was built in the time of Pastor Gordon Branster who 
had a reputation for always building for a view.  It was a large 
weatherboard house with wide verandahs on the front and on 
the sides which could be enclosed with wooden shutters.  The 
bathroom had a tin bath and beside that was a lowered concrete 
floor.  Above this was an extra-large showerhead from which the 
water flowed freely unless heavy rain had caused a blockage.  
This water pipe ran for some two miles through our neighbour’s 
coconut plantation and supplied the mission compound with 
plenty of fresh water from a mountain spring on Mount Tagici 
(Tungithi). 

The clothesline was a marvelous invention.  It ran around two 
bicycle wheel rims attached to coconut palms on either side of 
the deep valley.  The clothes were pegged on from a wooden 
platform on the side close to the house so that the line with 
attached clothes stretched across the valley.  This worked well 
unless the line broke or slipped off the rim causing the clothes to 
end up draped over the guava trees below. 

We were able to keep in touch with the outside world by the use 
of a party telephone line but if a private conversation was 
needed we drove around the bay to the Diloi Post Office.  This 
was also the procedure if we needed medical help from the 
Assistant Medical Officer (AMO) who was stationed at Tukavesi, 
a village still further around the bay. 

That first night before we could settle our family down, we were 
invited to attend another Fijian magiti prepared by those living 
on the mission compound together with church members who 
lived in the adjacent villages including Loa, Tukavesi, Natusi, 
Natuvu and Buca. 

Also living on the compound were Vatuvonu Central School 
teachers, Makalesi and Master Talemaitonga and Miss Nooroa 
Strickland; Mission workers; Captain Volau, his wife and family 
(Captain of the Ai Talai), Pastor Saimone Vula, Siga and family 
(mission evangelist), Pastor Elild (retired), Pastor Nemani 
Tausere, Tima and family (Assistant President), Filimoni Bera, 
Rusila and son (Secretary/Treasurer), and Miss Leba (office 
secretary.) 

Our first night turned out to be rather traumatic.  Soon after we 
arrived back at the house which was cluttered with boxes of 
luggage, belongings and furniture, the lighting plant was 
switched off.  We were left trying to get the children bedded 
down by torchlight.  In addition it rained during the night and the 
school goat herd took refuge under the house, bleating and 
bumping their heads on the floorboards.  We had very little 
sleep because of them and made a decision that the goats had 
to be sold. 

A few weeks after we arrived, the new school principal, Brian 
Townend, his wife Daphne and two daughters, Darralyn and 
Brenda, arrived to take up their appointment and residence in 
the principal’s house on the other hill.  We had a very pleasant 
association with them during our time at Vatuvonu. 

The Vatuvonu Central School played an important role in the 
development of the Adventist Church on the island of Rabi.  
School opened in 1961 with a number of students from Rabi.  
Using the Ai Talai we were able to visit the various villages 
included in the East Fiji Mission.  Rabi was only 2½ hours 
journey across the bay and was unique because it had become 
the home of the Banaban people who had been relocated to 
Rabi from their home on Ocean Island in Western Kiribati.  Also 
known as Banaba, Ocean Island had been exploited for its rich 
deposits of phosphate and denuded of all vegetation so virtually 
rendered useless for sustaining life.  Master Bwebwe (Boyboy), 
a local government teacher on the island had become an 
Adventist through the Voice of Prophecy Bible correspondence 
course.  He and his wife were letting their light shine by 
encouraging a number of his students to continue their 
education at the Vatuvonu Central School.  Some of these 
students took Bible study classes and 
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Our association with Fiji spanned four 
decades from the late 50s to the mid-80s.  
This was a time of fascinating change and 
development: in Fiji itself, in the work of the 
mission and in the scope of our ministry.  
Our first contact was made in 1959 en route 
to Pitcairn Island.  

I had been the church pastor for Fremantle 
in West Australia for two years, now on 
transfer to Pitcairn Island at the extreme 
east of the South Pacific Division.  Just 
before we boarded the Rangitata at 
Wellington Harbour we received a cable 
from the Governor of Fiji giving us 
permission to reside on Pitcairn for two 
years.  My wife was to be the island nurse 
and every six months she was to post her 
order for medical supplies for the dispensary 
to the South Pacific Commission, then 
located in the grounds of Government 
House in Suva, Fiji. 

During our stay on Pitcairn, we had a short 
visit from the President of the Central Pacific 
Union Mission (CPUM), Pastor McCutcheon, 
and while he was with us he helped arrange 
for a parcel of land where we could build a 
new mission house.  He also encouraged us 
to continue in mission service when our two 
year term was completed.  We gave 
prayerful consideration to his request and 
decided to continue in mission service 
subject to release from the West Australian 
Conference from which we were then on 
loan.  In Australia we had been kept busy 
with church responsibilities: evangelistic 
meetings, training a girls’ choir, teaching 
JMV classes and planning special Sabbath 
programs.  Our Pitcairn experience opened 
to us new avenues of service which we 
found very rewarding.  As well as caring for 
community health, including dental care to 
all members, we were able to commence 
building a new mission house completed to 
frame level.  As our term on Pitcairn was 
coming to an end we received a message 
via ham radio from Pastor McCutcheon to 
say that I had been appointed to be 
president of the East Fiji Mission at Buca 
Bay, Vanua Levu.  All too soon it was time to 
pack our trunks and on Monday 20 February 
1961 we sailed for Auckland on the SS 
Corinthic to spend six weeks’ vacation in 
Australia before leaving for Buca Bay. 

Because three of our children, Dexter, 
Darleen, and Kerralyn would need to 
continue their education by correspondence 
we enrolled them with the Blackfriars 
Correspondence School in Sydney.  Their 
first sets of lessons were packed in our 
suitcases when we departed for Fiji.  It was 
cool weather in Sydney when we left 
dressed in winter woollies.  Nadi greeted us 
with heat seemingly rising from the tarmac 
and temperatures well over 30 degrees. 
From then on we did not need warm clothes. 
We stayed the night in the Mocambo Hotel 
with a noisy air conditioner to keep us cool.  

Next morning Norma Crabtree met us and 
we packed our luggage into her station 
wagon and set off via the dusty, gravel 
Queens Road to Suva. This drive introduced 
us to the sights, sounds and smells of Fiji 
and the friendly greetings of the Fijian 
children along the road.  We passed by 
sugar cane plantations, rice fields on the 
way to Sigatoka and the coconut plantations 
and colourful lagoons along the Coral Coast.  
We stopped at roadside stalls to purchase 
locally grown bananas, pineapples, paw 
paws, coconuts and vegetables such as 
snake beans, yams, cassava and taro. 

We spent a couple of weeks in Suva being 
introduced to our new responsibilities at the 
Central Pacific Union Mission (CPUM) at 
Tamavua.  We received a lot of help from 
Barry and Norma Crabtree who had 
previously been located at Buca Bay.  We 
stayed in the secretary-treasurer’s empty 
house at Suvavou and were able to 
purchase some items of furniture and 
supplies unavailable on Vanua Levu.  These 
items we sent ahead on the copra ship the 
Al Sokuia which made regular trips around 
the islands transporting and picking up 
copra from the various plantations.  The ship 
could also accommodate a limited number 
of passengers.    

On May 1, 1961, our family of six flew out 
from the Nausori airport in a Fiji Airways 
Drover leaving room for only two other 
passengers.  It was an enjoyable flight over 
colourful reefs and the small islands of 
Ovalau, Makogai and Koro before arriving at 
Savu Savu Airport.  The Assistant President, 
Pastor Nemani Tausere, and the Secretary-
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treasurer, Filimon Bera welcomed us. They had hired a taxi with 
an Indian taxi driver called Jothre to drive us to our new home 
45 miles away down the Hibiscus Highway through Indian 
villages, coconut plantations and beside beautiful tropical 
lagoons.  We were to become well-known along this road going 
for our weekly shopping sprees to Savu Savu.  About half-way 
the village of Nagigi boasted an Adventist Church. The 
members had prepared a feast or magiti (mangiti) to welcome 
us. We all sat cross-legged on mats and tasted the food neatly 
arranged on banana leaves.  Darleen leaned over and 
whispered to me that she didn’t like fish cooked with their heads 
on because their eyes were looking at her.  The ladies were 
excellent cooks and had produced tasty dishes made from 
island foods. 

We finally arrived at the last hill overlooking Buca Bay and 
appreciated the panoramic prospect of our future surroundings.  
There before us was the calm water of the bay with Rabi and 
Koia in the distance and the buildings of Vatuvonu mission and 
school nestled among the coconut palms on the right.  We 
drove along the shore to the compound and we were directed to 
our house on a hill.  The church, office and school were in the 
centre of the compound and the principal’s house was located 
on the opposite hill.  The boys’ dormitory for housing boarding 
students was situated to the rear of the central compound and 
the girls’ dormitory at the top of the hill at the rear of the 
principal’s house.  Across the road sat a large storage shed as 
well as the wharf where the little mission boat Ai Talai was 
moored. 

It was a steep track up to our house but it was always a 
pleasure to reach the top and sit on the seat under the big 
mango tree and enjoy the sea breeze. There was a road that 
zigzagged up the hill but in wet weather, especially after heavy 
rain, it could be risky to drive up. 

The house was built in the time of Pastor Gordon Branster who 
had a reputation for always building for a view.  It was a large 
weatherboard house with wide verandahs on the front and on 
the sides which could be enclosed with wooden shutters.  The 
bathroom had a tin bath and beside that was a lowered concrete 
floor.  Above this was an extra-large showerhead from which the 
water flowed freely unless heavy rain had caused a blockage.  
This water pipe ran for some two miles through our neighbour’s 
coconut plantation and supplied the mission compound with 
plenty of fresh water from a mountain spring on Mount Tagici 
(Tungithi). 

The clothesline was a marvelous invention.  It ran around two 
bicycle wheel rims attached to coconut palms on either side of 
the deep valley.  The clothes were pegged on from a wooden 
platform on the side close to the house so that the line with 
attached clothes stretched across the valley.  This worked well 
unless the line broke or slipped off the rim causing the clothes to 
end up draped over the guava trees below. 

We were able to keep in touch with the outside world by the use 
of a party telephone line but if a private conversation was 
needed we drove around the bay to the Diloi Post Office.  This 
was also the procedure if we needed medical help from the 
Assistant Medical Officer (AMO) who was stationed at Tukavesi, 
a village still further around the bay. 

That first night before we could settle our family down, we were 
invited to attend another Fijian magiti prepared by those living 
on the mission compound together with church members who 
lived in the adjacent villages including Loa, Tukavesi, Natusi, 
Natuvu and Buca. 

Also living on the compound were Vatuvonu Central School 
teachers, Makalesi and Master Talemaitonga and Miss Nooroa 
Strickland; Mission workers; Captain Volau, his wife and family 
(Captain of the Ai Talai), Pastor Saimone Vula, Siga and family 
(mission evangelist), Pastor Elild (retired), Pastor Nemani 
Tausere, Tima and family (Assistant President), Filimoni Bera, 
Rusila and son (Secretary/Treasurer), and Miss Leba (office 
secretary.) 

Our first night turned out to be rather traumatic.  Soon after we 
arrived back at the house which was cluttered with boxes of 
luggage, belongings and furniture, the lighting plant was 
switched off.  We were left trying to get the children bedded 
down by torchlight.  In addition it rained during the night and the 
school goat herd took refuge under the house, bleating and 
bumping their heads on the floorboards.  We had very little 
sleep because of them and made a decision that the goats had 
to be sold. 

A few weeks after we arrived, the new school principal, Brian 
Townend, his wife Daphne and two daughters, Darralyn and 
Brenda, arrived to take up their appointment and residence in 
the principal’s house on the other hill.  We had a very pleasant 
association with them during our time at Vatuvonu. 

The Vatuvonu Central School played an important role in the 
development of the Adventist Church on the island of Rabi.  
School opened in 1961 with a number of students from Rabi.  
Using the Ai Talai we were able to visit the various villages 
included in the East Fiji Mission.  Rabi was only 2½ hours 
journey across the bay and was unique because it had become 
the home of the Banaban people who had been relocated to 
Rabi from their home on Ocean Island in Western Kiribati.  Also 
known as Banaba, Ocean Island had been exploited for its rich 
deposits of phosphate and denuded of all vegetation so virtually 
rendered useless for sustaining life.  Master Bwebwe (Boyboy), 
a local government teacher on the island had become an 
Adventist through the Voice of Prophecy Bible correspondence 
course.  He and his wife were letting their light shine by 
encouraging a number of his students to continue their 
education at the Vatuvonu Central School.  Some of these 
students took Bible study classes and 
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were baptised, and a few went on to secondary education at 
Fulton College on Viti Levu.  On completing professional 
courses they returned to Rabi to take leading roles in 
establishing the Adventist church there.  As the membership 
on the island increased through the ministry of Bwebwe he 
was invited by the Fiji Mission committee to take up 
employment as the church pastor. 

Life in Buca Bay was simple and less commercialised than 
on Viti Levu because the big tourist resorts were mainly 
confined to that island.  The compound at Vatuvonu 
expanded.  A number of staff houses were erected, a new 
dining room was built and other homes were renovated.  
The gardens and grounds became beautified once the goats 
were no longer in residence.  It really was with heavy hearts 
that our family left the house on the hill and boarded the 
Fetu Ao  in 1962 to take up our new appointment in Santo, 
Vanuatu (New Hebrides).  

RETURN TO FIJI - AGAIN 

On 15 May 1968, we returned to Vatuvonu to reside in the 
same house as before.  We felt sad to leave our two eldest 
children, Dexter and Darleen, in Australia to further their 
training courses at the Sydney Adventist Hospital and 
Avondale College Cooranbong, New South Wales. 

In the meantime the East and West Fiji Missions had been 
combined with office headquarters located at Suvavou, and I 
had been appointed as the District Director of East Fiji.  
Pastor Barry Crabtree was now the president of Fiji Mission, 
with Pastor Filimoni Bera assistant president and Laurie 
Evans the secretary/treasurer.  The mission had indeed 
grown.  After six years absence from Fiji we became aware 
of many changes, especially as we had to wait four months 
to receive our entry permits from the Immigration 
Department of the Fijian Government.  Fiji was preparing for 
independence and was anxious for their localisation plan to 
succeed.  Work permits for expatriates were being 
terminated in government departments and in local 
businesses with local people being employed as 
replacements.  This became very apparent when we had to 
seek assistance from government departments and 
commercial firms for supplies difficult to obtain. 

Vatuvonu Central School was now fully staffed with national 
teachers with Master Jone Rabukuta as principal.  My duties 
involved caring for the district churches, supervising the 
school budget and maintaining the supplies needed for both 
ministers and teachers.  In a shed I found some “Seagull” 
outboard motors which were badly in need of repair.  They 
were used by the Fijian ministers on their punts enabling 
regular visits to their fields along the coast.  They expected 
me to repair and return them by the next ship but this was 
not always humanly possible.  A miracle was expected in 
most cases!  Buildings on the school compound as well as 
our house were in need of maintenance as well as major 
repairs.  Therefore my workload encompassed many and 
varied tasks. 

After spending two years at Vatuvonu as the district director, 
I was appointed as the president of Fiji Mission and with my 
family moved across to Suvavou on Viti Levu.  I spent a few 

days with Barry Crabtree before he departed for Australia, 
and also attended a prayer meeting in the English Church in 
Suva where Barry announced my appointment as his 
successor.  A young university student stood up in the 
meeting, pointed to me and said it was time for a local 
president seeing independence was imminent.  It was 
obvious that there were now strong political and national 
feelings in our church that needed to be taken into 
consideration.  After discussing this situation with the 
mission executive committee, it was decided that the 
assistant president should begin a thorough visitation 
around the churches on Viti Levu.  This was immediately 
commenced with Pastor Bera and me spending many 
weekends away holding seminars and revival meetings.  We 
spent valuable and rewarding time visiting, sharing and 
communing with our ministers and members.  Following two 
years of this ministry we experienced a wonderful unity and 
membership, and tithes and offerings increased 
substantially. 

In 1971 I had the privilege of handing over the responsibility 
of leadership into the capable hands of Pastor Filimoni Bera 
–the first national appointed as president of the Fiji Mission!  
I was requested to remain on for a year on the compound to 
support him in his leadership while serving as a 
departmental secretary for the CPUM.   

In 1972 I was appointed to Rabaul in Papua New Guinea.  
There I served as president of the New Britain New Ireland 
Mission which had been formed by combining three local 
missions.  

RETURN TO CPUM – New Zealand to Fiji 

Eight years later I was appointed to the leadership of the 
regional organisation known as the Central Pacific Union 
Mission (CPUM).  Its headquarters were no longer in Suva, 
but in the suburb of Papatoetoe in Auckland, New Zealand, 
due to the continuing difficulty of obtaining permits for 
church expatriate appointees to reside in Fiji.  We found that 
office and staff were comfortably accommodated in their 
new location and good relationships existed with Air New 
Zealand for visitation and travel around the territories of the 
CPUM.  But the transfer to Auckland was regarded as 
temporary.  Pastors Keith Parmenter and Ron Taylor, 
president and secretary respectively of the church’s 
Australasian Division headquarters in Sydney had made it a 
priority for me to negotiate with the Department of 
Immigration in Fiji for the return of the CPUM to its former 
location at Tamavua in Suva.   

To find out the attitude of the Government of Fiji concerning 
our desire to return, I made an appointment with the Minister 
of Immigration and sought his counsel.  He was most helpful 
and encouraged us to return stating that he would place our 
plans before the governing Cabinet.  We were assisted 
greatly in our application by the influence of Mr Jim Ahkoy, 
an Adventist member of parliament.  His wife Lavinia, also 
an Adventist on the CPUM Committee, held responsible 
positions in government, and gave her support as well.  
Finally the Government of Fiji unanimously approved our 
request to return to Fiji. 

Another problem to resolve in order to make the transfer  
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from Auckland a success concerned the extension of the 
previously used CPUM office at Tamavua.  It had long since 
reached its use-by-date in both size and structure.  Prior to the 
move to New Zealand the union officers had endeavoured to 
have this work carried out but the Suva City Council had 
rejected the proposal because the land was zoned residential.  
Pastor Harry Tressler, secretary/treasurer of the CPUM and I 
together with our architect in Suva who had drawn up plans for 
the extension, met with the Town Clerk.  We shared our plans to 
return to Tamavua and stated Cabinet approval.  He 
encouraged us to submit our application for Council 
consideration.  The Council rezoned the land residential and 
business in order to approve our application.  This clearly 
indicated to us that the Lord had opened the way for our return. 

After four years negotiations were complete.  The Reserve Bank 
of New Zealand even permitted us to transfer funds to Fiji to 
make our transfer financially viable.  We were now  

able to proceed and in 1984 Winnie (my wife) and I were the first 
to make the return.  Immediately I began to supervise the 
building program and to prepare the way for staff to follow.  It 
was thrilling to see the way it all progressed, especially the 
completion of the office building.  Pastor Harry Tressler and his 
wife Myrtle were the last to arrive in Suva because Harry had 
the responsibility of selling the property in Papatoetoe and also 
the packing and shipping of equipment and records. 

Ratu David Tonganivalu, Deputy Prime Minister of Fiji, officially 
opened our new office with Pastor Tom Andrews, treasurer of 
the South Pacific Division.  

IN RETROSPECT 

Many more church buildings have been erected with the help of 
‘Fly-n-Build’ teams from Australia and New Zealand.  The Fiji 
Mission has become localized and many of the young people 
whom we had known in our schools are now holding responsible 
positions in the Mission and in government employment.  On the 
national scene, we have seen great development in 
communication, transportation, education and in other areas.  
Tourism has now become a major industry. Following the official 
opening of the CPUM office my wife and I packed our bags and 
in 1987, bid farewell to Fiji for the third time, giving thanks to 
God for His many blessings as well as the privilege of serving 
Him in this corner of His vineyard.  

We had enjoyed the rare opportunity of experiencing the growth 
and development of the Seventh-day Adventist Church in Fiji 

first hand over a 
period of three 
decades, and 
will always feel a 
personal 
attachment to 
the work of the 
church there.  

 

Haru Hariva – Pioneer for God—contd 

Numerous stories accompany his ministry in the Turama area.  
The conversion of Doni, who was first touched and talked to by 
an angel even before the arrival of the three men to his village.  
Doni was given instructions on health reform including the killing 
of all his pigs, the Sabbath and tithing prior to the first visit by 
Haru, Omoa and Koivi. 

Haru’s leadership was shown when he took a badly burnt and 
shocked Ern Lemke and toddler Lester, several days paddle to 
the Omati APC base after the Lao-Heni II burst into flames on 
the Turama River.  The loss of Mrs Delys Lemke and sons 
Adrian and David in that tragedy are part of the sacrifice that saw 
the opening of the area to the Gospel.  In fact as Kaura shared 
the poignant details, she recalled that the previous day the 
Lemke family had sung at church the song, “Have You Counted 
the Cost?”  Nobody realized how soon that song would be 
enacted. 

Tragedy struck Haru and Kaura when their tenth child, Vasiti, 
was stricken with polio as a two year old.  With limited medical 
access, they could only pray and watch her condition deteriorate.  
They saw Vasiti as their tithe child and ultimately surrendered to 
whatever would be the appropriate outcome.  Kaura had the 
difficult task of watching Vasiti’s life slip away late on a Sabbath 
afternoon in the village of Nubia, on the Madang side of PNG, as 
Haru was out on patrol as the District Director for that area. 

Further tragedy struck when the family were working back in the 
Gulf area.  Kaura was diagnosed with breast cancer.  With two 
small children, this made for a worrying trip for her to the doctor 

at Kikori for medication and hope.  A year later it was clear that 
further treatment was needed and Kaura had to travel to Port 
Moresby for an operation.  This was successful and she was 
gladly reunited with Rilar and Joshua again. 

But less than a year later, it was Haru’s turn to visit the doctor in 
Kikori, and to be immediately put on the plane to Port Moresby 
himself.(Why? What was his sickness? Cancer? Heart?)  His 
final weeks in the Port Moresby general hospital were spent in 
continuing to share the Gospel with other patients.   

Haru’s final words are poignant, “Kaura, all the children are in 
your hands.  Don’t let them go out of the church.  Keep them true 
to God.  If you are facing problems with them, such as the girls 
and the right marriage partner, take it to God.  God is sufficient.  
I shall see you all in heaven.” 

A charge that Kaura, with God’s grace was able to see through.  
April 2, 1967 – one of the early and significant pioneers of Papua 
New Guinea, Haru fell asleep in Jesus. 

In a land where traditionally one takes the father’s first name as 
the new surname, the Haru extended family have opted to keep 
the Haru name alive, by retaining his name as their family name.  
Thus at Kabiufa Adventist School, his grandson Brian who is a 
teacher there and who is the son of Simeon Haru, is known as 
Mr Haru, not Mr Simeon. 

The legacy of Haru Hariva is strong, and is kept alive by a 
dedicated and committed extended family.  The stories of his 
remarkable faith and ministry are inspiring as he was truly a 
pioneer for God in Papua New Guinea.    

Pr Rex Cobbin, CPUM President. talking with 
Pastors Narayan Gounder and Fatiaki Tui. 
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were baptised, and a few went on to secondary education at 
Fulton College on Viti Levu.  On completing professional 
courses they returned to Rabi to take leading roles in 
establishing the Adventist church there.  As the membership 
on the island increased through the ministry of Bwebwe he 
was invited by the Fiji Mission committee to take up 
employment as the church pastor. 

Life in Buca Bay was simple and less commercialised than 
on Viti Levu because the big tourist resorts were mainly 
confined to that island.  The compound at Vatuvonu 
expanded.  A number of staff houses were erected, a new 
dining room was built and other homes were renovated.  
The gardens and grounds became beautified once the goats 
were no longer in residence.  It really was with heavy hearts 
that our family left the house on the hill and boarded the 
Fetu Ao  in 1962 to take up our new appointment in Santo, 
Vanuatu (New Hebrides).  

RETURN TO FIJI - AGAIN 

On 15 May 1968, we returned to Vatuvonu to reside in the 
same house as before.  We felt sad to leave our two eldest 
children, Dexter and Darleen, in Australia to further their 
training courses at the Sydney Adventist Hospital and 
Avondale College Cooranbong, New South Wales. 

In the meantime the East and West Fiji Missions had been 
combined with office headquarters located at Suvavou, and I 
had been appointed as the District Director of East Fiji.  
Pastor Barry Crabtree was now the president of Fiji Mission, 
with Pastor Filimoni Bera assistant president and Laurie 
Evans the secretary/treasurer.  The mission had indeed 
grown.  After six years absence from Fiji we became aware 
of many changes, especially as we had to wait four months 
to receive our entry permits from the Immigration 
Department of the Fijian Government.  Fiji was preparing for 
independence and was anxious for their localisation plan to 
succeed.  Work permits for expatriates were being 
terminated in government departments and in local 
businesses with local people being employed as 
replacements.  This became very apparent when we had to 
seek assistance from government departments and 
commercial firms for supplies difficult to obtain. 

Vatuvonu Central School was now fully staffed with national 
teachers with Master Jone Rabukuta as principal.  My duties 
involved caring for the district churches, supervising the 
school budget and maintaining the supplies needed for both 
ministers and teachers.  In a shed I found some “Seagull” 
outboard motors which were badly in need of repair.  They 
were used by the Fijian ministers on their punts enabling 
regular visits to their fields along the coast.  They expected 
me to repair and return them by the next ship but this was 
not always humanly possible.  A miracle was expected in 
most cases!  Buildings on the school compound as well as 
our house were in need of maintenance as well as major 
repairs.  Therefore my workload encompassed many and 
varied tasks. 

After spending two years at Vatuvonu as the district director, 
I was appointed as the president of Fiji Mission and with my 
family moved across to Suvavou on Viti Levu.  I spent a few 

days with Barry Crabtree before he departed for Australia, 
and also attended a prayer meeting in the English Church in 
Suva where Barry announced my appointment as his 
successor.  A young university student stood up in the 
meeting, pointed to me and said it was time for a local 
president seeing independence was imminent.  It was 
obvious that there were now strong political and national 
feelings in our church that needed to be taken into 
consideration.  After discussing this situation with the 
mission executive committee, it was decided that the 
assistant president should begin a thorough visitation 
around the churches on Viti Levu.  This was immediately 
commenced with Pastor Bera and me spending many 
weekends away holding seminars and revival meetings.  We 
spent valuable and rewarding time visiting, sharing and 
communing with our ministers and members.  Following two 
years of this ministry we experienced a wonderful unity and 
membership, and tithes and offerings increased 
substantially. 

In 1971 I had the privilege of handing over the responsibility 
of leadership into the capable hands of Pastor Filimoni Bera 
–the first national appointed as president of the Fiji Mission!  
I was requested to remain on for a year on the compound to 
support him in his leadership while serving as a 
departmental secretary for the CPUM.   

In 1972 I was appointed to Rabaul in Papua New Guinea.  
There I served as president of the New Britain New Ireland 
Mission which had been formed by combining three local 
missions.  

RETURN TO CPUM – New Zealand to Fiji 

Eight years later I was appointed to the leadership of the 
regional organisation known as the Central Pacific Union 
Mission (CPUM).  Its headquarters were no longer in Suva, 
but in the suburb of Papatoetoe in Auckland, New Zealand, 
due to the continuing difficulty of obtaining permits for 
church expatriate appointees to reside in Fiji.  We found that 
office and staff were comfortably accommodated in their 
new location and good relationships existed with Air New 
Zealand for visitation and travel around the territories of the 
CPUM.  But the transfer to Auckland was regarded as 
temporary.  Pastors Keith Parmenter and Ron Taylor, 
president and secretary respectively of the church’s 
Australasian Division headquarters in Sydney had made it a 
priority for me to negotiate with the Department of 
Immigration in Fiji for the return of the CPUM to its former 
location at Tamavua in Suva.   

To find out the attitude of the Government of Fiji concerning 
our desire to return, I made an appointment with the Minister 
of Immigration and sought his counsel.  He was most helpful 
and encouraged us to return stating that he would place our 
plans before the governing Cabinet.  We were assisted 
greatly in our application by the influence of Mr Jim Ahkoy, 
an Adventist member of parliament.  His wife Lavinia, also 
an Adventist on the CPUM Committee, held responsible 
positions in government, and gave her support as well.  
Finally the Government of Fiji unanimously approved our 
request to return to Fiji. 

Another problem to resolve in order to make the transfer  
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contd. Fiji: the Transitional Years  - 

from Auckland a success concerned the extension of the 
previously used CPUM office at Tamavua.  It had long since 
reached its use-by-date in both size and structure.  Prior to the 
move to New Zealand the union officers had endeavoured to 
have this work carried out but the Suva City Council had 
rejected the proposal because the land was zoned residential.  
Pastor Harry Tressler, secretary/treasurer of the CPUM and I 
together with our architect in Suva who had drawn up plans for 
the extension, met with the Town Clerk.  We shared our plans to 
return to Tamavua and stated Cabinet approval.  He 
encouraged us to submit our application for Council 
consideration.  The Council rezoned the land residential and 
business in order to approve our application.  This clearly 
indicated to us that the Lord had opened the way for our return. 

After four years negotiations were complete.  The Reserve Bank 
of New Zealand even permitted us to transfer funds to Fiji to 
make our transfer financially viable.  We were now  

able to proceed and in 1984 Winnie (my wife) and I were the first 
to make the return.  Immediately I began to supervise the 
building program and to prepare the way for staff to follow.  It 
was thrilling to see the way it all progressed, especially the 
completion of the office building.  Pastor Harry Tressler and his 
wife Myrtle were the last to arrive in Suva because Harry had 
the responsibility of selling the property in Papatoetoe and also 
the packing and shipping of equipment and records. 

Ratu David Tonganivalu, Deputy Prime Minister of Fiji, officially 
opened our new office with Pastor Tom Andrews, treasurer of 
the South Pacific Division.  

IN RETROSPECT 

Many more church buildings have been erected with the help of 
‘Fly-n-Build’ teams from Australia and New Zealand.  The Fiji 
Mission has become localized and many of the young people 
whom we had known in our schools are now holding responsible 
positions in the Mission and in government employment.  On the 
national scene, we have seen great development in 
communication, transportation, education and in other areas.  
Tourism has now become a major industry. Following the official 
opening of the CPUM office my wife and I packed our bags and 
in 1987, bid farewell to Fiji for the third time, giving thanks to 
God for His many blessings as well as the privilege of serving 
Him in this corner of His vineyard.  

We had enjoyed the rare opportunity of experiencing the growth 
and development of the Seventh-day Adventist Church in Fiji 

first hand over a 
period of three 
decades, and 
will always feel a 
personal 
attachment to 
the work of the 
church there.  

 

Haru Hariva – Pioneer for God—contd 

Numerous stories accompany his ministry in the Turama area.  
The conversion of Doni, who was first touched and talked to by 
an angel even before the arrival of the three men to his village.  
Doni was given instructions on health reform including the killing 
of all his pigs, the Sabbath and tithing prior to the first visit by 
Haru, Omoa and Koivi. 

Haru’s leadership was shown when he took a badly burnt and 
shocked Ern Lemke and toddler Lester, several days paddle to 
the Omati APC base after the Lao-Heni II burst into flames on 
the Turama River.  The loss of Mrs Delys Lemke and sons 
Adrian and David in that tragedy are part of the sacrifice that saw 
the opening of the area to the Gospel.  In fact as Kaura shared 
the poignant details, she recalled that the previous day the 
Lemke family had sung at church the song, “Have You Counted 
the Cost?”  Nobody realized how soon that song would be 
enacted. 

Tragedy struck Haru and Kaura when their tenth child, Vasiti, 
was stricken with polio as a two year old.  With limited medical 
access, they could only pray and watch her condition deteriorate.  
They saw Vasiti as their tithe child and ultimately surrendered to 
whatever would be the appropriate outcome.  Kaura had the 
difficult task of watching Vasiti’s life slip away late on a Sabbath 
afternoon in the village of Nubia, on the Madang side of PNG, as 
Haru was out on patrol as the District Director for that area. 

Further tragedy struck when the family were working back in the 
Gulf area.  Kaura was diagnosed with breast cancer.  With two 
small children, this made for a worrying trip for her to the doctor 

at Kikori for medication and hope.  A year later it was clear that 
further treatment was needed and Kaura had to travel to Port 
Moresby for an operation.  This was successful and she was 
gladly reunited with Rilar and Joshua again. 

But less than a year later, it was Haru’s turn to visit the doctor in 
Kikori, and to be immediately put on the plane to Port Moresby 
himself.His
spent in continuing to share the Gospel with other patients. 
   
Haru’s final words are poignant, “Kaura, all the children are in 
your hands.  Don’t let them go out of the church.  Keep them true 
to God.  If you are facing problems with them, such as the girls 
and the right marriage partner, take it to God.  God is sufficient.  
I shall see you all in heaven.” 

A charge that Kaura, with God’s grace was able to see through.  
April 2, 1967 – one of the early and significant pioneers of Papua 
New Guinea, Haru fell asleep in Jesus. 

In a land where traditionally one takes the father’s first name as 
the new surname, the Haru extended family have opted to keep 
the Haru name alive, by retaining his name as their family name.  
Thus at Kabiufa Adventist School, his grandson Brian who is a 
teacher there and who is the son of Simeon Haru, is known as 
Mr Haru, not Mr Simeon. 

The legacy of Haru Hariva is strong, and is kept alive by a 
dedicated and committed extended family.  The stories of his 
remarkable faith and ministry are inspiring as he was truly a 
pioneer for God in Papua New Guinea.    

Pr Rex Cobbin, CPUM President. talking with 
Pastors Narayan Gounder and Fatiaki Tui. 

 final weeks in the Port Moresby general hospital were 
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The time was around September 1944, while I was teaching in the secondary section of 
the Wahroonga School in Sydney, that there came, in the words of Poet John Mase-
field’s ‘Sea Fever’, “A loud and clear call, that may not be denied”,  to come to the 
church’s administrative office.  The President and Secretary of the Australasian Division 
needed to speak with me.  A humble second year teacher wouldn’t deny such a sum-
mons.  Soon I learned the reason for being there.  

“We would like you to go to the Solomon Islands and re-open the Batuna Training School 
in the Marovo Lagoon area that’s been closed for four years on account of the 
war.”  There was a long pause as I began to understand the situation.  A long pause fol-
lowed. Then I replied to the call saying, There is someone I must consult before I give you 
my answer.”  The church leaders understood saying, “You do that and then let us know 
your answer.”  

That ‘someone’ was Grace Stewart, who served as the demonstration teacher at the 
Avondale School at Cooranbong.  On hearing about the call, she agreed to go to the Sol-
omon Islands.   

We were married at Avondale on January 10, 1945, and right on through almost 66 years 
to November 27, 2010, lived happy and fulfilling lives.   

The war in the Pacific dragged on much longer than expected, delaying our departure to 
the Solomon Islands. While we waited for clearance to travel, we attended a course in 
Tropical Medicine at Sydney University.  Grace also obtained experience in midwifery at 
the Women’s Hospital while I received instruction in hand weaving at the Country Wom-
en’s Association.  

Following further delay, I returned to teaching at Wahroonga, but it wasn’t long before we 
were told to arrange medical examinations and to purchase six months food supplies, 
including tinned goods for they would keep longer in the tropics.   

But then some unwelcome news came along.  Doctors considered Grace’s health wasn’t 
in the best position and it would be unwise for her to go to the Solomon Islands at this 
time. Entering a malarial area where other tropical diseases could have been introduced 
during the war years would be risky.  

Then came this question from church administrators, “Would you be prepared to go out 
for a year on your own, after which we would return you to Australia so you could then go 
out together to the Solomons?”   

Grace and I discussed the proposal and it was agreed that I should go ahead alone. Her 
missionary spirit was strong having been born of missionary parents, George and Grace 
Stewart in the Tongan Islands.  So on a Saturday morning in November, 1945, Grace 
stood on a Darling Harbour wharf waving farewell while I stood on the aft deck of the 

Island Service and Travelling Eperiences in Earlier Years  
           - By Lyndon Thrift 

Biography of 

PASTOR LYNDON THRIFT 

Graduating from the Teachers course 
at Avondale College in 1942, Lyndon 
taught at the Wahroonga school for 
the next three years.  Mission service 
with wife Grace commenced at Batuna 
in the Marovo Lagoon in the Solomon 
Islands and later, after spending one 
year, 1948, at Betikama on 
Guadalcanal, they served the next 
four in PNG at Amaura and Kabiufa. 

On returning to Australia in 1942, 
Lyndon taught at Avondale High 
School, Cooranbong in 1943, then he 
served as Principal at Wahroonga 
Primary School (1954-59).  Post-
graduate studies followed at the 
University of Queensland from 1960-
61); then he lectured at Avondale 
College for the next four years.  On 
returning to Avondale High School he 
served as Principal from 1966-68.  
During the next three years Lyndon 
administered the Hawthorn High 
School in Victoria as its Principal; and 
from 1972 until 1982 served as 
Education Director, firstly of the Trans-
Australian Union Conference, and 
then of the Trans-Tasman Union 
Conference. (1980-82). Ordination to 
the gospel ministry came in 1972.  

With Lyndon retiring in 1982, he and 
Grace made their home in Taree in 
the northern part of the State of New 
South Wales. 

  Grace & Lyndon Thrift      Merlene with her father, Lyndon     Merlene with her mother , Grace 
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ship ‘Montoro’ returning her waves all the way until the ship 
turned to go underneath the Harbour Bridge on its way via Milne 
Bay to Torokina, in Bougainville .  

There were fifteen people in the group and on arrival we were 
met by Pastors Norman Ferris and Kata Rangoso. They had 
brought the three mission boats, the G.F. Jones, the Portal and 
the Dadavata from the Solomon Islands to transport us to Kuku-
du and Batuna.  Mrs Ivy Gosling and her two children, Frank 
and Ida Aveling and their two children and I were placed on 
the G F Jones and sent off quickly for the boat was required for 
further government service.  Pastor Herbert and Mrs Vera White 
and two girls and Pastor Reuben Hare travelled on the Portal, 
while Pastor Arch and Mrs Hilda Barrett sailed on the Dadava-
ta.  Unfortunately, this last-named boat encountered engine 
problems so the Barretts had what they called a ‘second honey-
moon' until they were rescued. However, in spite of minor mis-
haps we all reached our destinations safely and set about our 
tasks.  

A busy school year passed quickly, except for waiting for letters 
from Grace.  (The longest wait I experienced was for a period of 
thirteen weeks.)  

In November 1946, the school year closed with a choral festi-
val.  Each village brought their own choir and one memorable 
item was the singing of the ‘Hallelujah Chorus’, presented by 
the Telina Village Singers. At the close of the memorable even-
ing I completed school bookwork, returned to my home, collect-
ed my suitcase and at midnight excitedly boarded the ‘Ambon' 
on my way eventually to Australia.  

The first port of call was Torokina where Cyril Pascoe loaded 
disposable goods for Rabaul.  While there I camped in a tent for 
much of the mission property had been destroyed. Obtaining 
transport wasn’t easy as I hunted government offices and pri-
vate travel organisations in search of transport to Sydney.  But 
days passed without obtaining the needed travel.  However, at 
2:40 pm on a Friday afternoon there came a break.  An army 

boat was leaving for the Sepik, repatriating labourers, and it was 
going to stop at Dreger Harbour. An anxious question ran 
through my mind: “Would Dreger Harbour be on my way to Syd-
ney?” “Yes.” Came the encouraging reply.   

“May I travel on the boat?" “Yes,” came the reply.  “When will it 
be sailing?” “At 3pm this afternoon!”  

I had three miles to drive and gather my belongings.  I assure 
you I didn’t waste any time.  I returned and went on board as 
the crew were untying the boat’s ropes.  On arrival at Dreger 
Harbour on Sunday, I obtained a bunk at the Royal Australian 
Air Force base at Finchhaven and then search for a way to trav-
el to Lae.  I asked many questions about my onward travel and 
eventually a possibility turned up.  I heard that a coffee planter 
had chartered a plane to fly him to Lae and on borrowing a jeep 
drove 20 miles to find him.  It was fortunate that I tracked him 
down for he had good news for me.  Mentioning that he had 
offered the spare seat to the Roman Catholic Mission, the plant-
er told me to turn up early in the morning and "we’ll talk to the 
pilot about the situation".  I was there early next morning as well 
as the planter, his boss boy, a Catholic Church official, and 
three nuns.   

The pilot looked us all over and then announced, “I think we can 
do it!”  So passengers climbed aboard the Dragon Rapide.  The 
two nuns occupied two chairs while others sat on their luggage 
on the floor of the plane.  Wasting no time, the pilot cranked the 
engine by turning the propellers then climbed aboard and set off 
down the Marsden matting covered runway to prepare for take-
off.  Some of the matting was firmly held by the grass that had 
grown through it, while other patches were loose.  On the firmly-
held sections the plane rolled to the accompaniment of engine 
and propeller noise.  Over the loose sections the din of the rat-
tling matting almost drowned the other two noises.  Eventually 
the plane lifted and became airborne.  This was  my first flight 
and what an experience it was!  

We seemed to remain stationary in the air for about half an hour 
and then down we went to a bumpy 
landing at Lae.  As we taxied towards a 
shed that served as an office, a car 
outside the netting fence travelled par-
allel with the plane.  Then as I stepped 
out of my transport, my uncle,  Pastor 
Roy Thrift, then President of the Papua
–New Guinea Mission, stepped out of 
the car, and on nearing me called 
out, “What are you doing here?”  On 
being enlightened, he relaxed and took 
me to the Qantas office and booked me 
through to Sydney.  

Two weeks later I flew there seeming to 
land wherever a dog barked.  We ar-
rived at Mascot at midnight and, joy of 
joys, Grace and her brother Don were 
there to meet me.  What a year it had 
been!  What a time I had had.  What a 
great service God had called me 
too.  With Grace, I was now ready to 
return to the islands and to serve God 
in ways He would reveal.     

Reference Map of Oceania, 
Micronesia, Polynesia, 
Melanesia—James A Bier, 
University of Hawaii Press 
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The time was around September 1944, while I was teaching in the secondary section of 
the Wahroonga School in Sydney, that there came, in the words of Poet John Mase-
field’s ‘Sea Fever’, “A loud and clear call, that may not be denied”,  to come to the 
church’s administrative office.  The President and Secretary of the Australasian Division 
needed to speak with me.  A humble second year teacher wouldn’t deny such a sum-
mons.  Soon I learned the reason for being there.  

“We would like you to go to the Solomon Islands and re-open the Batuna Training School 
in the Marovo Lagoon area that’s been closed for four years on account of the 
war.”  There was a long pause as I began to understand the situation.  A long pause fol-
lowed. Then I replied to the call saying, There is someone I must consult before I give you 
my answer.”  The church leaders understood saying, “You do that and then let us know 
your answer.”  

That ‘someone’ was Grace Stewart, who served as the demonstration teacher at the 
Avondale School at Cooranbong.  On hearing about the call, she agreed to go to the Sol-
omon Islands.   

We were married at Avondale on January 10, 1945, and right on through almost 66 years 
to November 27, 2010, lived happy and fulfilling lives.   

The war in the Pacific dragged on much longer than expected, delaying our departure to 
the Solomon Islands. While we waited for clearance to travel, we attended a course in 
Tropical Medicine at Sydney University.  Grace also obtained experience in midwifery at 
the Women’s Hospital while I received instruction in hand weaving at the Country Wom-
en’s Association.  

Following further delay, I returned to teaching at Wahroonga, but it wasn’t long before we 
were told to arrange medical examinations and to purchase six months food supplies, 
including tinned goods for they would keep longer in the tropics.   

But then some unwelcome news came along.  Doctors considered Grace’s health wasn’t 
in the best position and it would be unwise for her to go to the Solomon Islands at this 
time. Entering a malarial area where other tropical diseases could have been introduced 
during the war years would be risky.  

Then came this question from church administrators, “Would you be prepared to go out 
for a year on your own, after which we would return you to Australia so you could then go 
out together to the Solomons?”   

Grace and I discussed the proposal and it was agreed that I should go ahead alone. Her 
missionary spirit was strong having been born of missionary parents, George and Grace 
Stewart in the Tongan Islands.  So on a Saturday morning in November, 1945, Grace 
stood on a Darling Harbour wharf waving farewell while I stood on the aft deck of the 

Island Service and Travelling Eperiences in Earlier Years  
           - By Lyndon Thrift 

Biography of 

PASTOR LYNDON THRIFT 

Graduating from the Teachers course 
at Avondale College in 1942, Lyndon 
taught at the Wahroonga school for 
the next three years.  Mission service 
with wife Grace commenced at Batuna 
in the Marovo Lagoon in the Solomon 
Islands and later, after spending one 
year, 1948, at Betikama on 
Guadalcanal, they served the next 
four in PNG at Amaura and Kabiufa. 

On returning to Australia in 1942, 
Lyndon taught at Avondale High 
School, Cooranbong in 1943, then he 
served as Principal at Wahroonga 
Primary School (1954-59).  Post-
graduate studies followed at the 
University of Queensland from 1960-
61); then he lectured at Avondale 
College for the next four years.  On 
returning to Avondale High School he 
served as Principal from 1966-68.  
During the next three years Lyndon 
administered the Hawthorn High 
School in Victoria as its Principal; and 
from 1972 until 1982 served as 
Education Director, firstly of the Trans-
Australian Union Conference, and 
then of the Trans-Tasman Union 
Conference. (1980-82). Ordination to 
the gospel ministry came in 1972.  

With Lyndon retiring in 1982, he and 
Grace made their home in Taree in 
the northern part of the State of New 
South Wales. 

  Grace & Lyndon Thrift      Merlene with her father, Lyndon     Merlene with her mother , Grace 
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ship ‘Montoro’ returning her waves all the way until the ship 
turned to go underneath the Harbour Bridge on its way via Milne 
Bay to Torokina, in Bougainville .  

There were fifteen people in the group and on arrival we were 
met by Pastors Norman Ferris and Kata Rangoso. They had 
brought the three mission boats, the G.F. Jones, the Portal and 
the Dadavata from the Solomon Islands to transport us to Kuku-
du and Batuna.  Mrs Ivy Gosling and her two children, Frank 
and Ida Aveling and their two children and I were placed on 
the G F Jones and sent off quickly for the boat was required for 
further government service.  Pastor Herbert and Mrs Vera White 
and two girls and Pastor Reuben Hare travelled on the Portal, 
while Pastor Arch and Mrs Hilda Barrett sailed on the Dadava-
ta.  Unfortunately, this last-named boat encountered engine 
problems so the Barretts had what they called a ‘second honey-
moon' until they were rescued. However, in spite of minor mis-
haps we all reached our destinations safely and set about our 
tasks.  

A busy school year passed quickly, except for waiting for letters 
from Grace.  (The longest wait I experienced was for a period of 
thirteen weeks.)  

In November 1946, the school year closed with a choral festi-
val.  Each village brought their own choir and one memorable 
item was the singing of the ‘Hallelujah Chorus’, presented by 
the Telina Village Singers. At the close of the memorable even-
ing I completed school bookwork, returned to my home, collect-
ed my suitcase and at midnight excitedly boarded the ‘Ambon' 
on my way eventually to Australia.  

The first port of call was Torokina where Cyril Pascoe loaded 
disposable goods for Rabaul.  While there I camped in a tent for 
much of the mission property had been destroyed. Obtaining 
transport wasn’t easy as I hunted government offices and pri-
vate travel organisations in search of transport to Sydney.  But 
days passed without obtaining the needed travel.  However, at 
2:40 pm on a Friday afternoon there came a break.  An army 

boat was leaving for the Sepik, repatriating labourers, and it was 
going to stop at Dreger Harbour. An anxious question ran 
through my mind: “Would Dreger Harbour be on my way to Syd-
ney?” “Yes.” Came the encouraging reply.   

“May I travel on the boat?" “Yes,” came the reply.  “When will it 
be sailing?” “At 3pm this afternoon!”  

I had three miles to drive and gather my belongings.  I assure 
you I didn’t waste any time.  I returned and went on board as 
the crew were untying the boat’s ropes.  On arrival at Dreger 
Harbour on Sunday, I obtained a bunk at the Royal Australian 
Air Force base at Finchhaven and then search for a way to trav-
el to Lae.  I asked many questions about my onward travel and 
eventually a possibility turned up.  I heard that a coffee planter 
had chartered a plane to fly him to Lae and on borrowing a jeep 
drove 20 miles to find him.  It was fortunate that I tracked him 
down for he had good news for me.  Mentioning that he had 
offered the spare seat to the Roman Catholic Mission, the plant-
er told me to turn up early in the morning and "we’ll talk to the 
pilot about the situation".  I was there early next morning as well 
as the planter, his boss boy, a Catholic Church official, and 
three nuns.   

The pilot looked us all over and then announced, “I think we can 
do it!”  So passengers climbed aboard the Dragon Rapide.  The 
two nuns occupied two chairs while others sat on their luggage 
on the floor of the plane.  Wasting no time, the pilot cranked the 
engine by turning the propellers then climbed aboard and set off 
down the Marsden matting covered runway to prepare for take-
off.  Some of the matting was firmly held by the grass that had 
grown through it, while other patches were loose.  On the firmly-
held sections the plane rolled to the accompaniment of engine 
and propeller noise.  Over the loose sections the din of the rat-
tling matting almost drowned the other two noises.  Eventually 
the plane lifted and became airborne.  This was  my first flight 
and what an experience it was!  

We seemed to remain stationary in the air for about half an hour 
and then down we went to a bumpy 
landing at Lae.  As we taxied towards a 
shed that served as an office, a car 
outside the netting fence travelled par-
allel with the plane.  Then as I stepped 
out of my transport, my uncle,  Pastor 
Roy Thrift, then President of the Papua
–New Guinea Mission, stepped out of 
the car, and on nearing me called 
out, “What are you doing here?”  On 
being enlightened, he relaxed and took 
me to the Qantas office and booked me 
through to Sydney.  

Two weeks later I flew there seeming to 
land wherever a dog barked.  We ar-
rived at Mascot at midnight and, joy of 
joys, Grace and her brother Don were 
there to meet me.  What a year it had 
been!  What a time I had had.  What a 
great service God had called me 
too.  With Grace, I was now ready to 
return to the islands and to serve God 
in ways He would reveal.     

Reference Map of Oceania, 
Micronesia, Polynesia, 
Melanesia—James A Bier, 
University of Hawaii Press 

Torokina 

Milne Bay 
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HERE AND THEREHERE AND THERE  

IN EARLIER YEARSIN EARLIER YEARS  

-  Palmerston is a coral  

All descendants come from Englishman 
William Marsters who settled on the  
island in earlier times. Due to evangelism 
over the years, the island's population is 
 mainly Seventh-day Adventist. Picture  
right shows a Palmerston island group 
of  believers.  

Above Right:
island situated 500km nw of Rarotonga.  

 

 

Left:-  Atoifi Adventist Hospital Staff 
Left is Betty and Len Larwood (CEO) 
with the nurses- in- t raining class. 
Dr Lynn McMahon, (shown right) was
Medical Superindent 1966 - 1969. 
  

Above:- Stanley and Greta Gander  

with daughter Gwen pioneered gospel work at Bena Bena until 

Japanese invasion in 1942.  Later Island service involved pioneering in 

the Western islands, Madang and Sepik River areas. 

Left:- Dr Dorothy Parker.  This lady served in the Solomon Islands at 

Kwailibesi on Malaita island for several years from 1934.  She married 

Arthur Parker whose wife Muriel had died. 

Centre Left:-  Nurse Agnes Poroi of French Polynesia attended the 

Avondale School in 1913 and 1914 then served in Rarotonga from 

1917–1920 where she carried out hymn translation.  Most of her 

service was as a translator for the Australasian Division, translating 

French and English periodicals, books and lesson quarterlies into 

Tahitian. 
 




